Musical moments will live a lifetime with the Concord 550. Designed for the connoisseur of sound, it incorporates all the quality features so vital to professional tape recording and playback.

**TRANSISTORIZED...** Transistorized pre-amplifiers of the Concord 550 assure greatest operation reliability together with freedom from heat, noise and hum.

It offers all push button controls, three speeds, sound-on-sound recording, two VU meters, and 6" speakers which can be separated for full stereo effect.

The Concord 550 is the ideal recorder for operation thru the amplifier and speakers of a high fidelity music system, or as a completely self-contained stereo system.

Recording from multiplex tuners is perfect with the transistor Model 550.

Priced less than $320*

Concord 550 tape deck version of the Model 550 especially fitted for easy custom installation.

Priced less than $230*

**CONCORD 220**—Hi-fidelity monaural recorder with push button controls. 3 speeds, varisync flutter-free drive motor, dynamic microphones, cue and edit button and audio sync accessory for home movie sound.

Priced less than $150*

**CONCORD 550**—Finest 4-track stereo recording and playback. Professional 3-head design, sound-on-sound recording, 10 watt amplifier, computerized channel indicator, dual cathode follower, low impedance outputs. Two VU meters, three speeds, push button operation.

Priced less than $400*

* See your dealer for his price today

Captured by Concord: Sound Devotion.

809 North Cahuenga Boulevard, Dept. L, Los Angeles 38, Calif.
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- Another Transistorized Voltmeter and How To Use It

### Light Listening

- Record Revue
- Jazz and All That

### Equipment Profiles

- Kenwood AM-FM and FM-Stereo Receiver
- Harman-Kardon Transistorized Preamplifier
- Acoustic Research Turntable
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**Coming NEXT Month**

Construction--

How to build a complete transistorized recording and playback amplifier, including bias/erase oscillator, for a stereo tape recorder.

Measurement--

With the universal use of frequency compensating networks, it is imperative that their performance be measured, both after completion and for maintenance. This article will tell you how.

Musical Instruments--

When the electronic organ is finished, it must be tuned—and occasionally thereafter. Another article telling how, using a 20-cps oscillator, with details for using to accommodate the British and French A's, which differ from ours at times.

And

**Equipment Profiles**

- The Garrard turntables
- The Pilot 285 tuner
- The Fisher XP4A loudspeaker
- The Knight-Kit KP70 tape recorder amplifier.

**In the MAY Issue**--

- On the newstands or in your own mailbox

---

**Audio Articles**

- Alex M. Schotz
- Moriss Dollens
- Allan R. Keskinen
- David Saslaw
- C. G. McProud

**Audio Reviews**

- Chester Santon
- Edward Taitnall Canby
- Charles A. Robertson

**AUDIO Profiles**

- KW-40
- Citation A
- Two Speed

**AUDIO in General**

- Joseph Giovaneli
- Edward Taitnall Canby
- Herman Burstein
- Harold Lawrence
**CONCERTTONE COSMOPOLITAN TRANSISTORIZED TAPE RECORDER/RADIO**

Take it anywhere. Concerttone's Cosmopolitan captures the mood of the moment, holds it for tomorrow—the fun of a party...business ideas...a child's first words...a lecture...or family activities for distant relatives. Truly the most versatile portable recorder/radio available. Smartly styled, precision-made miniature. Records up to 3 hours on 5" reels. AM radio plays separately or as recording source. Push-button operation on AC or DC. Most wanted accessories. Once you experience the fun of on-the-spot recording, you'll find reaching for your Cosmopolitan as natural as reaching for a camera. For complete information and name of nearest dealer, mail coupon.

**AMERICAN CONCERTTONE, INC.**
A DIVISION OF ASTRO-SCIENCE CORPORATION
444 West Jefferson Boulevard
Culver City, California

*Send questions to:*
Joseph Giovanelli
3420 Newark Ave.
Brooklyn 3, N.Y.
Include stamped, self-addressed envelope.

---

**AUDIO CLINIC**

**Joseph Giovanelli**

---

**Measurement of IM in Phono Preamplifiers**

**Q. How do I use an intermodulation distortion analyzer in analyzing the phonograph preamplifier section of an audio system?** The use of 6000 cps does not give a proper answer. I use a 1:1 or 1:2 ratio to get a truer value. What is the proper ratio of 60 and 6000 cps to use on the phonograph preamplifier? Dr. J. W. Welch, Wll Lake, Iowa.

**A.** You are definitely on the right track in your approach to measuring IM in phonograph preamplifiers. What you must take into consideration is that the preamplifier attenuates highs and boosts lows in accordance with the RIAA curve. Hence, comparing the 4:1 ratio with this curve cannot give you valid results.

The following is the method I would use to obtain this measurement. I would feed a 60-cps signal into the amplifier and note the voltage at the output. By doing so, I would be careful not to overload the preamplifier. I would then introduce a 6000-cps tone into the amplifier and measure its output voltage, adjusting the level of this tone until it was equal to that of the 60-cps tone. This would give you a starting ratio. (You would have to measure the input voltages of both tones.) You could then use your 4:1 ratio overlaid on this starting ratio to obtain the results you seek. This approach is as valid as any I know.

"Birdies" and Whistles in Broadcast Receivers

**Q. Most AM sets that I have heard are bedeviled by a series of heterodynes, whistles, or "birdies" as the tuning dial is rotated. These, I believe, are caused by the harmonics of the oscillator and harmonics of the i.f. stages beating with stations. I want to build an AM tuner free of this nuisance. Would a tuned r.f. stage or pre-selector ahead of the converter eliminate this condition? Would a higher i.f., say 2600 kc, get rid of the "birdies"? Any suggestions would be welcome. Bob Con-way, Augusta, Georgia.

**A.** The various "birdies" which you hear on the AM portions of tuners are not generated within the tuners but are generated by local television receivers which radiate considerable energy in the form of harmonics of the horizontal oscillator. There is no way to rid yourself of this kind of interference. There are one or two beats which are the result of mixer beating, but they are not at all serious compared to this outside interference. Further, the character of the tone produced by these "birdies" is created within the AM receiver, not at the output of the TV receiver. The tone produced by beats between the local oscillator and image frequency stations is usually a smooth tone; the tone produced by beats between the incoming signal and the harmonics generated by the horizontal oscillator in the TV receiver is a raspy tone, unstable in frequency.

The performance of your phono preamp in a car radio, it will be free from this interference except when it is in the proximity of a television receiver radiating these harmonics. Note also the similar reaction of a portable receiver.

There are certainly rare instances in which these "birdies" are created within the AM receiver. There may be too much local oscillator injection, the tuned circuit or tuned circuits in the front end of the receiver may be misaligned, poorly designed, or defective. This condition will also be present when the receiver is in very close proximity to one or more strong broadcast stations. Under these conditions it is difficult to eliminate the condition. However, it is sometimes possible to increase the amount of a.v.c. which may be helpful.

**Loud Announcements**

**Q. I do not know if "audioclinic" is exactly the right place to discuss my problem. Because my problem is, I hope, of general interest, however, here it is.**

The problem arises because of the relative levels of speech and music as transmitted by FM stations. If one adjusts the volume of the receiver to suit the announcement level, the announcements are unpleasantly loud. I find I use FM consequently, at a somewhat subdued level to avoid the "shouting" announcer. Understand that I am interested in hearing the announcements. I merely wonder if these announcements must approach the level of musical peaks.

I have tried to find out what I could use to alleviate my listening problem. If I understand the use and the operation of speech-music discriminators, they are transient detectors and, therefore, would not discriminate against music and similar music. I have wrecked my brain but I cannot come up with a solution. Is there a way, simple or complex, to attenuate the spoken parts of an FM broadcast automatically? Of course, one could petition all of the FM stations, but perhaps there is a reason for this practice. John De Haven, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

**A.** Commercial announcements are of great importance in obtaining the money required to operate your favorite stations. If the level of these announcements corresponds to that of relatively soft musical
What has earned this unique acceptance? Is it features, creative engineering, quality control, Garrard's 50 years of experience? All are important. But actually none of these is as significant as the enduring satisfaction...the special pride and pleasure...which Garrard owners enjoy. That is why more dealers recommend Garrard, and more people are buying these incomparable Garrard units—than any other high-fidelity record-playing component!


Whatever the other components... most music systems start with a Garrard

world's finest

TYPE A 79.50
AT6 54.50
AUTOSLIM 39.50

www.americanradiohistory.com AmericanRadioHistory.Com
A NEW MULLARD MATCHED PAIR

No matter what type music system you own, the ultimate quality of performance will be affected by the electron tubes. Thus it is wise to insist on the finest tubes . . . MULLARD tubes.

The new ECL86/6GW8, for example, as well as the other MULLARD laboratory-balanced matched pair types, can put an end to tube matching problems in the output stages of your high fidelity and stereo equipment.

This new MULLARD triode-pentode offers exceptionally high gain in the triode section and high power in the pentode-section, satisfying the requirements of today's compact, high-power amplifiers and tape recorders.

In addition there is a broad selection of MULLARD tubes as well as MULLARD laboratory-balanced matched pairs for your high fidelity amplifier, tuner, tape recorder, etc.

See your local MULLARD distributor, or for further information write to:

International Electronics Corporation
81 Spring St., New York 12, N. Y.
6272 W. North Ave., Chicago, Ill.
4260 Lankershim Bldg., N. Hollywood, Calif.

The Mullard Matched Pair Range
EL90MP/6A9Q
ECL82MP/6B8Q
EL84MP/6B9Q
7189MP
EL34MP/6CA7
EL96MP/6BQ8
EL95MP/6DL5
ECL86MP/6GW8
EL37MP
UL84MP/4585
UCL82MP/50B8M

PASSAGES, these announcements will, in many listening areas, be masked by noise. Which of these two situations is less objectionable from the listener's seat? It can be argued that if a listener hears these announcements in the noise, he will also hear soft passages in the noise and will not listen to the station in any event. There is also the matter of primary and secondary coverage areas. What coverage is the advertiser paying for? If any reader has observations regarding this subject, make them known to your favorite station and the sponsors of your favorite programs. (Also, it is against FCC regulations to overmodulate commercials.)

THIS MONTH'S COVER

This month's cover is intended to break a heretofore unsuspected barrier—and contribute to international relations. Here are the very words of the author:

"It seems rather strange to me that in the past several years, the cover of AUDIO has never shown a music system from Canada. This is not because Canadians don't have fine stereo systems, but perhaps because no one from Canada has submitted a photograph for publication. My present submission may break the barrier. It may also be of interest to more favorable U.S.A.-Canada climate to consider the subject matter since the international weather situation is more than a little chilly at the moment.

"It has taken six years for my stereo system to arrive at its present state. My wife and I debated at length regarding the location of the equipment, since we have six active children who don't always remember that gentleness is required in handling the components. Little by little, the present set-up evolved. First the speakers were put next to the ceiling and the teakwood shelves were added to remove their haging awkward appearance. The equipment was originally housed in a Burziby 1709 cabinet; that is, until my youngest son pulled it all over while hunting a toy.

"The following components were used: Electronics are Citation I, II, III; the turntable is a Weathers with P8.11 pickup; the speakers are AR3; the tape player is a Viking 85 RMQ. Miscellaneous items are: Koss headphones, remote speaker switches, turntable clock, external tape recorder connector, Dust Bug, and stereo VU meters.

"Tambour doors were used in the teak cabinets and space in the lower portion is reserved for a Viking Stereo Compact. The tape recorder panel swings outward for maintenance purposes, and an access door is located in the opposite room behind the tuner and preamp section.

"FM stereo has not yet come to Ottawa, but with my Pino FM-5 (rotated) yagi on a 20-foot roof-mounted mast, I can reach Toronto (350 mi.), Montreal (150 mi.), and Syracuse, N. Y. (200 mi.), with ease.

"The entire system, including cabinets, was engineered and crafted by Audio Techniques Ltd., Blossom Park, Ontario, and Ed Chatelle took the photograph.

"As a point of interest, I might add that although I work in the Department of Agriculture doing research in atmospheric physics, a great deal of time is spent in musical pursuits. I direct the church choir, my wife and daughters sing in the choir, and I teach music literature at night school.

Dr. R. M. Homes, Blossom Park P. O., Ontario, Canada
Your assurance of a flawless tape: this Quality Control Number now on every reel of Soundcraft Tape!

Every reel of Soundcraft Tape must pass the toughest inspection standards in the industry. For modern 4-track recorders, you need this standard of perfection in the recording tape you buy. Even the subtlest physical defects—surface irregularities, edge burrs, skew, feathered edges, cupping and curling—will prevent intimate contact between the narrow tracks and recording head, causing severe loss of high frequencies. The quality control number you now see on every reel of Soundcraft Tape is the final step in the painstaking manufacturing processes which make these recording tapes the very best that money can buy.

- Soundcraft’s patented Micropolished® Process polishes the tape surface to a mirror smoothness. Surface irregularities are eliminated, the tape needs no breaking-in; you record perfectly right from the start.
- Soundcraft Tape is slit to incredibly close tolerances, insuring a tape entirely free of edge burrs and skew.
- Soundcraft Tape is wound extremely smooth to eliminate protruding edges which can be “feathered” or damaged during handling and use.
- Soundcraft’s oxide coating and base material are balanced to prevent the cupping and curling caused by different rates of expansion and contraction between these materials.
- Soundcraft’s exclusive FA-4 oxide formulation is frequency adjusted for 4-track stereo. It offers the most advanced magnetic properties in a tape today—more high frequency output, greater signal-to-noise ratio and dynamic range, and freedom from tape hiss, low-speed and editing squeal.

Always buy Soundcraft Tape, quality controlled to assure best performance on your tape recorder. Write for the “ABC’s of Soundcraft Tape”.

To our engineering-minded friends: mail us the tab showing the quality control number of your reel of Soundcraft Tape and we’ll send you its rigid specifications.

REEVES SOUND CRAFT CORP.
Main Office: Great Pasture Rd., Danbury, Connecticut • New York: 19 E. 52nd Street • Chicago: 38 E. Jackson Blvd. • Los Angeles: 342 N. LaBrea • Canadian Reps.: Toronto, Vancouver
LETTERS

Ho Disagrees with Cooper

SIR: I disagree with Mr. George Fletcher. Cooper's statement that \( h = \frac{N}{\cos \beta} \) is not even completely true. ("Series Feedback," Audio, December 1965, p. 34.) In fact, this classic equation is rigorously true for a linear feedback network. The problem lies in Cooper's misunderstanding of the terms used.

It is not just a simple number but is in fact a complex number completely describing the performance of a linear circuit, including its time delays. This complex number is known as the transform of the linear amplifier's impulse response.

Mr. Cooper also makes the statement that "because the amplifier has a limited bandwidth the output lags a little behind the input and does not rise instantly to its final value," is in general confused and incorrect. For example, a simple RC integrator or low-pass filter has a step response which does not reach its full output instantly and yet has no time delay at all in the strict mathematical sense. In short, a limited bandwidth situation does not necessarily mean a time delay situation and vice versa.

Furthermore, an amplifier with a single simple rolloff of 6-dB-per-octave within a feedback loop cannot be made unstable, so long as \( \beta \) is a simple fraction, and does not have an oscillatory response as implied by Mr. Cooper's article.

The theory for this argument has been known since the time of Laplace, and is fully developed beyond the state of Mr. Cooper's article. Engineers have only recently been taught the full extent of the theory. Indeed, where it has not been taught, some confusion still exists.

Of course, Mr. Cooper's remarks toward the end of his article concerning large transients within the closed feedback loop are correct.

John L. Addis
M. I. T.
Box 332, 3 Ames St.
Cambridge 39, Mass.

Cooper Replies

SIR: Mr. Addis and I live in different worlds. He lives in an absolutely linear world, in which the proofs of Bode, Chapter 8, are valid. The purpose of the article was to show that stability and linear steady-state behaviour are not enough. The engineering world must live with non-linearities.

I do not know what Mr. Addis means by "delay in a strict mathematical sense." A low pass filter used as a delay network, for pulse-forming, for example, gives what I will continue to call a delay. Engineers are usually content to take Brillouin's view of signal velocity discussed, for example, in Stratton, "Electromagnetic Theory," p. 538 (1st Ed., 1941, McGraw Hill). Wiener uses the delay concept in his derivation of a stability criterion. I should be interested to see Mr. Addis' proof that a physical network of finite bandwidth can have zero delay and his way of reconciling this with Bode, Chapter 14.

Of course, a single 6-dB-per-octave term will not give an oscillatory response, but a typical amplifier with two wide- and one narrow-band stages will have an amplitude response characterized mainly by the nar-

Mr. Addis objects at the beginning was meant to shock so that the reader would continue to the conclusion, with which Mr. Addis agrees. Can Mr. Addis reach this conclusion by his own rigorous standards and present the result in a form which you, Sir, will print and your readers will understand?

George Fletcher Cooper

A Method of Measuring Vertical Angle

SIR: In response to Mr. H. Bauer's statement (Audio, February, 1963) concerning the problem of vertical modulation angle in stereo recording, measurements of the actual angle have been made to determine, with reasonable accuracy, the amount by which this angle differs from the recently accepted standard of 15 deg.

Before any corrective steps could be taken to bring the recording angle of the stereo enter to an actual 15 deg, a technique of measuring the angle had to be devised. The technique suggested by Mr. Bauer, consisting of measuring the IM distortion by playing back the recording, did not appeal to us because it would introduce too many additional unknowns. As a most logical solution to the problem, optical measurements of the groove shape appeared to us. This turned out to be an accurate method.

To describe the method, it would be appropriate to start with the assumption that all vertical or stereo cutting is done with a 90 deg. stylus. As will be seen from Fig. 1 by taking four simple measurements of the groove dimensions, one could calculate the actual vertical modulation angle of the particular sere cutting mechanism. Referring to Fig. 1, it becomes obvious that knowing the change in width of the (Continued on page 59)
FOR TOP QUALITY TAPE RECORDING

The NAGRA III is a self contained professional tape recorder, assuring an excellent reliability factor, and the best recording quality available outside your studio. The frequency response, signal to noise ratio and wow & flutter characteristics of the NAGRA III, are similar to those of the best studio console recorders, but modulation noise, is even better. This spectrogram measurement of the NAGRA III, was taken by the Electro-Acoustical laboratory of the Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm.

SPECIFICATIONS

- Frequency response:
  - 30 - 18000 c/s ± 1 db (15")
  - 40 - 15000 c/s ± 1 db (7.5")
- Play back circuit signal/noise ratio:
  - 72 db A.S.A.
- Erase:
  - -80 db
- Wow & flutter:
  - at 15": 0.04 % RMS
  - at 7.5": 0.08 % RMS
- Recording power consumption:
  - 256 ma (12-25 V)
- Weight with 12 flash light batteries:
  - 15 lb
- Dimensions:
  - 14.2 x 9.5 x 4.3"

SUGGESTED NET USER PRICES IN THE UNITED STATES

NAGRA III B $1045.00
NAGRA III RP FOR LP SYNC IN MOTION PICTURES PRODUCTION $1095.00
SLP SOUND TRANSFER SYNCHRONIZER $295.00

ASK YOUR NAGRA DEALER FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE, OR WRITE TO:

KUDELSKI
6, CH. DE L'ETANG PAUDEX LAUSANNE SWITZERLAND
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Melodies of the Four Winds (Grand Prix Winner, 1962) Columbia CS 8719

It would appear that the French possess their top records of the year on a more rational basis than we do. If you’ve ever puzzled over the reasoning underlying some of the annual awards presented to records in this country, make it a point to hear this particular stereo disc. Columbia’s Marc Venezia (the usual musical director) and Tony Garibaldi (the usual recording director) make up the credits of this collection of prize-winning records in France. It is a record that is designed especially for the French market. Despite the fact that audio quality did not appear to be uppermost in the minds of the judges, it is a very stylish and attractive recording of Melodies of the Four Winds. The tone colors are brilliant and clean, the stereo separation is wide, the dynamics are well handled, the soundstage is deep and wide, the balance is good, and the recording is free of distortion. This is a very enjoyable recording that should be heard by anyone who enjoys French music.

Robert Goulet: Sincerely Yours Columbia CS 8731

Goulet has traveled a considerable distance as a singing star since his New York debut in Lerner and Loewe’s “Cameo!” a little over two years ago. If you check back on his work in this country, you will find that his singing style has changed considerably. He has matured as a singer, and the difference in his approach can be heard on this album. The difference in style Robert Goulet displays in “Sincerely Yours” can be traced back to his days as a vocalist with Columbia. He has continued to develop his voice and has become more versatile. He is now able to sing in a variety of styles, from pop to classical, with equal ease. The album is a good one, and it should be heard by anyone who enjoys Goulet’s singing.

Dick Die: The Sound of Magnificent Mandolins

Audio Fidelity ASD 5963

Jo Basile: Hit Broadway Musicals

Audio Fidelity ASD 5972

The Temptation Seven

Kapp Stereo Tape KTL 41047

Our own Dixieland style has its advocates overseas in the taped work of this English group dedicated to the preservation of the great songs of the 1920’s. The members of the Temptation Seven (approximately nine in number) have their own major band, with a chorus and a saxophone section. They are responsible for the music and lyrics of “Gypsy Purr”. The band is a well-known group throughout Europe and the Americas. The members of the band are all well-known figures in the music business, and they have a reputation for putting on a good show. The album is a good one, and it should be heard by anyone who enjoys Dixieland music.

Gay Purr-ee (Original Sound Track) Warner Bros. Tape WTC 1479

It isn’t often that the sound track of a Hollywood animated cartoon comes true to the basis of a commercial album. Even less frequently is such a record made available to tape collectors. The sound track of this little title gives one some idea of the nature of this musical cartoon. It is a film with its own unique charm and appeal. The music is well-done, and the sound track is well-recorded. The album is a good one, and it should be heard by anyone who enjoys animated cartoons.

Chester Sans

Allan Sherman: My Son, the Folk Singer Warner Bros. Tape WSTC 1475

Could it be that one of the hidden virtues of tape collecting is the man who will develop character? If patience is still considered a virtue these days, tape fans certainly have had a chance to develop and display it during the weeks that Allan Sherman’s parody disc. Columbia gives him here. He has made a record that is a true test of the patience of the listener. The disc is long and complex, but it is also fascinating. The album is a good one, and it should be heard by anyone who enjoys comedy records.
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NEW CIRCUITRY,
NEW FEATURES,
NEW IDEA IN STEREO

"Modern" is not the word. Perhaps "ahead-of-its-time" is a bit more descriptive of the new Altec 708A "Astro." How else would you describe an all-in-one stereo center full of features and facilities never before available in a single package?

For example, consider its circuitry. Transistors are combined with new frame grid tubes to gain the best qualities of each. As another example, consider its unique stereo headphone facilities. The output receptacle is in the rear; you may leave the headphones plugged in permanently, out of sight when not in use. The headphone switch, however, is located conveniently on the front panel.

Or, consider the unique tape recording monitor that functions much like monitors in professional recording studios. Namely, it permits you to monitor any source material two ways during recording: the instant signal enters the record head or directly from tape, the moment it is recorded. And these features are only a sampling. Truly, the "Astro" is "ahead-of-its-time" even down to the smallest details such as the exclusive friction-lock controls that obsolete awkward dual knobs found on conventional stereo equipment.

COOLNESS OF TRANSISTORS— PRECISION OF FRAME GRID TUBES

For cool operation, Altec makes judicious use of transistors. For highest sensitivity and quietest performance imaginable, new ultra-precise frame grid tubes are used. This proper combination of transistors and tubes in the "Astro" has produced results that are just this side of miraculous.

The "Astro" is sensitive, stable and completely consistent in its performance (top-notch!) and utterly free of drift. Indeed, it is the first truly practical stereo center because transistors in the power stage make it run cool for hours on end. Unlike ordinary "hot boxes," the "Astro" secures peak operating efficiency and maximum life from resistors, capacitors, and other subcomponents in its circuitry. And, because it runs cool, the "Astro" is the first practical unit for built-in installations.

WHAT MAJOR COMPONENTS ARE INCLUDED IN THE NEW "ASTRO"?

Five integrated stereo components are packaged in a compact 6" x 15" x 13½" cabinet: FM, FM multiplex, AM, dual-channel preamplifiers, dual-channel power amplifiers. The wide band FM tuner features 1.2 microvolt sensitivity (equivalent to 0.75 microvolts with matched 72 ohm antenna) to assure highest gain, lowest noise. A built-in FM stereo multiplex receiver provides 30 db stereo separation between channels over the entire audio range. To take all guesswork out of tuning, a monitor light goes on automatically when stereo signal is received. The AM tuner provides high sensitivity and excellent image and IF rejection.

The preamplifier section features a complete complement of controls and includes facilities for everything from record and tape player to the stereo headphones. Powerful dual-channel amplifiers deliver 27.5 watts each down to 20 cycles (IHFM standard) with ± 1 db, 20-20,000 cps frequency response.

YOU MUST SEE & HEAR THE "ASTRO"

Feel it, too, for that all-important coolness. At your Altec Distributor's now. Or, for information, write Dept. A-4.

55 watts from an area the size of a postcard!

That's the magic of transistors: the four shown at left make up the power stage of the "Astro." In all, 12 transistors and 17 tubes are used in this entirely new stereo center that is rated several years ahead of its time.
Percy Faith: Exotic Strings

Columbia CS 8702

For many years the Columbia catalog of popular music has been built around the talents of two famous conductors—Percy Faith and Andre Kostelanetz. It may come as a surprise to audiophiles who own some of their best efforts on the early Kostelanetz recordings that Percy Faith has surpassed Kosty in the number of albums each conductor has listed on the Schwann catalog. The current figures stand at 20 for Faith as opposed to 22 for Kostelanetz. Equally impressive, in my opinion, is the fact that Faith has been able to keep his own style while Kosty, during the last year or so, has been pressed into converting his live organization into a big-name novelty group designed to showcase the gaudy aspects of channel-switching. The urgent desire to make an immediate, detailed account of the gradual shift in the position of these two orchestras on the Columbia archetypal lies in the assignment of importance. Sources of the recent Columbia sessions recording sessions have been employing fewer men than Faith has at his disposal in this album. A large Hollywood studio used for this session surrounds fifty strings welded by Percy Faith into the smooth ensemble that has always been his trademark. The arrangements of great Broadway and Hollywood ballads by Arthur Schwartz, Jerome Kern, Cole Porter and Vincent Youmans are among the most tasteful turned out today. Adding a tart sauce to the solid fare provided here is a Faith original. "Chico Bebelelo," its plucked strings heard in counterpoint against a South American theme. The only element in the album is the application of the usual amount of added reverb found in practically all reissues of Columbia's stereo "360 Sound" series.

Mutiny on the Bounty (Original Sound Track Record) M-G-M Tape SC 4200

One of the nice things that can be said about this sound track recording is that it succeeds not only as a film score but as music to be enjoyed as a purely instrumental affair. The long track heard on the album is last heard in the film version, and it is always wonderful to hear the ocean wave and the wind in the sails. The pieces are arranged to give the feeling of vastness in the sea and the islands of the South Seas. The album is divided into seven sections, each representing a different aspect of the story, such as the ship's departure, the mutiny, the desert island, and the journey home. The music is written by Nino Rota, and recorded with the Columbia Symphony Orchestra conducted by Franklin Gallo.

Earl Wrightson: Soldier of Fortune Columbia CS 8625

The repertoire for cornetistes gets a vigorous workout in this album by baritone Earl Wrightson. Some of the pieces here are heard at a male audience. If more recordings could be made of the cornet with a recording of the record. The album includes a selection of film music, including "The Man with the Golden Gun," and a selection of Broadway music, including "West Side Story." The album is well recorded, with the cornet having a clear, bright sound and the strings providing a rich, orchestral backdrop. The album is recommended for anyone interested in the cornet and its repertoire.

Larry Elgart: More Music in Motion M-G-M 8E 4080

Possible everything has been done in this recording to preserve the illusion of the seat-of-your-pants" experience that is a characteristic of the original motion picture. The album includes a selection of film music, including "The Man with the Golden Gun," and a selection of Broadway music, including "West Side Story." The album is well recorded, with the cornet having a clear, bright sound and the strings providing a rich, orchestral backdrop. The album is recommended for anyone interested in the cornet and its repertoire.

Galileo Electronics Corporation

Please send me descriptive literature giving complete details of the Gallo FMS-101 Antenna System.

Street:

City:

State:

My dealer's name and address is:

A-G-3

Gallo FMS-101 Indoor Antenna System

Only $179.50

No matter where you live—suburb or heart of the city—your high fidelity FM stereo system's performance is only as good as the signal that reaches your receiver. For you, perfect and undistorted reception, free from interference, you need the strongest possible signal from every station. Now you can be sure of the full realism of FM stereo and monaural broadcasts— with the new Gallo FMS-101 indoor antenna system that attaches to any FM radio or tuner using just a screwdriver. In just minutes, you are able to receive a high-quality, high-gain signal over the entire FM broadcast band— sit back and enjoy better music at its best, even from stations you never could listen to before.

The Gallo FMS-101 antenna system is compact, handsomely styled, fits into any room décor. It has an omnidirectional antenna, coupled to an all-transistorized pre-amplifier, all completely enclosed. To mount and use, just place the antenna on a table, shelf, or anywhere you like, and forget. Nothing to need replacement ever. The Gallo FMS-101 costs only $29.95—less than many roof-top antennas. And this marvelous indoor antenna system is guaranteed to produce better FM reception anywhere— or your money will be refunded. Go to your own Hi-Fi Dealer. Hear the Gallo FMS-101 antenna system—and what it does for your FM reception. If your dealer does not stock the Gallo FMS-101 System, send us his name and we'll let him know he is supplied.

You don't risk a penny. If the Gallo FMS-101 antenna system does not perform as stipulated, you may return it with your sales receipt for a full refund within 10 days from date of purchase. The system, complete, is warranted to be free from defective components for one full year from date of purchase.
Have you any idea of the quality you would hear from a record if the cartridge produced a perfect waveform of the sound groove? Yet, from all the talk you hear, you’d think stylus compliance were the only criterion of cartridge performance.

Admittedly, high compliance is essential if the stylus is to follow or ‘track’ the complex course of the record groove with a reasonably low force. But, how high is high enough, and how much is too much?

While ‘tracking’, the stylus performs complex movements set up by the sound pattern pressed into the groove. But, the movement of the stylus doesn’t produce the sound or the sound waveform. This is accomplished by the movement of the magnet which, as you can see from the cross-sectional view, is at the other end of the cantilever to which the stylus is affixed.

If magnet and stylus do not execute identical motion patterns, due to the slightest flexibility in the cantilever, an altered or distorted waveform will result. Quality and fidelity will suffer.

This problem becomes most acute with increased stylus compliance. For, in reaching for higher and still higher compliance, it becomes necessary to reduce the dynamic mass of all the moving components of the stylus assembly to the lowest possible magnitude.

The mass of the stylus itself is virtually fixed by the radius of the tip. Further reduction of the magnet mass is limited by minimum output requirements. But, the mass of the cantilever can be reduced by using less material. This, however, entails the risk of making it thinner, more flexible and more prone to bend during stylus excursions. This flexibility is often mistaken for compliance. It will, in fact, produce ‘false’ higher readings in compliance measurements.

As stylus compliance is increased, the tone arm also plays a more critical role. If arm friction is high with relation to the compliance of the stylus or—putting it another way—if stylus compliance is so high as to be greater than the arm’s own compliance or responsiveness to the spiral action of the groove, the resultant ‘drag’ will prevent proper tracking. And if stylus force is increased to correct for this condition, the greater force is likely to compress or decenter the cantilever. In either case, distortion is inevitable.

The new Elac 322 is the culmination of an intense, year-long engineering program concerned primarily with improving cartridge performance. The ultimate objective was to achieve a cartridge without distortion, without crosstalk — a cartridge capable of reproducing a perfect waveform replica of the sound groove.

How close the Elac 322 has come to this ideal is evident from its performance. Specifications offer some clue. But, numbers can never convey the emotional experience in quality, the personal gratification that comes with hearing good music and good sound.

The new Elac 322 reproduces all frequencies from 20 to 20,000 cycles, ±2 db, and with less than 2% intermodulation distortion. Interchannel separation measures better than 25 db at 1000 cycles, and over most of the spectrum. It measures 20 db at 10,000 cycles, and an incredible 12 db at 20,000.

The stylus has a compliance in the order of 14 x 10^-4 em/dyne. Recommended tracking force with most arms ranges from 1.5 to 3 grams. It will, however, track at 1 gram with some arms. A magnesium cantilever is used because of its lighter weight and greater rigidity than aluminum, the material most often used in stylus assemblies.

Price of the Elac 322 stereo cartridge with .52 mil diamond stylus is $49.50. Also available: Elac 322 compatible mono/stereo cartridge with .7 mil diamond stylus at $39.50. At your hi-fi dealer. For further details, write to:

BENJAMIN ELECTRONIC SOUND CORPORATION
80 SWALM STREET, WESTBURY, NEW YORK
Sole U.S. distributor for Electroacoustic (Elac) ® Record Playing Components.

COMPLIANCE: can there be too much of a good thing?

THE NEW ELAC MODEL 322 STEREO CARTRIDGE
BIG GRAY BOX

There are tape recorders by the dozen available for the non-professional these days. Not many of them are both expensive and large—large enough to operate with 10½-inch reels. The consensus among the makers (and presumably the users too) is that the smaller a recorder is, consistent with quality, ete., the better it will sell.

Note the phenomenal success available back of the Wellensiek line, still available in several versions.

It was odd, then, that when I wrote up a monster-big home recorder, the Tapeo-ric, a huge, square, black box with no streamlining at all and no size construction, taking the big reels with room to spare, I was besieged over many months with requests for more info. (The makers did not cooperate much; I received only twelve copies of their mail inquiries.) That big black box seemed to be the answer to many a home user's unpredictable dreams. Who's a thank-it! So now I've been trying another big one, a big gray box this time. It's a prettier package than the Tapeo-ric; this one if memory is right, is somewhat smaller—merely a large, fat suitcase. It has a handsome rough-grain finish, rounded sewn edgings and a modish handle. Without a doubt it is the heaviest single suitcase I ever hope to lift.

Enclosed is a striking big tape deck, brushed aluminum, with an astonishing number of black knobs on the front and rank after rank of gold-colored chassis in back. Preliminary close study reveals a bewildering swatch of stereo interconnections, inputs, outputs, alternate meter readings, built-in echoes, dual purpose pots, multiple feeds, ete., operating through two three bands and two tracks—or four, if you prefer. All this and microswitch relays, photoelectric cells, miniature finger-tip control, three speeds, big reels, three motors, high and low-impedence mike inputs (on mine, at least), and throughout an obviously solid, careful workmanship and quality reflected in the extremely fancy case—and the fancy sound in the recording and playback.

The whole ensemble, in varying alternatives, goes under the name of the Crown 800 and costs plenty money. Though the line is distinctly intended for non-professional use, its price is quite professional. You'll wait over a thousand nanoseconds to make it own it.

There is, indeed, a separate Crown line, the 800 BX line, which is a professional broadcast model, and a separate 900 series.

The changes are relatively minor and the broadcast model costs a small percentage more. (Its electronics, for instance, are set for 0 dB on Scotch 111 tape in reference to Ampex playback test tape, whereas the non-pro model is set down 2 db, for extra signal in half and quarter track configuration, and is referred to Scotch 190 tape.) It is thus clear that the Crown 800 line in its various options (and the somewhat simpler 700 series) is intended to adapt straight professional quality to non-professional uses. That is what you pay for.

Think Fast

What are the parameters, to use a famil- iar term, for a professional-grade recorder intended for non-pro use? There you have a prickly question. The Tapeo-ric's answer, large-size, was a remarkably low priced machine providing basic high quality with a minimum of expensive frills and a maximum of space. No fancy relays for instance, and a somewhat terrifying but very usable mechanical transport control system.

The Crown answer, involving a lot more cash, is a lot less simple. Here, you start with a professional-grade basic transport and electronics, ruggedly built and sporting ultra-high speeds throughout, and you proceed to build on outward facilities, notably the controls and switching, to provide what the home user of advanced grade will presumably need according to his wildest dreams. The Crown has everything and more. (Almost, anyhow, though it lacks a few of my dream desires, as we'll see.) It has so much that it threatens to get lost in its own labyrinths of ultra flexibility. Phew! Like a plane cockpit, when you first look at it.

Want to play a recording and mix it with two other incoming signals, add bass and/or treble boost, throw in an echo effect and simultaneously re-record the whole thing back on the same tape? Can do. And you can read what's happening at all sorts of points via the two meters, if you can figure out the meter settings fast enough.

Eight, all told.

This, it appears, is the only stereo machine in which the meter and sound switches are separately set up, each in several possible modes. And it's the only machine in which a bass and treble boost, a pair for each channel, can be thrown into the mixer in playback mode to doctor up any incoming signal and/or the played signal from one or both channels. (I think I have it right, anyhow.) Your little black knobs, plus two rotary switches with Position A and Position B. In the record mode, they give the usual A/B comparison, feeding out the input or the playback signal; but in the play-only mode Position A cuts in the bass-treble boosts, to taste, whereas Position B bypasses them—all this, if I get it right—

into the mixer sections, for each channel independently, of course.

Then there are those meter settings. My old Ampex meter reads just input or output, according to signal connections, plus bias. The pair of Crown meters (somewhat smaller than pro standard but still big enough to read well) hitch up four ways, each output or signal feeds, lower output or the lineout. Position A (again) here shows signal level being recorded. (I'm now quoting the instruction book.) Position B shows the playback sig- nal level. Bias shows the amount of bias current in the record head, indicated on the regular meter scale. (For Scott 120, Crown says, set it at "100 per cent." Not a word about the meter switch, and the two are available to make 16 possible meter combinations. Note that you can read on either meter not only the direct playback from the tape but al- ternatively the final output, after any mix- ing and equalizing you have added. That is, if you can keep your head, and think fast, there is in there in the record level. It has three positions, not a mere two: P, R, and E. P is normal playback, or off, R, with a mechanical safety, is record. E is echo—it feeds part of the playback signal into the record channel. (You control the amount via the playback volume control on the other side of the recorder and inevitably it is too much: the thing immediately overloads with a roar, until you get the play- back control back off.)

Ignore Three meters and dynamic braking, which works fine when the current is turned on. (Minus power, the reels are apt to unwind all over the floor.)

Effete Micro-clicks

The vital controls are all relay-actuated and give one a splendid sense of potency; these are the sort of pushbuttons that work with a micro-touch. The grow bar, plus fast forward, run and fast rewind, are clumped close together under the thumb and three fingers of a casual right hand. No hefty pushes, no hunches, no clanks and bangs. Just a touch, and a set of effete micro- clicks, the ever-lovely microswitch sound. (Remote control operation is yours via a plug in the rear. I didn't try it.)

The heads are arranged inside a slot-type enclosure, with pressure pads mounted on an undercarriage affair that jumps up- wards from below to hold the tape in place, via the usual minioid action. There's a small toggle switch to the right, a mechani- cal arrangement, making this same carriage up against the tape manually for audible search. Without it, the automatic elements won't let you hear a thing except in the play-record mode.

Somewhere inside the head-box is a relay that had me baffled until I found it in the instruction book. A photoelectric cell stops the machine whenever it doesn't find any oxide to look at. The book says, if it's supposed to scrape off oxide to make a transparent spot; I discovered the gadget much more simply. It thinks that white leader tape is transparent. When it sees leader tape it stops the machine—but your
108 KITS and FACTORY-WIRED too!

EICO offers you the BEST BUYS of both.

All EICO models are available as Kits or assembled and Factory-Wired. So, whether you build it yourself or we do it for you—either way—they look, sound and perform identically... all best buys and top performers.

1. FM Multiplex Stereo Tuner ST97
   Semi-Kit $99.95 Wired $149.95 incl. Metal Cover & FET
2. 40-Watt Integrated Stereo Amplifier ST40
   Kit $79.95 Wired $129.95 incl. Metal Cover
3. 70-Watt Integrated Stereo Amplifier ST70
   Kit $99.95 Wired $149.95 incl. Metal Cover
4. FM Multiplex Autodaptor MX99 (Patent Pending)
   Kit $39.95 Wired $64.95 incl. FET Cover Optional $2.95
5. FM-AM Stereo Tuner ST96
   Kit $89.95 Wired $129.95 incl. Metal Cover & FET
6. Transistorized Stereo/Mono 4-Track Tape Deck RP100
   Semi-Kit $299.95 (Patents Pending)
   (Tape transport assembled & tested; electronics in kit form)
   Wired $399.95
   (Handwired throughout by skilled American craftsmen)
   Carrying Case $29.95 Rack Mount $9.95
7. 100-Watt Stereo Dual Power Amplifier HP89A
   Kit $99.50 Wired $139.50 Enclosure $4.50
8. Slim 2-Way Speaker System HF56
   Kit $52.50 Wired $82.50
9. 12-Watt Integrated Amplifier HP12
   Kit $34.95 Wired $57.95 incl. Metal Cover
10. Stereo Dual Preamplifier ST84
    Kit $59.95 Wired $89.95 incl. Metal Cover

EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.
3300 N. Blvd., L.I.C., N.Y.

Send FREE 32-page catalog & dealer's name
Send FREE booklet "Why Stereo"
Send new 36-page Guidebook to Hi-Fi. Enclosed is 25¢ for postage & handling

Name__________________________
Address_______________________
City________State________________
Add 5%/ in West
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FOR FULL QUALITY STEREO-MULTIPLEX OR MONOPHONIC FM RECEPTION USE

THE TOP PERFORMANCE FM ANTENNA LINE

- No matter how well your FM unit is performing, you'll hear the difference a FINCO makes. Rich, luxurious distortion-free sound is yours when you pick just the right FM antenna from FINCO's complete line.

Instructions

It seems I hadn't threaded the tape correctly. You see—and here's a key to much that is significant—I didn't then have the instruction book. Either it wasn't included or, more likely, I threw it out with the shipping-box inards. Anyway, it couldn't be found, so I went to work to use the machine without it.

Now I have a very strong feeling that instruction books are vital and should be ultra-clear and very easily read, presenting all pertinent info in logical order of importance, in English, not Engineerish. But I have an even stronger feeling that any piece of good home equipment should be operable without an instruction booklet. Either the operation should be self-evident, to the man who is reasonably initiated, or it should be indicated somehow by the machine's own labels. Or failing this, at least the correct deduction should be possible after a bit of experimenting. (Thus when Eico's tape deck showed, to my slight consternation, a question mark that said STOP and another which said EICO, I took me but a moment to figure that STOP was actually the start button too, turning power on as well as cancelling all motions.)

When I finally got the Crown instruction book, I discovered that the dangling arm must be threaded with a reverse S twist. Maybe I'm dumb, but I hadn't figured this at all for myself. So it seems to me that the thing being less than evident, a means of indicating the tape threading could easily have been devised, right on the machine itself. Not pretty, but very useful. P.B. Crown says the arm can be improved for the slower speeds.

And so we come to an evaluation. I honestly do not think I need say ten words about Crown performance. It is clearly superb. The machine fairly reels off careful workmanship and careful thought as well as high-quality material. A friend of mine has had a Crown for something like three or four years and has recorded miles and miles of top-quality tape. He seems as enthusiastic now as at the beginning and, more important, he has no changes in his equipment that I know of. Good sign.

One might suggest, of course, that at its price the Crown had better work—and keep on working. Good point. Apparently, it does just that. I note in passing that a pertinent indicator of manufacturing care is the running-in of the main drive motors—one hundred hours before the machine leaves the factory. Coronet tape recorders will run a hundred continuous hours at all, without breaking up!

And so I move on, all in a spirit of constructive criticism, to elaborate a bit on what I have already touched on. Clearly implied—a certain cybernetic confusion that grows straight out of the Crown's fabulous operational flexibility. I'm not saying there too much flexibility. I'm merely suggesting that it will take a good long while to learn to drive this machine with a sure touch and no errors. My head still swims every time I touch the fingertip controls to start a tape rolling; the dual-dual arrays of multiple-everything on the front panel begins to look like double images and, too often I frantically move my right thumb 1/32 inch on the little stop bar, to bring the whole operation to a quick halt!

I'm not too sure that things could be much different. After all, you have to control the facilities you have, one way or another. (And the inside chassis configurations must somehow match up to the front-panel knobs.) I confine myself, then to a few suggestions for further study, blithely ignoring all inner problems of design and location. Crown can take care of that.

Position A?

1. Labels such as "Position A" are quite meaningless in themselves; a better abbreviation, or words, can be found, even if merely to recall what the instruction booklet explains in detail. Admittedly, Crown's ingenious multiple-use controls make this a tough proposition—still, there's room for betterment.

2. Somehow, I'd like to see the Crown controls, all twenty eight of them, more segregated as well as more explicitly marked on the panel.

It would be good if, somehow, the now almost standard division of functions into

(Continued on page 52)
A Pleasure to Use!
12-inch 2-way loudspeakers
PAX-30L
PAX-30M
PIM-30L

Reproduction of truly natural sounds is a must for high-fidelity speakers. And to achieve truly natural sounds requires high performance and excellent characteristics. Pioneer's PAX-30L, PAX-30M and PIM-30L give you these qualities—and at lower prices. They are now at your disposal to make it easier for you to own a high class hi-fi speaker.

Enjoy the outstanding features of these speakers: superb directionality, full-performance tweeters assembled together with woofers and the most appropriate crossover frequency. Get flat response throughout the entire sound range and distortion-free reproduction from bass to treble.

The frames, too, have been carefully designed with thoughtful consideration for wider applications. They are, in general, designed thinner than other types of speakers, and are recommended with complete confidence for use in stereo units and reproduction systems for small halls as well.

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model No.</th>
<th>PAX-30L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voice coil impedance</td>
<td>8 or 16 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resonant frequency</td>
<td>34-52 c.p.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>43-20,000 c.p.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power handling capacity</td>
<td>20 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>103 db/watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover frequency</td>
<td>3,000 c.p.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flux density</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweeter: 9,000 gauss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woofer: 9,500 gauss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet weight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweeter: 1.2 oz.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woofer: 12.0 oz.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model No.</th>
<th>PAX-30M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voice coil impedance</td>
<td>8 or 16 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resonant frequency</td>
<td>34-52 c.p.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>43-20,000 c.p.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power handling capacity</td>
<td>20 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>103 db/watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover frequency</td>
<td>3,000 c.p.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flux density</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweeter: 9,000 gauss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woofer: 9,500 gauss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet weight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweeter: 1.2 oz.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woofer: 12.0 oz.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model No.</th>
<th>PIM-30L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voice coil impedance</td>
<td>8 or 16 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resonant frequency</td>
<td>31-49 c.p.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>43-20,000 c.p.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power handling capacity</td>
<td>20 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>102 db/watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover frequency</td>
<td>3,000 c.p.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flux density</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweeter: 9,000 gauss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woofer: 9,500 gauss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet weight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweeter: 1.2 oz.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woofer: 12.0 oz.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PIONEER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
5 Otowacho 6-chome, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Distributors: Canada - Import House of Canada, 2939 Eglinton Ave. E., Scarborough, Ont.
Singapore & Malaya - Hwee Seng & Co., 259 Beach Road, Singapore 7
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"PURPOSEFUL OBsolescence"

There is a theory behind those words. More than a theory—a way of life.

As far as we are concerned, these words came to mind when we started to think about the difference between component high fidelity and what we generally call the "package" sets. At first we started to list distinct technical criteria. Good, this would soon separate the men from the boys. But it didn't, not completely. You see, we found ourselves comparing apples and oranges; the amplifier in a "package" is not really the same breed of animal as the component amplifier.

Perhaps it would be easier to state if we were to report an imaginary conversation between the 'boss' package designer and the "powers-that-be."

Powers-that-be: Well, Boss, this year we need an entirely new line. First we'll need some sets in the $150 to $350 category.

Boss: Yes, P-T-B.

Powers-that-be: We'll need some new sales gimmicks so why don't you 'do something' with transistors.

Boss: Yes, P-T-B.

Powers-that-be: Remember, this year the style is ancient pseudo Greek, so give us plenty of urns.

Boss: Yes, P-T-B.

Powers-that-be: Now remember, the profit picture wasn't rosy last year so we'll have to cut back some of our expenditures. How many engineers did you use last year?

Boss: Two on each project.

Powers-that-be: Cut back to 1 1/2.

Boss: Yes, P-T-B.

Now, for contrast, we will report the imaginary conversation between the owner and chief engineer of a company which manufactures components.

C.E.: Well, Owner, do you think we can upgrade it ten watts per channel? The magazine editors tell us that the fans want 60 watts per channel.

Owner: When I was at the show in Penclintucky everybody who came into the room was waiting for transistors.

C.E.: I'm not sure about transistors, besides they're very expensive.

Owner: It'll only cost the fan $50 more, he won't mind paying it when he hears the difference. Also we can save money by using plain brass knobs instead of those fancy ones, "he" would prefer it that way.

C.E.: All right, I'll stay late tonight and study it.

Owner: I'll stay with you.

Of course these imaginary conversations are obviously facetious, but they do point out the fundamental differences between components and "sets."

The set man is designing his equipment to fit a price slot and to conform to the style of the year; the component man is designing for performance.

But the style of the year changes, sometimes every year. That means that the "set" is going to be obsolete every time the style changes. The set designer knows that, so why design electronics that will last longer than the set? They don't. Instead they try to design every element of the package so that they will all become obsolete about the same time. Purposely.

There are some who say that designing the "death" of a product in is what makes the American wheels go round. They say that mass production depends upon it. Perhaps so.

The component people don't believe it, though, and we are glad that they don't.

BAD) SOUND IN THE THEATRE

We have mentioned previously in these columns about the generally poor sound one experiences in the theatre. Frankly we were at a loss to understand why theatre people would permit their efforts to be masked by poor sound system design.

We believe we have unearthed part of the answer. It all hangs on a tale about a new sound system for a New York theatre. We became aware of this new installation some months ago, before it was installed. It took about a month to put the system in.

It was a tough job; the theatre is not ideally shaped for a reinforcement system. In any case, the job was done and it sounded fine, albeit not perfect. Next we learned that the system was being removed at the conclusion of a particular performance and was to be replaced for the opening of a new act within a days time. The firm to install the new system was one responsible for the sound of many Broadway shows.

We don't wish to prolong this story so we'll come to the point fast; the new system was horrible. In fact it was so horrible that it was ripped out after one night and the original system reinstalled.

Two salient points are outstanding in this story: Why in the world was the good system pulled out in the first place? Why did the new system fail so badly?

In answer to the first question we discovered that very few theatres have their own sound system so that a touring company normally takes its own system with it. This includes the famous, old-established theatres in New York. Thus, every time a new show starts at a theatre, a new sound system is installed. Here we have the reason for a perfectly good system being bypassed. Here we also have the basic reason that the replacement system sounded so bad: a system which is portable is most likely difficult to place in the best position to coordinate with the acoustics of the hall. Also it is very unlikely that a portable system would be the best choice for any hall.

What is really at fault here is the concept that a theatre should not have a permanent sound system, particularly designed for best matching of existing acoustics. What is needed is for the audience to complain about poor sound. Why pay to attend a show which can't be heard clearly, or the music is distorted?

AN INVITATION

During the forthcoming High Fidelity Show in Los Angeles (Ambassador Hotel, April 2-7) we will be on hand to answer questions, say hello, and talk about ideas for articles. Naturally we won't be in our booth all day long, but we will be there several times each day. We invite you to stop by and chat—we do enjoy talking to you.

We also received an invitation to attend the 1963 International Audio Festival and Fair in London. Thursday to Sunday, April 18 to 21 inclusive, if you can make it.
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Playing Protecting

NEW! Golden SAFE V-GUARD Stylus D3807ATG—$17.00

NEW! Pickering Automatic Turntable Cartridge U38/ATG—$47.50

NEW! Exclusive plug-in head assembly for automatic turntables Type A Model AT6 Garrard—$52.50

This is the exclusive "floating stylus" in the Stereo Fluxvalve*, by Pickering. This stylus has so little mass it actually floats on water...so light it "floats" over the surface of your records at an amazingly low tracking force of 1 to 3 grams. At the merest suggestion of undue pressure on the arm or head, it retracts immediately into its Golden SAFE V-GUARD® soft plastic body. The Pickering "floating stylus" action protects your diamond and increases the life of your record while it plays.

Play it perfectly, play it safely with the Golden SAFE V-GUARD "floating stylus" by Pickering.

Pickering FOR THOSE WHO CAN HEAR THE DIFFERENCE PICKERING & CO., INC., Plainview, N. Y.

*The hermetically sealed Stanton Stereo Fluxvalve is warranted for a lifetime and is covered under the following patents: U.S. Patent No. 2,917,590; Great Britain No. 783,372; Commonwealth of Canada No. 605,673; Japan No. 261,203; and other patents are pending throughout the world.

No other speaker system has more than 3 out of 8 quality features built into Sherwood speakers

2. Long-throw, 4-layer voice coil on woofer boosts efficiency. One-inch linear core motion minimizes distortion.
5. Midrange specially fabricated, treated, and shaped to achieve smooth response throughout midrange frequencies.
6. 600-cps crossover network is key to lack of "fuzziness" (low intermodulation distortion).
7. One-inch resin-filled flakeboard baffle, plus cross-bracing, provides rigid, non-resonant mounting for speakers.
8. Individually tested speakers are performance-matched. Response curves (see above) run on each system guarantee adherence to Sherwood's quality standards for use as stereo pairs.

READ WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY about Sherwood's Ravinia Speaker System. (the slightly larger version of the Berkshire). C. G. McProud, Editor, AUDIO, April, 1962 — "solid, non-boomy bass, smooth midrange with good presence and clean highs." Hirsch Hocks Labs., ELECTRONICS WORLD, June, 1962 — "response = 5 db. from 27 cps to beyond 15,000 cps... sounds as good as it measures... unlike most, the woofer did not "let go" or lose coupling to the room at any frequency down to 20 cps... high frequency sound almost indistinguishable from that of good electrostatic... good dispersion... no peaks." Equipment Reviewers, HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE, January, 1963 — "the Ravinia confirmed its claim to response and then some. Bass was free of boom... midrange and highs were honest and clean... did not impart any particular coloration or tonal emphasis to any group of instruments or voice. Apparent sound source larger than cabinet size, yet system could be enjoyed fairly close up."


For new catalog, write Dept. A Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc. 4300 North California Avenue Chicago 18, Illinois

Sherwood HIGH FIDELITY
Stereo Receivers • Tuners • Amplifiers • Stereo Indicator Lights • Speaker Systems • Contemporary Cabinetry
Transistorized Audio Voltmeter

ALEX M. SCHOTZ

This instrument for the construction-minded reader provides a high degree of accuracy and reliability. Using silicon transistors throughout, it frees the user from the limitations of a.c. power supply, and offers both flexibility and portability, in addition to saving considerable money.

Transistorized audio voltmeters have definite advantages over their vacuum-tube counterparts. The unit described here-in is a complete self-contained unit with its own power supply. This permits measurement of small a.c. voltages where these voltages are part of a high tension d.c. supply. Another advantage is that there is no capacitive coupling to the a.c. power line, which often produces erroneous readings when an instrument of this type is used in high-impedance circuits.

The specifications of the instrument described in this article compare with or surpass the standards of most good vacuum-type voltmeters. These specifications are shown in the box below.

**Construction**

In the construction of this instrument, the layout and dressing of the parts and leads are extremely important. In order to achieve any accuracy, the adjustments and calibration have to be made in the proper sequence.

The front panel layout is illustrated in Fig. 1. Proper location of the meter is essential since a large amount of space is not available. Most of the parts are mounted on a Vector board, as shown in Fig. 5, and the wiring of the Vector board is illustrated in Fig. 2. The resistors and capacitors on the rotary selector switch, Fig. 4, should be wired as a separate subassembly before being mounted in the case. The resistors and capacitors should all be dressed parallel to the back of the switch with the exception of the trimmer capacitor C1. The section closest to the front of the case is wired to turn the instrument on and off and to provide for battery test.

The middle section of the rotary switch contains the resistors R1, R2, R4, R10, and R11. Rear section parts are R1, R2, R4, C1, C2, and C3. Leads from the rotary selector switch to the Vector board and the input terminals are all made with 50-ohm coaxial cable. The outer braid is brought to the common return point on the selector switch which is a bare wire connected between the off terminals of the rear and middle sections.

The Vector board should be cut with a fine-tooth saw to the proper size and configuration, as in Fig. 2. After it is cut, the holes for the miniature controls, battery holder, and meter terminals should be drilled. The parts then can be mounted and terminals inserted. When wiring the board, the schematic, Fig. 6, should be followed carefully in conjunction with Fig. 2. The only parts mounted on the

---

**Power Requirement:** 1—5.5-volt mercury activator (In operation the meter consumes less than 4 ma.)

**Transistor Complement:** 1—2N1279

4—745

**Input Impedance:** In excess of 700k ohms measured at a frequency of 1000 cps

**Voltage Ranges:** 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300 volts rms

**Decibel Ranges:** The total range -32 to +52 db, each scale -12 to +2 db. There are ten ranges which are switch-selected from -40 to +50 db. Reference: 0 db = 1 milliwatt into 600-ohm load, "db" designation.

**Frequency Response:** 1 db from 10 to 200 kc ± 2 db from 200 kc to 1 mc. Down 3 db at 2 mc; will respond from 6 cps to beyond 3 mc.

**Amplifier Gain:** 43 db with feedback through the meter; open loop over 62 db. This provides' 10 db of feedback through the meter.

**Amplified Output:** 0.9 volts rms with 10-mv input. Output impedance less than 500 ohms. Voltage at output terminals with full scale indicated on the meter will be in excess of 600 millivolts peak-to-peak.

**Accuracy:** Within 4 per cent of full scale measured at 1000 cps full scale with 1 per cent resistors used in the voltage dividers. However, if accurate calibrating means are at hand and the voltage dividers' variations cancel each other, the accuracy of the instrument probably will be well within 3 per cent.

---

Fig. 1. The completed a.c. voltmeter with ranges from 10 millivolts to 300 volts full scale—and fully transistorized.

---

www.americanradiohistory.com
The following equipment is necessary:

1. D.e. voltmeter, preferably with 0-to-10 or 0-to-15 volt scale

2. Sine-wave audio generator

3. A calibrated oscilloscope, or an accurate a.c. millivoltmeter.

When the instrument is completely assembled and wired, the back of the case is removed to permit making the adjustments from the rear.

With the instrument turned on, the 300-volt position, the positive probe of the d.e. voltmeter is placed on the emitter of Q3, and the negative probe is connected to a common return point. R17 is then adjusted so that to obtain an indication of 4.0 volts on the d.e. meter (this is the power-supply center voltage). The next step is to apply a 10-millivolt rms sine wave at 1000 cps from an audio generator to the input terminals. A calibrated scope or a.c. millivoltmeter can be used to monitor the output of the generator. If a scope is used, the generator is adjusted so that 0.283 volts peak-to-peak appear on the screen. This is equivalent to 10 millivolts rms. With this signal applied to the input, the selector dial is turned to the 10-millivolt position and then the feedback control R17 is adjusted so the meter pointer indicates full scale.

Next, the selector dial is set to the 1-volt position, the frequency of the generator is adjusted to 100 kc, and the output of the generator set to 3.0 volts rms. If a scope is used as an indicator, the generator is set to indicate 5.5 volts peak-to-peak. Then trimmer capacitor C1 is then

---

Fig. 2. Full-scale layout of parts on the Vector board. Components shown dotted are under the panel.

Fig. 3. Diagram of the meter scale. This scale may be cemented to the dial of the specified 200-μa meter.

Fig. 4. Side view of the instrument to show the arrangement of parts on the selector switch.
adjusted so that the audio voltmeter indicates full scale. If the trimmer capacitor cannot bring the meter pointer to the right position, it may be necessary to pad capacitor \( C_2 \) with additional capacitance. The size of this capacitance has to be worked out by trying small additional amounts until the right amount is found which will permit adjustment of \( C_2 \). The audio voltmeter is now ready for use. 

There are ten separate voltage ranges on this instrument, and the markings on the selector switch refer to full-scale voltage readings. When used to measure db, the meter is adjusted to obtain an indication, and this reading is either added to or subtracted from the selector indication.

By feeding from the output terminals directly to the input of the scope this instrument can be used as a decade pre-amplifier for an oscilloscope. The output should be in excess of 0.6 volts peak-to-peak when the meter is at full scale.

Although the meter face is calibrated to read rms (Root Mean Square) volts, this only holds true with a pure sine wave. The meter actually responds to the average value of the input wave form. With any complex wave, special interpretation is necessary. There are articles and books providing this information, some of which are mentioned in the bibliography.

**Circuit Description**

Basically the circuit consists of a compound emitter-follower input feeding through a voltage-divider arrangement to two stages of voltage amplification in the common-emitter configuration. The output of the amplifying stage is direct-coupled to a common-collector (emitter-follower) stage which drives a modified bridge circuit for meter rectification. The return circuit of the bridge provides negative feedback to the first stage of voltage amplification.

A transistor is a current amplifying device and its input impedance is not like that of a vacuum tube, which can be almost infinite regardless of what configuration is employed. Common-collector configuration in a compound (Darlington or Super Alpha) circuit affords the...
highest input impedance. However, the input transistor must have an extremely low $I_{ce}$ and, preferably, both transistors a high Beta. The input impedance of this arrangement is approximately the Beta of the one-transistor multiplied by the Beta of the second transistor times the emitter load, with this resistance calculated in parallel with the bias resistor. Also in the design of this instrument there are voltage dividing resistors and capacitors ($R_7$, $R_8$, $R_9$, $C_1$, $C_2$, and $C_3$) in series with the input capacitor $C_{aq}$ which is in parallel with the previously described impedance. As the input of this circuit is both resistive and capacitive, the effective input impedance will become lower at higher frequencies.

To protect the input transistors from damage due to the application of too great a voltage to the input terminals, a Zener diode limiter $D_1$ is included in the input circuit. This Zener diode is inactive and its internal resistance high until the voltage goes beyond its breakdown point.

Output of the emitter follower, $Q_2$, is part of the voltage dividing network, $R_7$, $R_8$, $R_9$, and $R_{11}$, which is coupled by capacitor $C_4$ to the first amplifying stage, $Q_3$. A 68-ohm resistor, shunted by a 250-ohm control wired as a rheostat, in series with the emitter of $Q_2$ has a two-fold purpose; it provides degenerative feedback for the first amplifying transistor $Q_3$, and it is the return path for the inverse feedback loop from the meter rectification circuit. By adjusting this control, the over-all gain of the amplifier can be fixed. As a result of this method of feedback, great stability is achieved and the sensitivity is practically independent of frequency over a much larger range than would otherwise be the case.

The output of the first amplifying stage is coupled through capacitor $C_5$ to another stage of amplification, $Q_4$, where the a.c. signal is further amplified and direct-coupled to the output stage, $Q_5$, which is an emitter follower. The output stage drives the meter rectification circuit. Bias control $R_{8a}$ is adjusted so that center supply voltage appears across the emitter resistor $R_{8a}$ of $Q_5$. This allows maximum voltage swing across the output before clipping. The meter rectification circuit consists of a full-wave diode bridge with a large capacitance in parallel with the meter for electrical damping of the meter movement. The rotary selector switch is arranged so that as it is rotated clockwise from the off position the highest voltage range is selected first, and when continuing in this direction the sensitivity is increased.

The condition of the battery is indicated on the meter face when the selector switch is turned counterclockwise from the off position. If it is above the "B", it is satisfactory; if it is below the "B", the battery should be replaced.

Accuracy of this instrument is governed by: (1) the meter movement; (2) the precision resistors used in the voltage dividers; and (3) the accuracy of calibration. Meter movement accuracy is $\pm 2$ per cent of full scale. Therefore whenever possible it is better to use the upper two-thirds of the meter scale—a practice which applies to any meter observation.

There are only a few commercial models of transistorized a.f. voltmeters on the market, and these range in price upward from about $165.00. The considerable saving resulting from the construction of this unit is typical of the cost difference between factory-built instruments and these constructed by the user. In the absence of an audio generator, the basic voltage calibration can be made from the 117-volt a.c. power line, using the 300-volt step and adjusting $R_8$, to obtain the 117-volt indication on the meter. While this is not extremely accurate, it would at least provide a starting point. At worst, it is not likely to be more than 5 per cent off. This method would not provide compensation for frequency, of course, since the setting was made on the basis of 60 cps. However, for making comparative measurements—which are after all the most important—this method of calibration should suffice.

REFERENCES


PARTS LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$</td>
<td>3010 ohms, IRC DCC resistor, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_2$</td>
<td>332 ohms, IRC DCC resistor, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_3$</td>
<td>1.0 meg, IRC DCC resistor, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_4$, $R_5$</td>
<td>4.7 meg, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_6$</td>
<td>10,000 ohms, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_7$, $R_8$, $R_9$, $R_{10}$</td>
<td>36.1 ohms, IRC DCC resistor, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{11}$</td>
<td>1.5 ohms, IRC DCC resistor, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{12}$</td>
<td>200 ohms, IRC DCC resistor, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{13}$</td>
<td>685 ohms, IRC DCC resistor, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{14}$</td>
<td>2000 ohms, IRC DCC resistor, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{15}$</td>
<td>1000 ohms, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{16}$</td>
<td>680 k ohms, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{17}$</td>
<td>150 k ohms, Zener diode, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{18}$</td>
<td>68 ohms, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{19}$, $R_{20}$</td>
<td>15,000 ohms, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{21}$</td>
<td>250 ohms, Centralab TMXO (300 ohms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{22}$</td>
<td>1.0 meg, Centralab TMXO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{23}$</td>
<td>220 k ohms, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{24}$</td>
<td>270 ohms, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{25}$</td>
<td>2200 ohms, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{26}$</td>
<td>39,000 ohms, 1/2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{1}$</td>
<td>0.05 µf, 800 volts, Sprague &quot;Orange Drop&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{2}$</td>
<td>0.05 µf, 200 volts, Sprague &quot;Orange Drop&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{3}$</td>
<td>0.05 µf, 600 volts, Sprague &quot;Orange Drop&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{4}$</td>
<td>0.05 µf, 200 volts, Sprague &quot;Orange Drop&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{5}$</td>
<td>0.1 µf, 25 volts, Sprague 5C13 Ceramic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{6}$</td>
<td>100 µf, 10 volts, subminiature electrolytic, Sprague TE10-10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{7}$</td>
<td>25 µf, 22 volts, subminiature electrolytic, Sprague TE1207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{8}$</td>
<td>200 µf, 10 volts, subminiature electrolytic, Sprague TE11-19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{9}$</td>
<td>0.002 µf, 1000 volts, ceramic, Centralab 202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_1$</td>
<td>1N3152, 11-volt Zener diode, 1/2 watt, Int'l. Rect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{4}$, $D_{5}$, $D_{6}$, $D_{7}$</td>
<td>1N564A, high-conductance diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_1$</td>
<td>2N1279, Texas Instrument transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{1a}$, $Q_{1b}$, $Q_{1c}$</td>
<td>7495, Texas Instrument transistors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_w$</td>
<td>3-pole, 12 pos rotary; Centralab 2068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>200-ua, 4½&quot; rect. meter, Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>Keystone Battery Holder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>Bad utility cabinet, CU385 Vector 32A18 prepunched terminal board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100 V$</td>
<td>10 volt, push-in terminals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2 ft. 50-ohm RG58A/U coaxial cable, Belden 8229</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1/16&quot;$ knob, Harry Davies 1400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2 sets G-C Electrocraft binding posts, 33-392</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>Mallory 8.1-volt mercury battery, TR136R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"(The complete kit of parts, except battery, is available from Allied Electronics, 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill., at $71.25, under the catalog number 304725. The parts will total $74.67 plus battery, which is an additional $2.15, for an overall total of $76.85.)"
A Wall-Projection Color Organ

MORRIS DOLLENS

Concluding the construction details of a musico-optical instrument designed to entertain the eyes while the ears are being entertained

Part Two of Two Parts

The two-lamp boxes used under the panels are mounted with brackets made from light aluminum stock, screwed to the boxes, and held to the panels by thumb nuts to facilitate easy removal for lamp replacement (Fig. 10).

The four boxes were fashioned by hand, on a weekend when the stores were closed, but the size and construction match a commercial box, 2

\[ \frac{3}{4} \times 3 \frac{3}{4} \times 1 \frac{1}{2} \text{ in.} \] (Fig. 11 and 12). Two sockets are mounted under the \( \frac{3}{4} \)-in. diameter holes, spaced out with nuts to allow air to enter; the ears of the socket flanges (which are slightly convex) are flattened in a vise to fit flatter over the screws. Check each socket with a lamp to be sure the lamp will go in; otherwise the socket must be mounted slightly farther out from the box wall with additional nuts. The fiber inserts should be fastened in place with size 3 or 4 screws or they will eventually loosen with the heat.

Four \( \frac{3}{4} \)-in. holes may be drilled at the two back corners of the box cover, with small shields (to prevent light leakage) covering the holes in a direct line with the filaments. A simple L-shaped shield in the center of the cover divides the box into two compartments so that the light from one does not mix with that of the other. Two 1\( \frac{3}{8} \)-in. diameter holes, which could be square as well, on the front of the box, allow the light to emerge, and two strips of metal above and below the pair of holes allow small sheets of colored gelatine to be clamped in place over the holes.

The transparent color-lens wheels can be made of plywood or Masonite (Fig. 13), or metal; rippled or lens-like glass, obtained at a large glass supply house and referred to as cross-reeded glass with \( \frac{1}{8} \)-in. squares, or rippled glass taken from old glassware found in variety stores, is mounted in holes in the wheels, which are mounted on clock motors or pulleys driven by belts. After a struggle to cut this bumpy glass to fit pre-cut holes in the Masonite discs with little success of a fair fit, the obvious solution appeared to be to cut the glass first, outline the shapes on the Masonite, and then cut the holes to fit with a coping saw after drilling a \( \frac{3}{4} \)-in. starting hole for the blade. If the Masonite tends to break or split with the strain, clamp the material with the edge being sawed just above the jaws of a vise to support it while sawing, turning and re-clamping with each new cut. Metallic cement was used to secure the glass in the holes; household cement should work as well.

Using pieces of 1\( \frac{1}{16} \)-in. aluminum for frames, 2\( \times \)4-in. sections of the cross-reeded lens-glass have been mounted about 2-in. above the discs (Fig. 14), projecting part of the disc-pattern in modified shapes, and reversing the apparent direction of this part of the pattern, increasing the variety of motions in the images. These are optional, but worth experimenting with.

Six rotating reflectors are used in addition to the six rippled-glass wheels. The cylindrical lamp housings are mounted above these reflectors on metal arms attached to long brackets. Check to see if the cover of the cabinet will close over the taller of the brackets. Bits of cut mirrors have been glued to the center of some of the reflectors to add variety to the patterns.

Large plano-convex lenses are mounted on brackets, telescoping and slotted to adjust focus, over three of the wrinkled reflectors, projecting brighter spots of the colored lights to the upper portion of the screen where the reflectors alone will not adequately reach. About 2\( \frac{3}{4} \) to 3\( \frac{1}{2} \)-in. in diameter, with focal lengths of about 3 to 7-in., the lenses are attached

Fig. 10. The dual-lamp boxes beneath the panels are mounted with thumb nuts through small angle-brackets for quick replacement without tools.

Fig. 11. The disassembled view of one of the dual-lamp housings shows the method of mounting the sockets, ventilator shields, and lamp-separator mask.

Fig. 12. The assembled dual-lamp housing shows the small mounting brackets, and the metal clamping strips to hold gelatine or glass sheets.
Fig. 13. One of the glass discs is shown in its Masonite frame, mounted on a ball-bearing pulley.

to light frames, by small ears of metal; the frames are made from the metal of old 16-in. aluminum transcription discs, but other metal would serve.

Another possibility is to use a number of smaller lenses of the same focal length mounted close together in a small Masonite panel in place of the single lens, which would project a multiple image of the rippled reflector. Some adjustment is necessary to position the lenses properly.

A number of terminal strips (Fig. 15) greatly simplify the wiring of the three color-wheel panels. An octal plug from the thyatron amplifier feeds a strip with 8 terminals used to distribute the line voltage to the motors (with a slide switch to shut them off while adjusting or photographing) and to the strips which further distribute the music signals to the various lamps in their housings. An eight-foot home-assembled cable of 12 wires goes out to the manual remote control box (Fig. 16), consisting of three rotary 2-pole 4-position non-shorting selector switches used to vary the pairs of lamps in use in each channel, giving four different combinations with one lamp of each color at right and at left on at all times (Fig. 17). In use, each switch is rotated while the music is soft in that particular channel, which prevents sudden shifts in the bright patterns and also helps to subdue surges of current which shorten the life of the lamps. A clock-motor could rotate the switches automatically, but could not select the darker times to change, which would leave something to be desired in the way of esthetics.

Burnout of some of the lamps (with 150 volts applied) was noticed during the manual switching, caused in part by a rotary switch that occasionally allowed two lamps to parallel in series with one lamp which received a disproportionate percentage of the available voltage. Another reason seems to be that there is a momentary surge of voltage if the lamps are switched during the loudest part of the music, so that it is best to select the quieter parts of a particular channel to change the selector switch manually. Reducing the applied voltage to 120 volts, through dropping resistors, seems to have solved the problem of burnouts; none has occurred since.

Since the full voltage of the combined plate windings appears across some pairs of the wires in the cable, care must be used to select insulation which will stand the full potential. No trouble has been encountered using standard 500-volt hookup wire; cuts and nicks in the insulation should be avoided, and an outer layer of plastic tape would help to prevent this.

The switchbox is best of soft aluminum. One point which was not noticed in the portable unit, but became apparent after working with the unit, was the need to get back farther from the screen when adjusting the brightness and timing-decency switches; an improvement in ease of operation would result if most or all of the controls were remotely controlled a few feet from the screen, and this idea should be strongly considered, if a large area is lighted.

Shielded cables can be used for the high-impedance audio lines, with the slight high-frequency losses above 4000 cps ignored, for they contribute little to the visual effect. Possibly the easiest method of remote controlling might be to situate the whole amplifier remotely, with possibly the one or more TV transformers located in the projector cabinet to avoid moving around the heavy weight.

Color-Wheel Drives

An old midget fan motor, equivalent to a two-pole phono motor, and a surplus 800:1 gear reduction box, form the basic drive for one side of the unit (Fig. 18), although the difficulty of exactly reproducing the unit shown depends upon the experimenter's access to the gear box. Many odd gadgets are on the surplus market, but differing widely in various localities, so exact directions to build this type of unit cannot be given. Sometimes it might seem easier to supply the 24 volts d.c. required to power some of the geared reduction motors available from military surplus than to add gearboxes to existing motors. In the unit shown, the gearbox shaft is attached to a double pulley, which in turn operates four other ball-bearing pulleys attached to the color wheels. The ball-bearing pulleys make the mounting very easy, as a ¼-in. machine screw is inserted in the hole, and bolted directly (with a spacer-washer between if desired) to the ¼-in. Masonite panel, avoiding any necessity of setting up a shaft or bearing. Two lens-discs are run off one of the drive pulleys, at a slightly slower speed than the drives, for the disc pulleys are about one-and-a-half times the diameter of the driver pulleys, and the speed here is about 4 rpm. The two reflector discs are run off another of the drive pulleys, but using ball-bearing pulleys nearer 3½-in. in diameter, resulting in about three times reduction in speed over the 1¼-in. drivers. Rather than using rubber bands as belts (which tend to jingle and jerk at very slow speeds, although they seem to work well at higher speeds such as between the motor and gearbox), heavy twine or dial
"...better than the best..."

states renowned audio expert Julian D. Hirsch* in February, 1963 Hi-Fi/Stereo Review.
Read these excerpts from his report on the Acoustech I solid state stereo power amplifier...

"...the listening quality... had all the effortless, unstrained character of the finest and most powerful vacuum tube amplifiers, plus that undefinable 'transistor sound'... a dry, tightly controlled, and highly transparent quality... The Acoustech I is easily the equal of any vacuum tube amplifier I have ever heard, and in my opinion a shade better than the best...

"...the finest square wave response I have ever observed... absolutely no ringing or overshoot... 30,000 cps square waves looked better than those I have seen from many fine amplifiers at 10,000 cps."

"The performance specifications... are impressive... because of unusually rigorous (and realistic) standards employed... I am happy to say that the Acoustech I met or exceeded all its specifications for which I was able to test [advertised specifications: 40 watts per channel rms, 8-16 ohms, 20-20,000 cps, less than 0.96％ harmonic and IM distortion with both channels operating simultaneously]. Its power output at most frequencies (with 8 ohm loads) was far in excess of rated values, measuring nearly 70 watts per channel at middle frequencies, and better than 60 watts per channel between 50 and 20,000 cps at 1 percent distortion... distortion at levels of 10 watts or less was about 0.2 percent."

"...in its design and construction... resembles industrial or military equipment [see figure at right]... its circuits are assembled on glass epoxy boards... each output stage uses four silicon power transistors which are mounted on large finned heat sinks [2]. A quick acting fuse [3] protects each output stage from damage caused by overdriving or accidental shorting of the output terminals."

"The unit sells for $395... For those who can afford it, however, I think it is worth every cent of its cost."

*Julian D. Hirsch, co-director of world famous Hirsch-Houck Laboratories, has long been recognized as one of the most reliable and discriminating experts in the field of audio testing. He was formerly associated with the highly respected Audio League, a testing organization known for its early recognition of significant new breakthroughs such as acoustic suspension loudspeaker systems.
cord is used, and the slack is taken up by a tension roller on an arm, spring loaded to produce the necessary friction.

If the organ is closer than 15-in. to the screen, it may be necessary to tilt up the lower reflectors by about 15-deg., and the belts may slip off the drive rollers unless small guide rollers on brackets are installed.

Another method of running the discs is by friction drive, similar to many phono turntables (Fig. 19). A somewhat larger clock-type motor was available at 1 rpm, and on this was mounted a wooden disc turned on the lathe to fit snugly inside a flat vacuum cleaner belt about 3/4-in. in diameter; contact cement was used to fasten the belt on, and abrasive paper gave "tooth" to the rubber face. A setscrew can be put in the wood at an angle, or for more positive drive, another of the halves from an insulated coupling can be attached. The four driven wheels are turned of wood on the lathe, but were first jig-sawed on a pivoting bolt into almost perfect circles, and at the slow speed operating here, merely sanding would probably be sufficient. Well-centered cans lids of approximately the right size might serve, if there is no means of making the discs.

The two right discs are mounted solidly to the panel, and are driven by rubber friction idler assemblies taken from old phono turntable drives; but to reverse the direction of the two left discs, thus varying the directions of motions in the various discs, they are driven directly from the rubber-covered motor disc. To achieve constant pressure and good contact even though the discs may not be accurately centered, the two left discs are mounted on pivoting arms, in a manner similar to the tensioning arms in the other belt-driven panel (Fig. 20). An aluminum strip about 3/4 x 3/4 x 4-in. long was used for each although iron or brass would be satisfactory. A 3/16 or 1/4-in. hole at one end of each acts as a pivoting bearing, and with the very tiny rotation involved, a machine screw without a straight shank was used, the threaded section not seeming to produce any amount of wear over a period of time. A tensioning spring is installed in another small hole near the swinging end of the arm, and is stretched out to a screw-post at an appropriate position so as to bring pressure between the rotating disc and the motor-drive disc.

The center panel is driven from another clock motor, a 1/2-rpm unit, which necessitated speeding up the reflectors about four times with gears, and causing much trouble with the resultant strain upon the small shaft in the clock motor, as the gear repeatedly slipped until a new, larger shaft was turned on the lathe, and larger bearings installed—an emergency operation over a weekend, not advised for those without full shop equipment. A simpler solution is to procure a 1-to-5-rpm motor and slow it down with pulleys.

The pulleys used on the center panel work with a string belt in the manner similar to the first panel described, with a small pulley on an idler arm to take up the slack. The large central glass disc is a surplus lens for an X2A N-AN Beacon, 5/4-in. in diameter, while the smaller one is a piece of the lens-like rippled glass, mounted in a masking disc of Masonite; both discs are fastened with contact cement to thick Masonite washers and to the 1/4-in. diameter ball-bearing pulleys mounted on the panel. If the string belt tends to slip on the pulleys, try rubbing it with resin, or a dial cord preparation, or else cover the bottom of the pulley groove with masking tape.

Three 1/2-watt lamps are mounted in small light-shield boxes, made of tin-can stock, close beneath the discs and positioned so that the images seem to move in different directions—right, left, and up for the red, green, and blue. Since only one lamp is used in each circuit, a 3000-ohm 10-watt wire-wound re-

Fig. 17. A back view shows the general layout of reflectors.

Fig. 18. A back view of the gear-box-driven side shows the small induction motor used; a rubber-band belt connects the pulleys. Terminal strips connected with flexible wires allow the panel to be hinged.

(Continued on page 64)
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AR-3 PLAYBACK:
THE FINE ARTS QUARTET AS AUDIENCE

THE FINE ARTS QUARTET has just recorded Beethoven's Quartet in E flat major, Opus 127 (Concert-Disc CS-235). The musicians are listening to the first playback, checking its fidelity to the tonal sonority and interpretation that have brought them rave notices all over the world.

AR speakers are being used for monitors. They were chosen by the Quartet members themselves because they create a musical carbon copy of the live performance, free of hi-fi gimmick effects.

AR-3 and AR-2a speakers are often used professionally, but they are designed primarily for home use. AR-3's are $203 to $225, depending on finish, and AR-2a's are $109 to $128. A five-year guarantee covers parts, labor, and reimbursement of any freight to and from the factory.

A catalog and list of AR dealers in your area will be sent on request. We will also send a brief description of two books on high fidelity published by AR.
new and unique
Type 8417 output pentodes with cavity anode design.

new and unique
Totally resonance-free ultra-wide-band output transformers.

new and unique
Triode-connected dual power-pentode driver stage.

new and unique
Oscilloscope-type cathode-follower input stage with compensated attenuator.

new and unique
Hinged cover for rarely used controls (bias and balance).

old and unique
After more than 25 years of serving the high fidelity perfectionist's needs, Fisher still has the same policy on brand-new engineering projects: all-out or not at all. Nowhere is this uncompromising philosophy more eloquently demonstrated than in the case of the new Fisher SA-1000 stereo power amplifier.

The SA-1000 represents Fisher's first entry in the highly specialized class of extremely high-powered dual-channel basic amplifiers. There has been no scarcity of advanced equipment in this heavy-weight category; excellent high-wattage power amplifiers of well-known makes have been available at prices starting in the $230-to-$270 range (for factory-wired kits) and rising all the way up to $648 (for a pair of single-channel models of very de luxe construction). What does it mean, then, when Fisher finally decides to match its own contender against such formidable competition and sets the price at $329.50?

To those who know Fisher, it can mean only one thing: Fisher has exhaustively tested, measured and evaluated all these other power amplifiers in its own laboratories and finds the SA-1000 to be distinctly superior to all of them, regardless of price. As for the price tag, it happens to be in the low 300's rather than the 400's or 500's solely as a result of Fisher's unusually large and technically unmatched manufacturing facilities, geared for heavy initial production in anticipation of demand.

The Fisher SA-1000 is a challenge to the severest critics and most discriminating judges of professional sound reproducing equipment, both as to specifications and listening quality. Its music power rating is 150 watts IHFM Standard, with both channels driven. The RMS power rating, again with both channels driven, is 130 watts (65 watts per channel). However, as a glance at the intermodulation curve will show, each channel will deliver 80 watts at 0.5% IM distortion, thus indicating the extreme conservativeness of the official rating.

Introducing the 150-watt SA-1000 stereo power amplifier...by a maker who needs no introduction.

The output stage of the SA-1000 is engineered around the newly developed 8417 beam power pentodes, never before used in any electronic device. Designed specifically for use in this amplifier, the 8417 offers extreme linearity, resulting in greatly reduced distortion, and has unusually low drive-voltage requirements, permitting the previous stages to 'coast' at their lowest possible distortion levels. The unique cavity anode design of the 8417 is an important factor of its superior performance characteristics.

Each pair of 8417's in the SA-1000 drives a giant output transformer via plate-cathode coupling — a modified and improved 'ultra-linear' configuration that provides 12 db of the most desirable and stable type of negative feedback in the output stage. The custom-wound output transformers are unlike all others in that their response rolls off below 5 cps and above 200 kc without the slightest peaks or dips. (See the frequency response curve.) This results in exceptional stability and superb square wave reproduction.

The driver stage, too, is entirely new. A triode-connected 6U8/ELL80 dual power pentode circuit developed by Fisher engineers is capable of delivering 40% more drive to the output stage than is required — and at a remarkably low impedance. The result is very low distortion, the fastest possible recovery time, great stability and hence outstanding transient response.

For the pre-driver and phase inverter stage, an ECC83/12AX7 triode triode is used in a DC-coupled cathode configuration. The input stage of the SA-1000 is of a type widely used in laboratory oscilloscopes but never before in high-fidelity amplifiers. A compensated input attenuator in conjunction with a cathode-follower circuit permits adjustment of the input signal from 0 db to — 12 db in closely calibrated 3 db steps without the slightest effect on input impedance and frequency response. This feature in effect provides five different input sensitivities, ranging from 0.7 to 2.75 volts (for full rated RMS output), so that the preamplifier volume control can be operated strictly within its optimum range.

A switchable subsonic filter has also been designed into the input stage, in keeping with the widely held engineering opinion that, for the majority of practical applications, response should be flat down to 20 cps only and then fall off as rapidly as possible. (See dotted part of frequency response curve.)

The power supply of the SA-1000 is one of the most elaborate ever used in a stereo power amplifier. Regulation and filtering are of the highest order and all silicon diodes, as well as filter capacitors are most conservatively operated.

Bias and balance are readily adjustable on each channel by means of the built-in laboratory-type calibration meter, but the controls for these rarely needed adjustments are ingeniously concealed behind an attractive hinged cover — another Fisher exclusive.

These are the most important facts and figures. You cannot fully evaluate the Fisher SA-1000, however, simply by reading about it. A comparative listening test at your dealer is an absolute must in this case. Then you will know that, even in this exalted category, not all power amplifiers sound exactly alike — and that the most flawless of them all costs only $329.50.
HERMAN BURSTEIN

(Note: To facilitate a prompt reply, please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope with your question.)

Recording FM

Q. A short time ago I purchased a *** tape recorder. The manufacturer informed me that this machine is capable of producing directly from an FM tuner and/or phonograph input for recording directly from an FM tuner and/or phonograph input. However, the output, if it's "tape out" jack of my audio preamp is not high enough to drive the tape recorder when the preamp is driven by my FM tuner or/and tape recorder. However, the output from the preamp's "tape out" jack of my audio preamp is not high enough to drive the tape recorder when the preamp is driven by my FM tuner or/and tape recorder. Could you furnish me with a listing of tape output from the preamp that will drive the tape recorder that is at fault, it may be feasible to make a simple modification of the tape recorder so that a relatively small voltage can be driven. You state that the radio/phonograph output goes to one half of an ECL82. I cannot find in my inventory any listing of this tube but perhaps you can substitute a higher-gain tube. If you can't substitute, it may be that the output cannot be made to go through a voltage divider. To avoid overloading this tube, the radio/phonograph signal would have to go through a voltage divider. To keep the low-level and high-level input sources from affecting each other, it may be feasible to connect the radio/phonograph input jack to the cathode of the tube instead of the grid.

Bulk Tape Eraser

Q. I own a *** tape recorder. Soon after I purchased it, a friend demonstrated the merits of a bulk tape eraser. These bulk erasers are handy gadgets which are both useful and expensive. Would you possibly know of any method to build one?

A. You can construct your own bulk eraser, provided that you can obtain an old power transformer such as is found in an audio amplifier or TV set, operated either by direct current, or by an electronic circuit. The cost should be about $5,000, possibly as little as a dollar or two. The transformer primary winding must be intact, and you can even use the same transformers that you may have at home, although it does not matter if any of the latter are open.

The procedure is as follows: Disassemble the transformer by removing the nuts and bolts and case. Remove the D-shaped and I-shaped plates from the transformer core, and reinset only the E-plates so that they all face in the same direction. Reassemble the transformer except for the case. Attach several feet of lamp cord, terminating in a plug for the power socket, to the leads of the primary winding. Be sure that you are able to identify the primary leads before you begin construction; usually, but not always, they are black. (Perhaps I had better explain that the primary leads of a transformer are those which are meant to be connected to the power line.) Snip all other windings and tape them carefully so that they will not make contact with each other. Wind the bulk eraser, which is what you now have, with friction or rubber tape in order to protect the core and windings.

When you connect the plug to the house socket, your bulk eraser will produce a very powerful magnetic field, enough to thoroughly erase a reel of tape brought within an inch of it. (It may be a good idea to remove your wristwatch.) Erase tape by bringing the reel into immediate contact with the bulk eraser and then moving it slowly, meanwhile moving the reel in a circular fashion. Do not shut off the bulk eraser until the tape has been moved several feet. The eraser should not be operated for more than one minute at a time, because it heats up rather quickly. However, within that minute you can erase several reels of tape, if need be. This bulk eraser is not suited for production line work, but is quite suitable for home use.

A Level Problem

Q. I have some difficulty in getting my stereo system to record, and I would appreciate any advice you can give me. I have a *** stereo preamp connected to a *** stereo preamp for recording and playback. All of my stereo recordings show a noticeable loss of high frequencies and a small amount of distortion. Could you tell me what is due to having several transformers connected to the output of the preamp circuit? What is the voltage of the preamp and/or tape recorder's minimum signal requirements? How may I reduce the preamp output and yet retain a well-modulated signal without any distortion?

A. Before I could attempt to answer your question with confidence, I would have to know the following: Do you have identical transformers on both channels of the tape recorder? Are you presently feeding a signal to the tape input or not? Is what is connected to the tape output? What is the circuit of the preamp output? How long a cable is there between the preamp output and the tape recorder input? Without this information I can only hazard the following thoughts. Distortion may be due to overloading of one or more early stages of the tape recorder. If one of these stages contains treble emphasis, there may be clipping of the treble frequencies, resulting in ultimate loss of treble response. Distortion may be taking place in the preamp phase in either the recording and playback. If you are using a voltage divider network, depending on the nature and values of the divider, these values together with cable capacitance could produce treble loss.

VU Meter vs. Eye-Tube

Sir:

In the March "Tape Guides" Mr. Bar- stein understated the advantages of a VU meter over the eye-tube volume indicator. The fact that the eye-tube responds to strong, brief signals is not an advantage. Actually, these indications can be quite misleading. The eye-tube responds linearly to the applied voltage, and therefore does not give a true indication of strong signals. The VU meter, on the other hand, responds logarithmically to inputs. If you will try this experiment, you will see how it works.

BERNARD P. ALLEN, 115-60 224th Street Cambria Heights, N. Y.

The Address of Perfection

Q. What is the address of the Perfection Mica Co. (they make Co-neto shields)?

A. 1322 N. Elston Avenue, Chicago 22, Illinois. 
THE ELOQUENCE AND SPLENDORE OF SONY SOUND

STERECORDER 777S-4: ALL-TRANSISTORIZED, WITH THE REVOLUTIONARY SONY ELECTRO BI-LATERAL HEAD*

The perfect integration of superior performance specifications and operational ease. For home or studio use, the new Sony Sterecorder 777S-4 is the finest 4-track professional tape recorder value on the market today. An outstanding array of features includes all-transistorized modular-type circuitry, three motors, the exclusive electro bi-lateral head, tape and source monitoring, sound on sound, illuminated 3" V.U. meters. Sony's solenoid controls (feather touch switching of tape motion in both the instrument and the remote control unit) provide an unsurpassed ease of operation.

Complete with portable case and remote control unit: $595.

* A Sony exclusive, the patented Electro Bi-lateral Head enables 2 track, stereo and monophonic playback as well as 4 track playback.

For literature or name of nearest dealer write Superscope, Inc., Dept. 7, San Valley, California.
A 78-rpm Stereo Record

ALLAN R. KESKINEN

Oscilloscopic display of important characteristics permit instantaneous evaluation of a stereo cartridge.

The essential characteristics for which a stereo cartridge must be examined are: Output level, channel balance, electrical phasing, crosstalk at 1000 cps, frequency response, and tracking ability at a given stylus force. The recording I will describe provides the user with these measurements in a visual as well as quantitative form.

The Record Design

In the preparation of this record, the 78.26-rpm standard record speed was chosen to avoid distortion due to long wavelengths and to eliminate tracking distortion at a minimum and extend record life. The bottom of the groove has a radius of approximately 0.0002 in. permitting use of stylus as small as 0.0005 in. without danger of "bottoming."

The recording material has 10 bands arranged to permit rapid evaluation of cartridge characteristics. The time duration of each band is ample to permit accurate observation on each respective band. Bands 1, 2, and 3, as well as bands 4 to 9, are cut with a lead groove from band to band to permit continuous operation throughout these sections if desired.

Instrumentation and Circuitry

The instrumentation and circuitry used are important for rapid and accurate evaluation of the results available from the record.


This test record was recorded at a constant peak velocity throughout each band. The output of an ideal velocity-responsive cartridge should be constant throughout each band. The output of an amplitude-responsive cartridge should fall at the rate of 6 db/octave with increasing frequency. In order to produce a constant voltage throughout each band with an amplitude-responsive cartridge, it is necessary to differentiate the output. A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 1. A valuable feature of the differentiating circuit is its discrimination against low frequencies. This characteristic is used with the amplitude-responsive cartridge to discriminate against spurious low-frequency effects such as turntable rumble and tone-arm resonance. This discrimination permits low-voltage high-frequency measurements, such as are required for measuring interchannel crosstalk, without "masking" due to the spurious low-frequency effects.

When testing velocity-responsive cartridges, the cartridge should be terminated in its recommended load for all tests. When testing amplitude-responsive cartridges, the manufacturers' specified load resistor (usually one megohm) should be used for output-voltage, channel-balance, and electrical phasing measurements. All other tests provided on this record, when testing amplitude-responsive cartridges, should be made without the load resistor but with a differentiating circuit.

In order to use this record most effectively for very rapid evaluation, in a circuit such as shown in Fig. 2, it is recommended that two vacuum-tube voltimeters and two oscilloscopes be used. This ar-

Fig. 1. Differentiating circuit.

Fig. 2. Switching circuit.

Fig. 3. Frequency-response envelope: (A) of a typical cartridge; (B) showing reduced high-frequency response.
If not for University's Classic Mark II...

this would be the finest speaker system of them all—

the new Classic Dual-12

the three-way system with two 12" speakers—plus!

From the first moment of its appearance, the Classic Mark II won instant and unanimous acclaim as the most exciting new instrument in the world of music reproduction. Its range, its presence, its spaciousness and dimension are truly outstanding, even when compared with the so-called "world's bests." Its reputation, however, posed this immediate challenge: Could University now create a speaker system with the essential qualities of the Mark II, but in a more compact size...and at a more moderate price? Could University now bring the pleasure of uncompromising big system high fidelity to a broader range of music lovers?

The challenge has been answered with the new Classic Dual-12, created by a totally new approach to the design of speaker systems. Instead of the conventional 3-speaker arrangement, University's Dual-12 incorporates two 12" speakers...plus the Sphericon Super Tweeter! One 12" speaker is a woofer specifically designed for optimum reproduction of the ultra-low frequencies (down to 25 cps); the other, a woofer/mid-range, reinforces the woofer, removes the peaks and valleys that cause harsh, strident sounds in ordinary systems and provides flawless mid-range performance. The renowned Sphericon is included to assure silky, transparent highs soaring effortlessly up to 40,000 cps! Power Requirements: 10 watts. Size: 23⅞" x 31⅞" x 15½". Oiled walnut finish. $229.95 Hear it at your hi-fi dealer, or write: Dept R-4.

UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS
80 South Kensico Ave., White Plains, N.Y.
A Division of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
the "High-Level" instrumentation across this load resistance.

Application Theory and Practice

Band 1 is a lateral 1000-eps recording at 7 cm/sec. The groove modulation is parallel to the surface of the disc. A recording made at 7 cm/sec in the lateral direction results in each wall of the groove being modulated 5 cm/sec perpendicular to each of the respective 45-deg. groove wall directions. The result from this accurately cut groove is a well balanced stereo signal with the sum (L+R) only components. The output measured from each stereo channel is the output of a 5 cm/sec stereo channel. The L and R components are not only balanced in amplitude but are accurately in phase.

Assuming the circuitry of Fig. 2 is used to test a stereo cartridge on Band 1, SW, should be in position 2 to terminate the cartridge in its recommended load. Switching SW, between positions 1 and 2 alternately connects left- and right-channel terminals to the "High-Level Circuit" to measure left- and right-channel outputs for level and channel balance. Since the two channels are in parallel mechanically, operating SW, to position 3 to parallel the two outputs, results in approximately normal output for electrically "in phase" signals. "Out of phase" connection results in voltage cancellation and is indicated by a greatly reduced output level.

Band 2 is a right-channel-only 45-deg. stereo recording at 5 cm/sec with left-channel residual (crosstalk) more than 35-db below the recorded channel.

Band 3 is a left-channel-only 45-deg. stereo recording at 5 cm/sec with right-channel residual (crosstalk) more than 35-db below the recorded channel.

Bands 2 and 3 provide the respective output-level information and also permit crosstalk measurements. Velocity-responsive cartridges may be measured with the recommended load resistor but crosstalk of amplitude-responsive cartridges should be measured with the differentiating circuit connected (SW, in position 1) to reduce the effect of low-frequency disturbances "masking" the crosstalk voltmeter readings. SW, position 1 on Band 2 permits reading right-channel output on the "High-Level Circuit" and crosstalk on the "Low-Level Circuit." Similarly, on Band 3, SW, position 2 permits reading left-channel output on the "High-Level Circuit" and crosstalk on the "Low-Level Circuit." In each instance the ratio of the "High-Level" voltmeter indication to that of the "Low-Level" voltmeter, expressed in decibels, is the crosstalk ratio. On both Bands 2 and 3 oscillographic observation of the voltages being measured is an aid in identifying the nature of the "Low-Level" signal being measured. Experience will enable the tester to identify actual crosstalk voltages as compared to possible spurious voltages which may be present.

Band 4 is a laterally-recorded swept-frequency band 2000 to 15,000 eps, at a constant 10 cm/sec. The lateral recording provides equal outputs on both the left and right channels. The constant velocity provides constant output voltage over the spectrum with velocity-responsive cartridges. Use of the differentiating circuit provides a constant output voltage, over the spectrum covered, with amplitude-responsive cartridges. A sharp large-amplitude multi-frequency signal is then applied to the cartridge. The resulting distortion is compared to a reference spectrum that has previously been stored on the oscilloscope, or direct reading on the voltmeters is done. This allows for a quick comparison of the distortion. Since the left-channel is balanced in every band, it is easier to detect crosstalk in the left-channel unless the distortion is very small. The right-channel is checked by the reverse procedure or by simply changing the switching of the voltmeter.
Who's come up with the best-looking way to label your tapes?

We call it Signature Binding. It's an easy-to-apply decorative binding that comes with every box of Ampex tape—both the superior 500 series or the low-cost Irish series. And it doesn't cost a penny extra. The binding has the appearance of Morocco leather. To label your tapes you simply inscribe the title of your recording on the binding with the gold foil transfer supplied. Then smooth the binding over the hinged edge of your tape box and you're on your way to a tape library with a collector's look. And with Signature Binding, you get the most important bonus of all: the best-sounding tape in the world. Next time you're at your tape dealer's, look for the Ampex tape rack. See for yourself the beauty of Signature Binding. Ampex Corporation, 934 Charter Street, Redwood City, California. The only company providing recorders, tapes and core memory devices for every application. Worldwide sales and service.
amplitude pulse is provided at the start of each sweep (approximately 28-eps repetition rate) to aid oscilloscope synchronization. Operation of STF again permits selection of the channel to be observed on the oscilloscope. Additional differentiation of the synchronizing pulse by means of a small capacitor into the external synch input of some oscilloscopes is an aid in obtaining synchronization for stable presentation. Figure 3 is a photograph of a typical oscilloscopic presentation. Deviations from a constant vertical deflection indicate deviations from “flat” response. It is important to note the effect, shown in Fig. 4, of mistracking effects in the higher frequencies. These effects, visible as a shading in the high-frequency portion of the photograph, are due to insufficient stylus force, worn stylus tip, resonance due to low compliance, or excessive stylus-tip mass, and incorrect damping.

Convenient scales have been prepared to aid in direct measurements from the oscilloscope screen. Figure 5 is a calibration chart for amplitude measurements. If the oscilloscope vertical gain is set to present normal output envelope at the reference lines, deviations from the reference lines represent output deviations from “flat” response as indicated by the plus and minus calibration lines. Figure 6 is a frequency calibration chart when the oscilloscope horizontal gain is set to a 4-in. horizontal length. The lower frequencies have not been included in the swept range because the record was designed for measurement of cartridge characteristics in the low-frequency range, the effect of cartridge characteristics is completely dependent upon characteristics of associated equipment such as the tone arm. The high-frequency display provided by Band 4 compares cartridge characteristics which are meaningful in terms of frequency response and high-frequency mistracking effects due to insufficient stylus force, defective stylus tips, excessive stylus-tip mass, low compliance, mechanical non-linearities, and improper damping materials.

Bands 5 to 9, inclusive, are combined 400 and 4000-eps lateral recording with the 4000 eps recorded 12 db below the 400-eps level at various peak velocities, Band 5 is 2.5 cm/sec, Band 6 is 17.7 cm/sec, Band 7 is 12.5 cm/sec, Band 8 is 8.5 cm/sec, and Band 9 is 6.25 cm/sec.

Fig. 7. Trace of recorded bands 5 to 9 inclusive.

This test is based on performance of the cartridge under test in the portion of the frequency spectrum where recorded amplitudes (and velocities) of groove modulation are the greatest that may be encountered (due to space limitations between grooves). It combines the effects of compliance as measured by the method described by B. B. Bauer with effects of dynamic mass at the stylus tip at high accelerations.

Band 10 is a 1000-eps lateral recording at 5.5 cm/sec. This recording level has long been used as a reference standard in lateral recording. Figure 9 is a photograph showing the record-cutting lathe with a tilted cutting head used to produce the master disc with only one channel of a 45-deg. stereo test signal. This method of cutting the groove provided a means of carefully adjusting the modulation angle to result in a mini-

Each band is a recording similar to the combined signal for intermodulation distortion measurement. Figure 7 is an oscilloscopic trace showing the nature of the recorded signals. Use of the differentiating circuit with an amplitude-responsible cartridge maintains the proper ratio between the 400- and 4000-eps velocities. Failure to track will appear at the maximum acceleration position on the recorded pattern. This method is very sensitive in displaying mistracking effects. A cartridge which tracks well on one band but does not track in the next highest acceleration band produces a readily observed display on the oscilloscope. Figure 8 is an oscilloscopic presentation showing mistracking effects. This closely follows the method described by H. E. Roys. The velocities specified are the resulting peaks of the combined 400- and 4000-eps sine waves with the 4000 eps 12 db below the 400-eps level. The combined signal can be used with intermodulation distortion meters for measurement of intermodulation distortion. The oscilloscope presentation clearly indicates the degree of mistracking at any particular stylus force at any of the recorded velocities.

Fig. 8. Mistracking bands 5 through 9.

This recorded modulation on the unmodulated groove wall for crosstalk measurement purposes.

NOTES

1. Presented at the 14th Annual Convention of the Audio Engineering Society.
...a straight wire with gain. "A major breakthrough in the application of semi-conductors to high-fidelity sound... Citation A literally has flat response to beyond 1,000,000 cycles and distortion that is non-measurable... Superb response characteristics not matched by any known preamplifier... A unit that should meet the demands of the most critical listener and audio perfectionist... It suggests that... a sound path could be set up that approaches the classic goal of amplifier design... a 'straight wire with gain'.”

EQUIPMENT REPORT—HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

For the full text of the High Fidelity report, write Dept. A-4 Citation Division, Harman-Kardon, Inc., Plainview, N.Y.
Sound Reinforcement at Philharmonic Hall

DAVID SASLAW

An up-to-date example of sound system design for the concert hall, and a well-developed application of the loudspeaker cluster design concept.

Much ado has been made of the acoustics of Philharmonic Hall but nothing has been said about the sound reinforcement system. Perhaps this is a mute testimonial to the excellence of the design—nobody has noticed it!

Naturally it is an oversimplification to take absence of negative reaction as a positive virtue. On the other hand, the pointed critical comments about other design areas of the Hall would lead one to suspect that comment would have been made if there had been even the slightest observable fault.

Purpose of the System

The term "sound reinforcement" is rather ambiguous—it doesn’t really specify what sounds are to be reinforced. We are not trying to be facetious—rather we are leading to the fact that the reinforcement system at Philharmonic Hall is required to fulfill several functions other than "public address." Precisely, the system is required to:

1. Provide speech reinforcement so that a person talking on stage can be heard clearly at any seat.
2. Provide reinforcement for small music groups or soloists as required.
3. Permit recording or broadcasting while providing sound reinforcement.
4. Provide monophonic playback of recorded material including motion picture sound.

Fig. 1. Side view of Philharmonic Hall showing location of "clouds" and loudspeaker cluster. Note the sound room located above the clouds in the rear of the Hall. (Drawing from "Music, Acoustics, and Architecture," by L. Beranek.)

Fig. 2. Close-up view of the loudspeaker cluster showing location relative to the motorized stage "clouds." (Drawing from "Music, Acoustics, and Architecture," by L. Beranek.)

from the requirement to reinforce some types of musical performance in a concert hall. This highlights the fact that some types of instruments, or combinations, project better when amplified (in a hall as large as this one). But projecting music requires that the system be relatively wide range with low distortion, as opposed to speech reinforcement which has the goal of improved intelligibility, usually accomplished with a narrower bandwidth. That’s where the tall part comes in; making a system to satisfy both requirements, and well.

Multiple-Function Solution

At the input side of the system the way this problem was handled at Philharmonic Hall was to roll off the frequencies below 300 cps by means of a filter for the speech function, and use high-quality condenser microphones for the music reinforcement and recording functions. Recognizably, this is a time-
JBL PRESENTS THE SOLID STATE ENERGIZER/TRANSUDER

With the Energizer/Transducer, JBL brings you another giant stride closer to perfect audio realism. Now you can have a JBL precision transducer with its own built-in power mate. By engineering the transducers, power source, and enclosure as an indivisible entity, the designers have complete control over every facet of the reproduction system. They have discretion over any band of frequencies, can govern the size and shape of a single cycle if they so will. Consequently, in the JBL Energizer/Transducer the amplified signal is precisely tailored to the requirements of the entire system. The music you hear is the most exact replica of the original performance yet achieved. Built entirely of solid state devices, the energizer is devoid of microphonics, produces negligible heat, and therefore can be mounted within the acoustical enclosure. Due to their tight electrical and mechanical coupling, JBL transducers reproduce the steepest musical wave fronts with an accuracy, alacrity, and facility that is unique among loudspeakers. The energizer has the ability to amplify square waves perfectly. The combination of these two features results in system transient response that has never been equalled. Hum is extinguished. Distortion in any form approaches the vanishing point. Frequency response is flat. Sound pressure reserves are available that you will never use even in your most avid listening sessions. Initially, JBL self-powered loudspeakers are offered in E/T Olympus, E/T Apollo, and E/T Lancer 66 models. Telephone the JBL Franchised Audio Specialist in your community; arrange for a protracted audition. Be sure to compare what you hear with conventional loudspeaker and amplifier systems. Write for complete information.

JAMES B. LANSING SOUND, INC., LOS ANGELES 39, CALIFORNIA
Fig. 3. Block diagram of system used at Philharmonic Hall. Note the remote console. This remote location is an absolute necessity in order to monitor the sound system properly. As mentioned in the text, the system is designed to "miss" the walls in order to avoid adding additional reverberation to an already live hall. Therefore, the sound system cannot be heard in the sound room. The operator thus uses a remote console at a special balcony location. Wiring and other facilities are available at this location and all he need do is plug in. Note also that a remote console can be located at the stage manager's location just offstage near the lighting console. The block diagram indicates the installation of tape recorders, turntables, and a tuner which are not yet installed.

(Continued on page 54)
Cracked notes
in your aria?

...then “bargain” recording tape’s no bargain!

Trouble with cheap tape with an unknown name is simply this: You can’t see much difference between it and fine-quality tape. But you sure hear the difference when tiny imperfections are magnified into shattered sound... a danger greater than ever with today’s four-track stereo, where each track of recording takes less than a quarter of the tape’s width.

Surest way to record sound crystal clear, enjoy maximum performance from your equipment is to rely on “SCOTCH” BRAND Recording Tapes. They are required by 3M to pass more than 100 quality tests to ensure inch-after-inch uniformity. Result: identical recording characteristics—full frequency sensitivity, wide dynamic range—throughout each reel, reel after reel.

High potency oxides in “SCOTCH” Recording Tapes make possible thinner, more flexible coatings that assure intimate head-to-tape contact for sharp resolution. Exclusive Silicone lubrication that lasts the life of the tape assures smooth tape travel. It protects against recorder head wear, extends tape life.

So for genuine “money’s worth” in performance, step up to the tape professionals prefer: “SCOTCH” BRAND.

On SCOTCH® BRAND Recording Tape, you hear it crystal clear!
Another Transistorized A. F. Voltmeter—and How to Use It

C. G. McPROUD

Many of us build devices just for the joy of building, but this instrument is practical and modernizes a popular meter of some years ago. Suggestions for the use of the meter for several types of measurements are given in a form which uses a minimum of other instruments.

When we first read the Schotz article starting on page 19 of this issue, we were strongly tempted to order the parts immediately to build one, since (1) we are a confirmed experimenter, and (2) we recognize the advantages of a transistorized instrument. A little further thinking, however, led us along another track, signalled by the existence in our equipment archives of a venerable Heathkit AV-1 a.f. voltmeter, and by the further urge not to spend any money unnecessarily until after April 15.

The AV-1 was the earliest Heathkit a.f. voltmeter to appear on the market—we have long since graduated to the IM-21, which is a much more stable and accurate instrument, and in addition we use the old and discontinued, motorized Knightkit a.f. voltmeter, which is our “standard.” However, inasmuch as the Schotz instrument required a meter, a case, multiplier resistors, and a few similar odds and ends, all of which were present in the AV-1, we elected to employ the circuitry of the Schotz unit, along with the case, meter, resistors, and the other usable bits and pieces, and make another version of the instrument.

To begin with, there are a few minor differences in the available parts—the Schotz instrument uses separate scales for both volts and db, whereas the AV-1 uses a single db scale. This is possible because the AV-1 is based on exactly 10 db difference between scales, resulting in voltage scales of 10 and 3.16 units at full scale. Schotz used full scales of exactly 10 and exactly 3, which differs slightly from 10 db per range, and thus requires the separate db scales.

Secondly, we are addicted to the use of printed circuit boards for construction of this type, even for a single unit. Consequently, we planned a printed circuit panel which would attach to the terminals of the meter and to one of the assembly screws of the selector switch. For the first (and only one constructed, so far) unit, we laid out the circuit with the plastic tape and plastic circles available from Techniques, Inc., for this purpose, using a piece of 1/16-in. laminate. After the circuit was laid out entirely, we etched it in the solution provided. From experience, we have learned that the etching operation is speeded up by heating the solution, and we regularly use a Pyrex pie plate on top of a conventional gas kitchen stove for the purpose, heating the solution up to around 180 deg.

Input Circuit Differences

Because of the differences between the scales, the resistances of the input circuits of the two instruments differ slightly. The modified AV-1 input circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The five resistors marked with an asterisk are already used in the AV-1, the 1.0-meg resistor \( R_i \) can be any 1-meg resistor, since the final calibration can be done by selection of a 3000-ohm resistor for \( R_i \), as long as some accurate means of calibrating is available. One method will be described. Because of the change due to scales, \( R_i \) is not required.

The AV-1 has an on-off switch on the panel; in addition, there is a large pilot light fixture on the panel. Thus we have eliminated the off position on the selector switch, using a switch with eleven positions, Centralab 1009, but still with three decks. Figure 3 shows the rear view of the modified instrument, with the printed circuit panel in place. The adjustable capacitor \( C_r \) mounts, effectively, from the "hot" input terminal to the strapped section of the switch covering the ranges from 3 to 300 volts; \( C_i \) and \( R_i \) mount from this same strapped section to the ground input terminal. We connected \( C_r \) from the cold side of the on-off switch to the input ground terminal, while \( C_i \) was connected from a hole provided on the printed circuit panel to a soldering lug on the meter-mounting screw at the opposite corner of the panel. Another pair of binding posts and insulators was used for the output terminals; filing the hole in the

Fig. 1. External view of the Heathkit AV-1 a.f. voltmeter after modification.

Fig. 2 Schematic of the input circuit of the modified AV-1 to show differences between this model and the over-all schematic on page 22.
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"The finest FM Stereo Tuner ever built for the home"

says Martin Gersten, chief engineer of WNCN, The Concert Network

Mr. Gersten talks from experience—both as an FM broadcaster and as a high-fidelity authority and enthusiast. And in all his experience he has never heard an FM stereo tuner that compares with the Pilot 780.

He first heard the Pilot 780 in September, 1962, at the New York High Fidelity Show. He says: "The Concert Network station in New York City, WNCN, 104.3, was broadcasting music and interviews with manufacturers and dealers directly from the Show. We tried to monitor our station on several FM tuners. None of them, including the most expensive ones, could produce a satisfactory signal, that is, until we walked into the Pilot exhibit and tried the 780. The exceptionally clear, noise-free signal it produced was a revelation. Subsequent tests convinced me that this was the finest FM Stereo tuner ever built for the home. Today, I use this tuner in my home and, as far as I am concerned, it is in a class by itself."

The fact that the Pilot 780 outperforms all other tuners is no accident. Its 4 IF stages and sophisticated circuitry produce an FM Stereo performance matched only by professional broadcast monitor tuners costing hundreds of dollars more... FM sensitivity: 1.8 uv; harmonic distortion at 100% modulation: 0.2%; capture ratio: 1 db; selectivity: 44 db. Its unique signal-sampling Multiplex circuitry assures at least 30 db channel separation. Its automatic FM stereo indicator takes all the guesswork out of finding stereo broadcasts. And its flywheel control construction, in conjunction with its tuning meter, assures easy, accurate tuning. At $199.50 (less enclosure), the Pilot 780 is the greatest value on the high-fidelity market today.

The Pilot 248B, companion to the 780, is a 74-watt Integrated Stereo Amplifier with a frequency response (± 1 db) of 5-50,000 cps and only 0.1% harmonic distortion (IHFM). Given an excellent rating by HiFi/Stereo Review, the 248B features outputs for tape and headphones, 7 pairs of inputs and a total of 13 front and back controls and switches. Price (less enclosure): $269.50.

For those who desire the finest receiver ever built for the home, there is no substitute for the Pilot 746, a 60-watt FM Multiplex-AM Stereo Receiver which includes many of the features of the two units mentioned above, including 8 inputs and 14 controls for complete stereo and monaural flexibility. Price (less enclosure): $399.50. For more information, hear them at your Pilot dealer, or write:

Pilot RADIO CORPORATION, 37-42 36TH STREET, LONG ISLAND CITY 1, NEW YORK
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panel provided an accurate fit for the
insulators. The output terminals were
connected to the printed circuit panel
by a length of shielded lead, with the
ground terminal connected only to the
shield—and thence to the panel—and
with no other ground connection being
made. We thought that a capacitor
should be employed between the input
terminal and the first section of the
switch, as shown in Fig. 2, so one was
installed. We were unable to obtain a
1N1512 so we used a 1N714, which is
also a Zener diode, although of less
power capacity. We chose Mallory VW-
250 for \( R_{17} \), and Mallory MILCN16A
for \( R_{18} \), since the specified types were
not readily available. We also found that
\( R_{18} \) should be, in our case, 12,000 ohms
for an indication of "3" on the 3-volt
scale with a new battery. The battery
holder was mounted on \( \frac{3}{8} \)-in. standoffs
from the panel.

A number of holes are indicated
simply with letters in Fig. 4, which
is a full-scale drawing of the printed
circuit panel. Their uses are as follows:

- A \( \frac{1}{4} \)-in. hole for \( R_{19} \)
- B \( \frac{3}{8} \)-in. hole for \( R_{20} \)
- C, D, E: \#36 drill; clearance for 3-48
  screws to mount the battery holder
- F \( \frac{1}{4} \)-in. hole for switch assembly
  screw. (Check this for the switch
  used)
- G lead to "hot" terminal on on-off
  switch
- H lead from A of \( S_{W} \)
- K lead to C of \( S_{W} \)
- L \( \frac{3}{8} \) capacitor to input terminal
- M lead to B of \( S_{W} \)
- N lead to input ground terminal
- P lead from B of \( S_{W} \)

The 31.62-ohm resistor at the lower
end of \( S_{W} \), is connected to the lead from
hole N on its way to input ground
terminal.

In order to attach the front panel to
the case, a bracket was made of 1/16-in.
aluminum strap \( \frac{3}{8} \)-in. wide. This bracket
attaches to the two lower meter-mounting
screws, and passes around the
printed circuit board about \( \frac{3}{8} \)-in. less
in depth than the interior measurement
of the case. Two holes on the rear of the
bracket accommodate two sheet-metal
screws from the holes in the case.

The Printed Circuit Panel

While the printed circuit panel can be
duplicated in a number of ways, it is
not necessary that such a panel be used.
As in the prototype instrument described
by Schottz, a Vector circuit board can
be used just as well, along with the
plug-in terminals for the board. How-
ever, any photo-engraver can make the
printed circuit panel from Fig. 4, if
desired—it does not take a printed
circuit specialist. It will be necessary
to furnish the laminate, however, and to
request that the drawing be "flopped." In
making printing plates, the photo-
engraver takes a piece of copy which
reads correctly left-to-right and turns
out a plate which \textit{prints} correctly, but
reads backward. If he "flops" the nega-
tive, however, the resulting plate will

(Continued on page 66)
CALSTAR Controlled-Angle Lobe-Suppressed Twin-Array Reproducers are the result of an exhaustive study of directional sound radiation by Jensen engineers. In a CALSTAR column, an array of small woofers, covering the lower frequency range, is combined with a shorter array of tweeters covering the high frequency range (where the polar sharpening would otherwise become severe). Next, the signal distribution to each element is "tailored" so that the effective array length decreases as the frequency increases. The final result is a column design in which the vertical coverage angle is unusually constant for all frequencies and therefore exceptionally uniform sound quality and high speech intelligibility are achieved throughout the audience area. The exact signal distribution at each frequency provided by the pattern shaping networks has also been chosen to suppress unwanted side lobes.

Write for Specification Sheet No. CSP-114.

**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL 55</th>
<th>MODEL 1010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 ohms</td>
<td>8 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 watts</td>
<td>Power Rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 - 10,000 cps</td>
<td>Frequency Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60° total (±30°)</td>
<td>Vertical Coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120° total (±60°)</td>
<td>Horizontal Coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 dB</td>
<td>Low Frequency Suppression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 cps</td>
<td>Crossover Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30'H, 11.5/8&quot;W, 3/4&quot;D</td>
<td>Dimensions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>25'</th>
<th>50'</th>
<th>100'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Power, watts</td>
<td>Input Power, watts</td>
<td>Input Power, watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>78.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.0</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>81.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>89.0</td>
<td>83.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>84.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>92.0</td>
<td>86.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Maximum speech and music level as indicated by VU meter. (Peak power is substantially higher.)
2. Maximum level outside main lobe relative to main lobe intensity.
3. Axial free field sound pressure level at listed distance (db above .000204 dynes/sq. cm.) in 800-1250 cps wrable frequency band.

Simplified block circuit diagram shows how input to each element is "shaped" exactly as required.

Polar response chart shows remarkably uniform vertical coverage angle in all frequency bands.

NEW Jensen CALSTAR COLUMN SPEAKERS

JENSEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY/DIVISION OF THE METER COMPANY/6601 SOUTH LARAMIE AVENUE, CHICAGO 38, ILLINOIS
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EQUIPMENT

PROFILE

KENWOOD KW-40 AM-FM AND FM-STereo RECEIVER

The Kenwood KW-40 is a complete AM, PM, and FM stereo receiving system incorporating a 40-watt (20 watts per channel) stereo amplifier and a control system adequate to handle inputs from a phone pickup (magnetic or crystal) or tape preamp, as well as supplying a signal to the tape recorder. A stereo headphone jack is located on the front panel to permit monitoring of the signal supplied to the tape recorder or just headphone listening. A full complement of controls is provided.

Inasmuch as all these functions are located on a single chassis, the KW-40 weighs in at a surprising 31 pounds. Clearly there is a lot of iron in them thor transformers, which is as it should be. It should be noted, however, that the metal cover and the chassis are unusually sturdy. That doesn't add much to performance but it does add to protection of the innards. While we are mentioning the cover, we should point out that it is finished extremely well. It seems to have a combination of smooth baked-on enamel and "crinkly" paint in two-tone brown. For looks and feel, it is certainly in the luxury category. This elegant appearance is continued on the front panel by a chrome-edged escutcheon. The only inconspicuous elements are the small-appearing slide-rule dial and tuning meter. Actually the dial and meter are as large as most but the relatively large surrounding area makes them appear smaller. A minor point.

In operation, the KW-40 handles well: Tuning is easy but could be more precise; controls are clearly labeled and well placed; the headphone jack is on the front panel where it should be. In its price category, the low $200's, the KW-40 offers a great deal.

An unusual feature of the KW-40 is its method of determining the transmission of an FM-stereo broadcast. It is simplicity itself. One merely sets the selector switch to the FM Sub position, tunes across the dial, and when a station is heard, switch over to the FM-Stereo position; that station is broadcasting in stereo! How does the KW-40 know? Well, in the FM Sub position you are listening to the stereo subchannel, which means that the station must be broadcasting in stereo. Certainly as positive and simple a system for detecting the presence of an FM stereo broadcast as any. It is far more positive and simple in concept than those systems which indicate stereo by the presence of the 19,000-eps pilot signal. Often, these systems are triggered by "noise" or the audio signal itself. With the KW-40 system, even though noise is present, one can tell immediately that there is actually a program being transmitted, too. The cleverest part of this system is the startling simplicity by which it is achieved; all they do is ground out the main (sum) channel so that only the subchannel (difference) can get through if it is present. How's about that for intelligent designing!

Circuit Description

The FM section of the KW-40 is a rather straightforward example of tube engineering, exemplifying good design practice in its quality range. Expanding on this, it is quite obvious that this receiver is intended to fit a particular category; not the top but certainly closer to the upper levels. For example, the FM front end utilizes four triodes (actually two twin-triode 6AQ8/6EC85's), which makes it as elaborate as one can find, except for tuners which are nearly as much as this whole receiver. The first r.f. stage is a grounded-grid amplifier and the other sections are the usual oscillator and mixer.

Following the front end are two 6BA6 i.f. amplifiers and two 6AU6 limiters. The tuning meter is driven by a signal from the first limiter.

FM detection is accomplished by a discriminator circuit utilizing a 6AL5. From this point, the signal goes either directly to the audio amplifier, with proper de-emphasis, or to the multiplexer decoder, depending upon the selector switch setting. The decoder is of the matrixing type (rather than the time-division type), and is not unusual in this category. It is not skimpy however, and utilizes four triodes, a pentode, and four crystal diodes.

The AM section is somewhat less elaborate than the FM section. It consists of a 6BA6 r.f. amplifier, which receives the signal from the ferrite-bar antenna; a 6E6 converter; a 6BA6 i.f., which is also the first FM i.f.; stage; and a crystal diode detector. Serviceable.

The audio amplifier contains a low-level phone preamp to amplify the inputs from either magnetic or crystal cartridges, and provides for RIAA equalization. The output is arranged to handle the output of a high-quality crystal cartridge and convert the signal to one appropriate for the magnetic input path. Both sections of a 12AX7 are used in this phone preamp-equalizer section.

All high-level inputs and signals from the tuners go through the volume control to one section of a 12AX7 which functions as a tone driver. Both sections of another 12AX7 are next used as a push-pull audio amplifier containing 6AL5 limitation. The output stage consists of a pair of 6BQ5/EL84's in push-pull connection. The output tubes are operated with a plate supply of 350 volts, which is the reason that this output stage is rated at 20 watts. In many cases, the 6BQ5 is operated with a lower plate voltage, with resultant lower power output. The output impedance of the transformer is switchable by means of a slide switch so that there is only one set of taps on the output transformer. This tap is used only for matching headphones. A feedback loop is used around the output stage, feeding back voltage from the 16-ohm end in the 6DU4 transformer and returning it to the cathode of the output driver.

The power supply uses a pair of silicon diodes in a rectifier circuit for plate supplies, and various windings on the power transformer for the filament supplies. A single unfused, but switched, convenience outlet is provided.

It should be noted that the general construction and quality of components (resistors, capacitors, and such) is quite high.

Performance

AM sensitivity of the KW-40 is 250 microvolts IHFM and the frequency response is within ±2 db up to 5000 cps. Above this frequency the response rolls off rather steeply, a not too uncommon situation with AM tuners.

FM sensitivity is 8 microvolts IHFM and the capture ratio 4.5 db. The frequency response in mono is within ±1 db from 20-30,000 cps while in stereo it is within ±1.5 db from 50-18,000 cps. Stereo separation is over 33 db at 1000 cps.

The power output of each amplifier sec-

Fig. 1. Kenwood KW-40 AM-FM-FM-stereo receiver
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We'll stack the KW-40 against the best-known names in the industry.

Even though it costs at least $50 less.

The Kenwood KW-40 combines AM-FM/Stereo tuning, preamplification and amplification on a single chassis and gives you the fine performance you expect from the best separate-component systems. The only way to get greater command over music is to become a conductor.

The KW-40 is a fully-integrated AM-FM/Stereo receiver combined with dual-channel 20-watt amplifiers. Its credentials include amazing sensitivity (1.9 mv for 20 db quieting) and stereo separation of more than 38 db. An on-off Automatic Frequency Control heads like a homing pigeon for the clearest sound in the channel. It has an exclusive sub-channel circuit that bypasses monophonic FM transmission to provide positive identification of stereo stations. An AM circuit and built-in antenna will satisfy any sudden desire you might have for standard broadcasts.

The KW-40 takes tape. It takes records. Feeling selfish? A headset jack enables you to enjoy your stereo all by yourself. And as much as you will appreciate the sounds you get, the sounds you don't hear are important too. The KW-40 DC filament circuit hushes hum. Its high-frequency filter scrubs out scratch. Its low-frequency filter rubs out rumble.

But the biggest surprise is written on the KW-40 price tag. $224.95. At least $50 less than anything else as good.

Kenwood

Kenwood Electronics, Inc. • 212 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, N.Y. • 3700 South Broadway Place, Los Angeles 7, Calif.
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tion is 22 watts at 1000 cps with less than 1 per cent harmonic distortion, with one section being driven at a time. With both sections driven, the output is 19.5 watts at 1000 cps and 1 per cent distortion. DM distortion at 70 watts is less than 1 per cent. At normal listening levels (1 watt output) the frequency response is within 0.2 db from 20–20,000 cps.

For those who are not interested in engineering specifications, the KW-40 is a good-tending AM-FM Stereo receiver which sells for a modest price. It is definitely worth considering if you are interested in an all-in-one unit.

Harman-Kardon Citation "A" Kit

At the time we reported on the Citation A in the October, 1962, issue, the kit was not yet available, but even though it is our policy to report on kits only when we have personally built one and tested it, we made an exception because the existence of a high-grade transistorized preamplifier-control unit was of immediate news value. At that time we had the unit in our possession less than 48 hours, and we do not feel it is possible to test anything adequately without living with it for a time. All we could do was to measure it thoroughly and listen selectively but briefly.

The kit finally arrived late in January, and we promptly dropped everything else and started work on it. First, let us say that the instruction book and associated drawings are exceptionally lucid and accurate. After completing the construction, we made one or two minor suggestions which were not corrections but actually only suggestions reiterating some of the cautions appearing in the introductory material. We found only one error in the drawings—and even then, the written instruction was correct for the operation.

The construction project is massive, to say the least. The front panel of the completed unit can be seen on page 37, but Fig. 2 shows a rear view of the front panel at the completion of 24 hours of work—the total time required was 29 hours. There are just under 800 separate instruction steps, and many of these consist of several individual operations. For example, item 34 on page 28 says: "Strip 1/4" Jece of black sleeving over one end of a 23/4" green shielded wire. Strip 1/2" of outer insulation and cut off shield. Strip 1/8" of inner conductor and connect to B1C-2 (NS). Push sleeving up to lug. Strip 1/2" of outer insulation from the other end, twist and tin shield. Strip 1/8" of inner conductor, tin and leave free."

Thus it can be seen that the 800 operations are really more like 2000.

The assembly involves the preparation of the power supply section first; then one proceeds to the wiring of the four tone-control switches, two equalization switches, and the mode and selector switches. Each of these becomes a complete sub-assembly to be mounted on the front panel later—from Fig. 3 at 24 hours to a completed amplifier at 29 indicates that the final assembly goes very fast.

Since the major part of the wiring consists of assembling the switches, most of which have a large number of resistors and capacitors on them, along with strapping of the various contacts, we "invented" the device shown in Fig. 2 to make it much simpler to reach each part of the switches. The device consists of an ordinary ball-and-socket tripod fitting, which is clamped into a bench vise. A short U-shaped bracket was made with a 3/8" hole in one side and a 1/2" hole in the other. The tripod screw goes through the smaller hole, with a 3/8" nut holding the bracket. The switch is mounted through the larger hole, and held in place with a nut. With this device the switch can be held in practically any position to facilitate mounting of parts. Unfortunately, we did not invent this device until we reached the last switch.

Performance

At the outset, we wondered if the "home" built unit would perform as well as the factory-built unit reported on previously—we did! The noise measured 100 db below 1 volt. Gain of the two channels was within 2 db, all curves were within ±2 db throughout, and response on "flat" was within ±0.25 db from 10 cps to 100,000 cps, using the same instrument for measuring input and output. For complete performance data, the reader is referred to the earlier "Editors' page.

After a month of "living with" the unit, with a use of at least six hours a day, the measurements were repeated—with exactly the same results. It would appear that transistors can be all they claim for them.

As a construction project, the "A" is interesting and, considering the instructions, educational. The delicate work of assembling the modules on which most of the transistors are mounted is already done at the factory, and the individual modules are thoroughly tested. All that remains is to connect up the various parts—with all of its 800 operations, almost 600 soldered joints (exclusive of tinning the leads and shields before connecting), and at least 29 hours. But the result should make any audiofan happy.

Acoustic Research Two-Speed Turntable

As a reviewer we are in a rather fortunate position when it comes to reviewing this piece of equipment. First of all the company is well known. But even more important, the designer of the instrument has already presented an extensive description of the product in an article we published previously (September and October, 1962, issues). So we don't have to use space to discuss the design. All that remains is reporting on its performance.

Before doing that we would like to call your attention to the fact that this table differs slightly from the one Mr. Villehur described in that article—it's a two-speed unit (45 and 33 1/3 rpm) whereas he was talking about a single-speed (33 1/3 rpm) model. As far as performance goes, the ad

(Continued on page 54)
WHO SAYS
YOU NEED 2 CABINETS
FOR STEREO?

THIS IS SONORAMA BY REK-O-KUT...THE FIRST COMPLETE,
OFF-THE-FLOOR STEREO SPEAKER SYSTEM IN ONE UNIT!

SONORAMA by Rek-O-Kut is now changing a lot of people's minds. This
all-in-one stereo speaker system can be placed anywhere in a
room and fill that room with beautiful stereo. No matter where you sit,
you'll hear vivid, clear separation of sound. You'll distinctly hear its big
bass, magnificent mid-range and superb highs. Play a symphony recording and everyone in the room
will feel as if he were on the conductor's podium. What's more,
there's no chance of a big "hole-in-the-middle" that's often caused by
improper speaker placement.

How has this been done? Rek-O-Kut sound engineers set out...several years ago...to create the one
multiple stereo speaker system that would solve the space situation in
small apartments, playrooms and in hard-to-stereotype rooms.
SONORAMA was the result. Inside this one unit are six high-efficiency
speakers...as many as are normally found in two speaker systems.
By their unique arrangement in one

enclosure that is just 5" thin, 12" deep and 67" wide, sound is dispersed as shown in the diagram.
Mid-range frequencies are directed downward and outward through opennings in the bottom of SONO-
RAMA. High frequencies emanate from super-tweeters that are angularly placed at each corner. Bass
frequencies take two directions, both downward through their own diaphragms, and through a third
"ghost" channel inside SONORAMA and then out the center. Thus, SONORAMA sends out a full 180°
"curtain of sound" that fills every corner of a room!

But there's another side of the SONORAMA story. Rek-O-Kut con-
sulted top interior decorators to help us design SONORAMA for your
home...to please the eye as much as the ear. Thus, each SONORAMA
is also fine furniture. Three styles are available to fit and enhance any
decor. Contemporary, in Danish walnut; Early American in solid
maple; and French Provincial, in fruitwood. SONORAMA can be placed
on any wall...high or low...and its use is limited only by your imagina-
tion. Shown left are just two possibilities.

And here's the most pleasing news of all. SONORAMA...beautiful
to listen to and look at...brings you true stereo at a down-to-earth
price. Just $149.95* for the Contemporary Model, $179.95* for the
Early American or French Provincial. Your high fidelity dealer will be
happy to demonstrate SONORAMA for you. For further information
and the name of your nearest dealer, simply write: Rek-O-Kut, Dept.
AU-4, 38-19 108th St., Corona 68, New York.

SPECIFICATIONS—Speakers: Two 8" woofers. Two 8" mid-rangers, and two super-tweeters. Response:
40-18,000 cps. Sound Dispersion: 180°. Impedance: 8 ohms. Power Handling Capacity: from as little as
2 watts up to 50 watts. Dimensions: 67" wide x 12" deep x 5" thin! Weight: 36 pounds.

*Complete with L-shaped brackets for easy wall mounting and ten feet flat, white, 4-
color-coded cable for immediate hook-up.
MUSIC GUILD

Johann Christian Bach: Dies Irae. Solos, Polyphonic Chorus of Turin, Angelicum Orch. of Milan, Maggini.

Music Guild S-29 stereo

James Grayson's Music Guild, recently founded, is a successor to Mr. Grayson's original Westminster label of 1960. (He has been associated with Westminster, which is now a subsidiary of ABC Paramount, since 1945.) The Guild's first two releases are featured in this issue. As usual in this column, comments are based upon the data furnished by the record companies.

The Dies Irae by Bach's youngest son, the "London" Bach, will surprise record collectors as much as did the first rediscovered sacred music by Vivaldi—both men wrote profusely in church style but their output was long ignored. This excerpt from a Requiem Mass is one of Christian Bach's youth, a product of study in Milan with the famed Padre Martini, and it clearly displays its semi-Italian origin. Following similar later work by Mozart—the great "Requiem"—and echoing the "Stabat Mater" of Pergolesi, to name two relatively familiar works, for most or us, this might be called a pre-Mozart sound. The typical "business" of the accompanying orchestra, the flowery but not too well-defined melodic ideas, are very much of the period. Mozart, who was soon to come to Italy (1770), produced his "Disdétale" at age 13, a year old when this music was first performed.

A rich and wobby performance, this, very much in current-day Italian style, out of Puccini and Corelli. Unlike some Italian conceptions, this one features no lapses in pitch. Quite acceptable if you don't mind vibrato.


Noelie Pierron.

Music Guild S-26 stereo

The Silbermann organs were the name of organ building in the great age of the Baroque instrument. Celebrated in their own day, they remain today as superb examples of organ sound. The Silbermann clan was from Strasbourg and hence their organs, in spite of Germanic names, have a French history mixed in with the German.

Here a French organist of today plays two great Silbermanns in present-day Alsace. On one we hear Bach; on the other a relatively unknown late Seventeenth century French organist. Bach's music is well-styled in the French manner and a pleasure to hear. What lively organ sounds from these Silbermanns?


Music Guild S-27 stereo

A solo recital, this Monteviardi concert by the veteran Cuencod, who sang in the famous

MULTI-MIKED "NINTH"


Westminster WST 234 (2) stereo

Symphonic Controversy? Here is the up-to-date example par excellence of the American-style stereo pickup, using many miles widely separated. In the past, I've taken exception to Kurt List's Westminster stereo productions; this time he has produced a masterpiece of its type—and the performance is a masterpiece as well. Rarely have I heard such a musical impact, such an exciting presence-sense, such an effective balance between the orchestra and the choir. The multi-mike technique, distrusted by our continental engineering friends, seems to create a "new sound" that has never existed in music before. In principle, I find this good, not bad. (He produced music is always a thing apart from "live" music; the connection between the two more ominous than specific.) At its worst, this technique produces "ping pong" left-right separations or it leads to a kind of musical suspension in mathematic space, all sounds equally at the same close range. At its best, as here, there is no "ping-pong" at all, and the symmetrical equality of spatial effect means that—for once—the huge chorus is as convincingly real as the large orchestra; the two are "super-imposed" one on the other, at the same apparent distance. That is what the Ninth Beethoven's masterworks have been looking for all these thirty years since it was first recorded. The performance—again, of its sort: a British orchestra and chorus under the present Royal Opera House Conductor, Straightforward French clarity and accuracy, earnest high-level British performance, plus the drive and excitement that are unique with old "Papa" Albinoni. For once, Beethoven's great opera hangs together right to the last note. No good for FM broadcasts! The MX stereo propensities are probably right in suggesting that this type of recording produces serious phase-distortion distortions when the record is played in mono or is transmitted via multiplier. Does that mean we can't enjoy it as it is meant to be enjoyed—in straight home stereo?

A revealing rehearsal montage captures the fourth record face. Montrevaux closing-com, completed with Americanized French accent. (Come on, new!)

A pre-war Boulanger Montrevaux recordings, is an aesthetic triumph though the style of the performance is, by only a left-f1d-f1ashioned. Cuencod's voice has always had a somewhat tense, hard character, sometimes to the point of out-of-time singing. But here, as an elder statesman of old music, he is relaxed, his rounded and wholly musical. A pleasure to hear.

The long work, "Lamenta amoroso" (Love Letter) was the sensualistic feature of an acclaimed New York performance. Other late-Montrevaux works are added here, to round out the two sides.

Riverside Chamber Singers (Deering, Victoria, Weikels, Schults, Monteviardi, Le Jeune, et al., "Trois Chansons" by Debussy)

Music Guild S-20 stereo

This professional group of American young people combines a youthful earnestness and enthusiasm with the characteristic vocal tone of the American-trained singer—thick, brilliant, rich in vibrato. The ensemble is immediately evident in the excellent musicianship and discipline of ensemble. The "acted chord" tonal blend, however, is highly unsuitable for most of the early music here performed. Not a thing can be done about it; one cannot "unhear" the physical result of years of physical training.

All the music is of the "Golden Age," ranging through French, Italian, Netherlands, English masters of the late 16th century on into the early Baroque of Monteverdi and Schiitri—with one odd juxtaposition: the three short works by Debussy. The singers have something still to learn about the full flexibility and freedom of accent in the early music but one senses that they are on the way to discovering it for themselves, simply by dint of much singing.

MORE BIG MUSIC

Bach: Concerto in A Minor (harp, flute, violin); Concerto in D Minor (violin and oboe); Brandenburg Concerto No. 3.

i Musici.

Phillips PBS 990-003 stereo

1 Musician of Italy, heard on various labels before, turns up here on Philips (via the local Philips acquisition, Mercury) in an excellent Bach record featuring two authentic concertos out of Bach's numerous re-arranged works. The D Minor is reconstructed for a violin-oboe combine out of the later arrangement as one of the harpsichord concerti. A lovely work it makes in this probably authentic form—the original is lost. The A minor is a big triple concerto for the same pattern of instruments as the Fifth Brandenburg; a work on the largest Bach scale. Great, somewhat tense Italian playing, beautifully disciplined.


RCA Victor LSC 2652 stereo

RCA's fire is comfortably predictable, as always. The old standbys of the orchestra, the old standbys of the RCA artist roster, even if in new surroundings, imported, port. Well, certainly Heifetz is not "failing" yet! Not here, anyhow. His playing still retains youthful acumen: and we can assume he didn't have to play too many re-takes to provide the same. RCA's recording via London is of the conventional sort, too, blooming up the solo violin into a huge and golden thing a mile high. What else—for Heifetz.
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As for the Bruch, it is also a big, earnest, skillfully written piece of Romantic violin slow stuff, out of the serious German wasps. The original violinist is not to be detected in the present perfomance. No doubt this is his 100th performance of it. I find pretty distant readings of the Moortert came close to irritating me—here for the old virtuoso, with Bach's adagio, the present performers, particularly, with a much-too-big sound all around and a patronizing attitude (neatly reflected in the plain-jane appearance on the record jacket, which is quite unnecessary today)—when Mihalko is far more familiar to most listeners than Bruch himself.


Deutsche Grammophon, LPM 19 236 mono.

(Note: This and other Decca discs are now handled by Decca are now available through M4M.)

A big, distinct middle-period Beethoven work is seldom heard in concert—too many cooks spoil the broth for a middle performance. But on records it has a much better chance to shine and this disc will give you a good example of its possibilities. This disc attributes as organ Beethoven of the biggest kind. Also in stereo.

Brahms: Piano Concerto No. 2. Leon Fleisher; Cleveland Orch., Szelig.

Epic BC 1253 stereo.

This is the inevitable successor to the outstanding recording of the First Concerto by the same team. Serkin's playing is as good as any on record in the same standard and in fact is one of the very best performances of the work in modern recordings. Fleisher's distinguished viola part of the essence of Brahms is amazing, both for one of his favorite solo instruments—most of his Brahms merely flimsily, indeed, one feels that the Fleisher dignify and underscore the meaning of C. Cohn's phrasing the meaning of more temperamentall Smet in hand and at his best. The younger man has plenty to teach theimientos.


Evelton 6104 mono.


Eveston 3011 stereo.

What's in a name? Evers was pronounced dead some time ago, and a bit lost is was to the tunes that are good and sound good performances. Now—suddenly Evers is alive again, with a new West Coast address. What's in a name?

Well, I wonder, the new material. I would have guessed, is the sort one can acquire these days. Except for Evers, who's been production, it is, generally is it, recorded, or taken down by some European concern and imported by our local outfit. Evers was as, as those labels proclaim, 'First in 35 MM True Tone.' Are these recordings made in 35MM? It doesn't specifically say so, though the above motif is prominently displayed. I'd like to be perused. My ears wonder.

The Brahms First is a good modern stereo recording, somewhat more performance that avoids any show of excessive sentiment. Indeed, it is a performance of which is without Bok. As usual.

The "Dvorak-Smetana" record is typical of some players. The Dvorak's that are flung out to have any high pitch at all, with too much, in the Smetana "Moldau" music. Just one long, fulfilled, shapeless sound, at a distance. The Dvorak, dunes, evidently recorded on at a distance, the strings, and the woodwind, personnel too, are slightly brighter. Not much. Pretty sad sound. Especially if, by any chance, you're in the 35MM age.


ECA Victor LSC 2649 stereo.

Volume Two in this series contains the familiar C Minor Passacaglia, The Toccata, A Minor, the C. Toccata and In F, Prelude and Fugue in C—a brace of brilliant show pieces. Carl Weinrich and E.
FROM THE LABORATORIES OF PAUL WEATHERS:

A NEW UNIVERSAL TONEARM:
(TAKES ANY CARTRIDGE)

MATCHED TO THE WEATHERS TURNTABLE

Now, the professional performance of a Weathers Tonearm can be enjoyed by all! Buy it mounted on the new Weathers low-mass turntable, or use it on any table to improve reproduction...install any cartridge in its interchange-
able plug-in shell. Because of its perfect balance, no side thrust is present to cause distortion, and no "skating" can occur. The non-resonant walnut arm rides the tonal coloration usually associated with metallic tonearms. Full-time viscous-damping both vertical and lateral, exclusive with Weathers, prevents accidental stylus and record damage...insures that correct stylus force is constantly applied. 100% cable shielding insures stereo channel isolation, eliminates induced hum. Micrometer adjustment for all stylus pressures.


AUDIO ETC
(from page 14)

record on the left and playback on the right could be better observed. Take the four input points, for instance. Two are on your left, next to the record switch. Two more are on your right, surrounded by playback controls. Probably a matter of necessity; but the fact remains that this invites grabbing the wrong thing in an emergency. (Trouble is, they also can function along with playback, in this complex mixing sys-
tem. Versatile, but confusing.)

I'd hate like poison to have to figure this problem out myself but, I'll bet, with a couple of years' hard avoeating Crown's de-
signers could do something about it.

3. Editing is difficult (if you edit—I do) because the solenoid-operated tape pressure mechanism is big, the small felt pressure pads do not move more than a 1/2 inch or so away from the heads (and, indeed, are sometimes snagged by the tape during threading and de-threading). It is not easy to get a marking pencil in and the tape is hard to see. Moreover, the manual cue lever is clumsy and—I quickly discovered—tends to slow the tape to a stop when playing pressure is applied during forward or re-
wind speeds. You need three hands. A more serious editing difficulty: too many sharp edges and snagging projections.

In comparison, the Ampex non-automatic gate, minus pressure pads, in simplicity it-
self, for all editing functions. Couldn't Crown get rid of those nasty little pres-
sure pads? Put a better manual leverage on the cueing device? Make tape path more snag-free?

4. Like many other machines, the Crown's fast motion gets going very fast, yet with big reels, at the extreme, near the reel end, there's barely enough power to start up again, once stopped. This is an almost in-
excusable problem. Inaurel short of elab-
orate variable voltages (Crown does vary
the voltage, using full voltage only for
start-up and the start of braking, but this
doesn't seem to help with the larger reels.)
All is OK with small reels. Only with the
big professional reels does the problem be-
come serious. Fortunately, Crown's stop is
sure and safe—when speeds begin mounting
to a screaming maximum!

One can, I find, push stop en route, now
and then, to slow the excessive speed. Good

5. While I'm at it, I note that the Crown
800 is prone to a common tape-motion mal-
function, the tight winding-up of tape
folded around the hub behind the reel. It
happens in the best machines including Amp-
ex, but the Crown 800 has a biggish open-
ing around the hub base, all set to gobble
up tape. A smaller slot around the hub
would help a lot, as well as a more con-
trollable fast tape motion. A momentary
shock followed by a quick pickup in tension
is all you need to create this deadly sort of
snarl in any machine. It's the worst of
all, for tape damage.

6. I'm all for the large reel fasteners
Crown supplies: you can leave them

Weathers
Division of TelePrompter Corp. 50 West 44th Street, New York 36, N.Y.
attached and with a quick twist the big reel is tightened in place or slips over and off. An expanding spring in the hub's rim. But the seven-inch (and smaller) reel fasteners screw on and off and are just the right size to cover the slot where you're trying to loop the tape end in place.

I still like the Ampex-type fasteners, same for all reel sizes. You just sock them on hard and they tighten themselves without a twist.

7. With all its multiple controls and input-output flexibility, the Crown 800 provides only one output (per channel) and no separate phone monitor arrangement on the front panel. On the mono Ampex 350 there are three outputs, a "main," a rear monitor phone socket, and a phone socket on the front panel. Even the little model 600 provided a phone output separate from the "main" output.

Stereo, of course, raises new problems. Two channels. What sort of phones and connections should be provided? Two separate phone jacks? Or a single three-way 'stereo jack'? (Might cause ground complications.) And all what impedances? Normal "pro" monitor circuits require high-impedance phones, but most common "stereo" headphones now have low impedance. Low impedance is what you'll find in many hi-fi houses, like it or not. Crown has a problem here, no doubt all.

Nevertheless, the need for monitor phones is just as great in stereo as it ever was in mono days—phones, mind you, in addition to regular outputs, for true monitor use. On the Crown, one cannot monitor and feed a signal out at the same time. I found this distinctly inconvenient. I always want to hear what's going on.

My best suggestion—to all tape recorder makers—is to consider for the future, maybe as an accessory when necessary, a stereo phone monitor facility for low-impedance stereo phones (a low-power amplifier, perhaps transistorized?) with a built-in "Bauer circuit" cross-blend, to provide accurate stereo perception in the phones, switchable so that each ear can monitor one channel alone, or either channel may be fed to both ears mono. Too cheesy and not cheap, but this would be an extremely useful addition to any stereo recorder, especially to one as versatile in other respects as complete as the Crown 800.

A final word and a postscript of an interesting question: what makes the non-pro recordist acquire to go with his Crown 800, which of course is sold mikeless? At such a price and with such high quality, you are obviously expected to own or acquire equally good associated equipment to complement the Crown. Otherwise why buy it? Good amplifiers, speakers, turntable, cartridge, radio tuner. Most of all, good mikes. Two of them, for your two channels. What microphones?

Well, I'll only remark, for your present edification, that after considerable inquiry and discussion, here and there, I ended up with the loan of a pair of Scheps condenser mikes. Total cost—to you—about as much as the recorder itself! I hate to say so, but the logic was inescapable. More on this expensive subject later. Better start saving.

---

INTRODUCING DYNACO'S NEW COMPACTS!

COMPACT IN SIZE AND PRICE — FULL SIZE IN QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE

Twin 17.5 watt power amplifiers in the tradition of the famous Stereo 70: full bandwidth power response; unconditional stability with any loudspeaker; excellent transient response; superior overload and regulation characteristics mark it as a dramatic departure from current designs in its power and price class. Distortion and hum are virtually nonexistent. Sized to fit behind tuner or preamp.

Power: 35 watts continuous, 45 watts (HiFi) Music (both channels). I.M. Distortion: below 1%. @ 17 watts (each channel); below 0.1% at normal use levels. Response: ±0.1 db from 10 cps to 40 KC. Noise: >0 db down. Sensitivity: 1 volt. Output: 8 and 16Ω.

A top-quality stereo preamp and two 17.5 watt power amplifiers on a single chassis which matches the Dynatuner; outperforms similar control amplifiers of substantially higher power ratings. Flexibility with simplified controls; spectacular performance from modest power; typical Dyna construction ease in a compact package: the SCA-35 will set a new standard of quality for the cost-conscious buyer.


Complete descriptive literature available on request

DYNACO INC. • 3912 Powelton Ave. • PHILA. 4, PA.
Cable: DYNACO Philadelphia
EQUIPMENT PROFILE
(from page 48)

dition of the second speed makes no difference; the AR turntable performs exceedingly well at either speed. On the other hand, considering the procedure one has to go through to change speeds, it would seem a useful feature only for those people who use their tables at either of these speeds for long periods of time. In order to change speeds one has to lift off the record mat, remove the outer portion of the platter, lift the belt from one pulley surface to the other, and then replace everything. It is easy, but rather lengthy for only one record or so.

Perhaps the recent introduction of several high-quality 45's induced the AR people to make this speed available. Or maybe it will induce more record manufacturers to make high-quality 45's. We hope so.

Another point that wasn't really covered in that article is the complete group of accessories that accompany the AR turntable, at the one remarkably low price ($58 for the one-speed, $68 for the two-speed version). Aside from the turntable and arm, which are already a good buy at that price, there is a walnut base, a hard-plastic dust cover, an overhang adjustment gauge, a stylus force gauge (we described it in the January, 1963, issue), a small screwdriver for mounting the counterweight and the cartridge, a bottle of oil for lubricating the appropriate parts, and an exceptionally complete and clear instruction book. Unquestionably, the AR people have spent much thought and intelligence to make this unit as foolproof as possible. It is.

LISTEN

PHILHARMONIC HALL
(from page 49)

proven way to solve this problem.

On the output side, the speaker system, the solution has been used before, but possibly never so carefully designed. Since the Hall is primarily designed for orchestral music performance and is quite reverberant, the reinforcement system is designed to minimize reverberation by concentrating the sound energy on the audience and carefully preventing any sound from reflecting off the wall and ceiling. This was accomplished by placing all the speakers in one cluster just above and forward of the stage. Theater-type directional horns were used in order to "place" the sound exactly where it was required, and no place else. Naturally, there is a certain amount of errant sound which wanders off the selected path but, as mentioned before, nobody seems to have noticed it.

The amplification equipment is of professional quality, designed to provide maximum life with a minimum of maintenance. Although the system is not stereo, the control console contains two channels: One for the reinforcement system in the Hall and the other to feed loudspeakers in other locations, recording equipment, or a broadcast station.

The Equipment Used

The equipment used at Philharmonic Hall was specified by the Acoustical Consultant, Bolt Beranek and Newman,
and installed by Sound Systems, Inc.
The architectural firm with overall responsibility was Harrison and Abramovitz. Most directly involved at BB & N was Dave Klepper, and at Sound Systems, Inc. it was Irv Woods. I mention these names because they were extremely kind and helpful in providing information. Especially, I must thank Irv Woods for spending time with me at the Hall itself so that I could get first-hand information.

Fig. 4. View from the sound-operator's position in the sound room.

The equipment consists of the following:

Microphones—Dynamic and Ribbon
(2) Electro-Voice 666—unidirectional
(4) Altec Lansing 630F—polydirectional
(1) Electro-Voice 642—ultradirectional
(2) Electro-Voice 648A—personal
(2) Electro-Voice 635F—unidirectional
(1) Altec Lansing 632—close talking

Microphones—Condenser
(4) Altec Lansing 28S—unidirectional
(2) Altec Lansing M-30—unidirectional

Main Case
(1) Altec Lansing 250 SU (modified)

Remote Control
(1) Altec Lansing 1507A (modified)

Power Amplifiers
(2) Altec Lansing 260A—200-watt amplifiers

Loudspeakers
(2) Altec Lansing 210 horns with (2) each 515 speakers
(1) Altec Lansing 190F horn with 301/20

Remote 40 cone and 28S6 driver
(2) Altec Lansing 190F horn with (2) each 302/10 cones and (2) each 28S6 drivers
(2) Altec Lansing 304 horn with 30172

drivers

The following equipment has been specified but has not yet been installed:

(2) Transcription disc players containing a Gates or Collins turntable, a Rek-O-Kut or Grayisky 16mm, 45 stereo and mono cartridge, GE or RCA preamp, and a 412 equalizer

(2) Ampex 351-2
(1) Sherwood or Altec Lansing AM-FM tuner

In Britain,
the symbol of precision drill is the Royal Guards.
Such precise accuracy and faultless skill can be found in every Leak High Fidelity instrument. In fact, many editors refer to Leak's construction as the "military assembly."
This is another reason why Leak products are universally used in professional applications—where durability and performance cannot be compromised.
If you are of the esoteric few, seeking the ultimate in quality components, may we post to you authentic TEST REPORTS on Leak equipment? Then, visit the listening salon of your nearest Leak Authorized Specialist...for the final analysis, listening under "home conditions" is the indisputable test.
See the dramatic yet graceful exterior designs of Leak equipment...the new "deco-discs and decroleaves" for interior color coordination...features which won the coveted international medals of the Fashion Foundation of America and the British Council of Industrial Design. If you haven't as yet heard the revolutionary Leak "piston-action" Sandwich Speaker System...by all means do so now!

Though Leak equipment is first in quality it is reasonably priced:

| Leak Point One Control Center | $199.50 |
| Leak Stereo "60" Amplifier    | $219.00 |
| Leak Stereo "30" Amplifier    | $199.00 |
| Leak Sandwich Speaker System | $219.00 |

prices slightly higher west of the Mississippi
If a couple of intellects ever hit upon a fresh viewpoint while seated in front of a television camera discussing burning issues of the day, the conversation might possibly develop into something as enlightening as this joint venture by Paul Desmond and Gerry Mulligan on a group of six songs. The themes are less momentous than those usually selected for television forums, but both soloists bring original ideas and new insight to subjects which have been covered exhaustively before. Instead of focusing on all types of a table bearing liquid refreshment, and home viewers often selecting the color, the cohesive content of certain tempos shown on camera with distinguished guests. The recording fraternity has no need to practice such deceptions and rarely bothers to hide hisyarily marked bottles or ... coffee containers. Jazz originals are another matter though, and the number of times a popular song has some unique instrumental treatment has indicated its durability. In this case, a venerable Vince Youmans supplied the basis for the album title and does a good housekeeping job by providing teasers to conceal the color of the beverages poured at the session.

The presence of Judy Holliday in the control room could be the reason for observing the proprieties, as the fair visitor thought up the title for the only other original, "Blight of The Wabbly Bee." And if the cause of humor must be served still further in the course of one fast blues, listeners can strike a point of agreement with the deejay and register a mild complaint at the pace by inverting her performance. Mr. Holliday's interpretation is that of a Negro folk song. The phrase serves equally well as an expression of sentiment about the entire affair, which like all good things is far too brief. "Music-to-be-collaboration" is the way the liner billing reads, and the prediction is less far fetched than it may sound. Especially memorable is Stardust, in a version considerably broader than the ragtime original and the coming invasion by flights of space vehicles.

Planoos Quartets are no longer much of a novelty and draw only passing comment in comparison to all that was written when Mul- ligan and Chet Baker first tried working with just a bassist and drummer. Progress has been too gradual since then for any great burst of journalistic attention, but the peak of attention attained here for combinations of this sort should not go unmarked. The two saxophonists are eminently suited to the joining of forces in superb tonal blends, or exploiting the sharp contrast inherent in Desmond's alto and Mulligan's baritone. Stereo is helpful in achieving either effect, and Desmond utilizes it still further to add an extra flavor on the musical title of "The Wind Was Look Tonight." Wendell Marshall, Joe Ben- min, John Beal, Mel Lewis and Connie Kay all take turns on the rhythmic side of the table.

Joan Baez: In Concert

Vanguard VCT1653 (4-track UST tape)

If any folk singer is hardy enough to survive being different named on the accurate Time, Joan Baez may qualify by virtue of the bare feet which braved late November chill on several occasions and keep her close to earth. The story accompanying the cover tells how folk purists open fire on the victims of public acclaim and the accolade of Time would ordinarily be the signal for a withering attack. Unshod feet are on a par with homemade musical instrument, however, and much more similar to shirts opened at the neckline. These features should be sufficiently indulging to offset the stigma of eminence as a public figure, and theWhether frequently induced to depress the accelerator of a Jaguar XKE.

Miss Baez's third Vanguard album was placed in circulation about the same time as the Time cover, and stereo tape now takes up the pleasant chore of spreading the news throughout the four-track world. As in a companion volume of concert material is promised in the near future, comment on the program's full scope is premature, given the fact that there is proof enough that praise and reaching the legal age of twenty-one have yet to end her educational growth. The firm foundation once again consists of Cold Ballads, and Time insists any serious student absolutely must know these by name. The numbers, 81, 200, and 243. Woody Guthrie never counted them by any title, nor Bield, nor quite a few were probably tried out before settling on the verses heard here. This temporary routing of the singer's spreading country wing, which also unfolds to cover Copper Kettle, moonshiner-song from Hesston County, Texas, and Gospel Ship, gleaned from a 1933 Carter Family recording. Tarnish some of the international quota are Summer Winters, from the Gold Coast to Africa, and the Brazilian Arte Amarrillo, a lover's farewell which Miss Baez dedicates to Pete Seeger and launches with an exuberance that the Kingston Trio would be pressed hard to follow.

Those purists who complain that Miss Baez sings everything badly may find an opposite reason for not approving the last item. Record reviewers are easier to please, and write glowingly aware that any song has no sign of ever becoming tired of the plaintive quality in her voice. Of course, her voice is the only sound, it is probably the reason why so many see no advantage in choosing stereo over the monophonic version. But this is also possible that Miss Baez is fooling everyone, as she undoubtedly takes great pride and pleasure from her vocal prowess. Any barefoot boys in the Appalachians would treasure such a possession, and joy is there for those who listen carefully. Clear and strong enough to carry across a valley from one steep wooded hill to the next, her voice and guitar belong in the still, open air. Even stereo tape falls short of bringing two hills into the living room.

Georgia Brown: Sings Kurt Welli London Stereo PS274

The London production of "Oliver!" established Georgia Brown's name on her native health, and Broadway audiences joined the cheering section on seeing her play. Nancy, this time in the musical based on Dickens' plot. The original cast album spread her fame further afield, but the recording pabls is likely to assist her ability on the basis of this collection of Kurt Wellni songs. Georgia Brown has made a mark with a good part or hit songs, only to fail short when hurried into the last of seven recording sessions. At the time of the last recording studio. Taking on the assignment during the London run, Miss Brown went to the studio after evening performances and began to record at midnight. Before she encountered Fagan and Bill Sikes, the under- workings of MacHeath was caught in parts in London and New York revivals of "Oliver!"

Then, she played the sleazy Estab- lishment woman, and the song serves equally well for a pairing to the dyed-in-the-wool of a Jaguar XKE.

Miss Baez's third Vanguard album was placed in circulation about the same time as the Time cover, and stereo tape now takes up the pleasant chore of spreading the news throughout the four-track world. As in a companion volume of concert material is promised in the near future, comment on the program's full scope is premature, given the fact that there is proof enough that praise and reaching the legal age of twenty-one have yet to end her educational growth. The firm foundation once again consists of Cold Ballads, and Time insists any serious student absolutely must know these by name. The numbers, 81, 200, and 243. Woody Guthrie never counted them by any title, nor Bield, nor quite a few were probably tried out before settling on the verses heard here. This temporary routing of the singer's spreading country wing, which also unfolds to cover Copper Kettle, moonshiner-song from Hesston County, Texas, and Gospel Ship, gleaned from a 1933 Carter Family recording. Tarnish some of the international quota are Summer Winters, from the Gold Coast to Africa, and the Brazilian Arte Amarrillo, a lover's farewell which Miss Baez dedicates to Pete Seeger and launches with an exuberance that the Kingston Trio would be pressed hard to follow.

Those purists who complain that Miss Baez sings everything badly may find an opposite reason for not approving the last item. Record reviewers are easier to please, and write glowingly aware that any song has no sign of ever becoming tired of the plaintive quality in her voice. Of course, her voice is the only sound, it is probably the reason why so many see no advantage in choosing stereo over the monophonic version. But this is also possible that Miss Baez is fooling everyone, as she undoubtedly takes great pride and pleasure from her vocal prowess. Any barefoot boys in the Appalachians would treasure such a possession, and joy is there for those who listen carefully. Clear and strong enough to carry across a valley from one steep wooded hill to the next, her voice and guitar belong in the still, open air. Even stereo tape falls short of bringing two hills into the living room.

Georgia Brown: Sings Kurt Welli London Stereo PS274

The London production of "Oliver!" established Georgia Brown's name on her native health, and Broadway audiences joined the cheering section on seeing her play. Nancy, this time in the musical based on Dickens' plot. The original cast album spread her fame further afield, but the recording pabls is likely to assist her ability on the basis of this collection of Kurt Wellni songs. Georgia Brown has made a mark with a good part or hit songs, only to fail short when hurried into the last of seven recording sessions. At the time of the last recording studio. Taking on the assignment during the London run, Miss Brown went to the studio after evening performances and began to record at midnight. Before she encountered Fagan and Bill Sikes, the under- workings of MacHeath was caught in parts in London and New York revivals of "Oliver!"

Then, she played the sleazy Estab- lishment woman, and the song serves equally well for a pairing to the dyed-in-the-wool of a Jaguar XKE.
Attention music lovers and felinophiles; interesting to note that both cat and cartridge have retractable stylus for gentleness and protection from scratching.

GREATER RECORD AND NEEDLE PROTECTION . . .
FINER RECORD REPRODUCTION

Now, owners of Garrard Laboratory® Type "A" and AT-6 and Miracord Model 10 and Model 10H Automatic Turntables can assure themselves unprecedented and unparalleled record and needle protection, and highest sound quality simply by plugging in the Shure Stereo Dynetic GARD-A-MATIC "floating" cartridge assembly. Nothing else to buy . . . no wiring, no soldering, just plug in.

Ingenious GARD-A-MATIC cartridge inside a special tone-arm shell ends scratching due to dropping the tone arm or accidentally dragging it across the grooves . . . records stay new, sound new. Needles last longer—can’t be damaged by pressing arm on record. Does away with tone arm “bounce” from floor vibrations, etc. Even plays warped records. And, the performance characteristics are those of the famed Shure Stereo Dynetic cartridges.

SPECIFICATIONS

| Frequency Responses: From 20 to 30,000 cps |
| Output Voltage: 6 millivolts per channel |
| Channel Separation: more than 22.5 db at 1000 cps |
| Recommended Load Impedance: 47,000 ohms |
| Compliance: 20.0 x 10^-6 cm per dyne |
| Tracking: 1.5 to 3.0 grams |
| Inductance: 600 millihenries |
| D. C. Resistance: 750 ohms |
| Stylus: .0007” diamond |
| Stylus Replacement: N99 |

"Wanna hear my stereo recording of Handel's 'Water Music'?"

The Continental '100' (right) is a 7-pound, all-transistor portable that works on ordinary flashlight batteries (needs no electrical connections). Records and plays back anything, anytime, anywhere—up to 2 hours on a 4" reel. Simple to use. Sound is clear as a bell, loud as you want it. Features include dynamic microphone and constant-speed motor with clash drowned. Surprisingly low priced. Norelco recorders are sold and demonstrated at camera shops, in dealers, college bookstores—and wherever good sound is sold. Write for booklets A4a and 40b.

Whether your family's needs for a tape recorder reflect the demands of hobby, profession, classroom or business, one of these Norelco recorders (or both) will provide every function and feature you require. The new Continental '601' (left), Norelco's newest 4-track stereo recorder comes complete with dual recording and playback preamps, dual power amplifiers, two Norelco wide-range loudspeakers and stereo, dynamic microphone. 100% transistorized. Has 4 speeds—7½, 3⅜, 1⅞ and the new super-slow 15/16 ips which gives you 32 hours of recording on a single 7" reel.

North American Philips Company, Inc., High Fidelity Products Division, Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.

Whether your family's needs for a tape recorder reflect the demands of hobby, profession, classroom or business, one of these Norelco recorders (or both) will provide every function and feature you require. The new Continental '601' (left), Norelco's newest 4-track stereo recorder comes complete with dual recording and playback preamps, dual power amplifiers, two Norelco wide-range loudspeakers and stereo, dynamic microphone. 100% transistorized. Has 4 speeds—7½, 3⅜, 1⅞ and the new super-slow 15/16 ips which gives you 32 hours of recording on a single 7" reel.

Enjoy REMOTE CONTROL with the AUDIO ROBOT

Only $32.95 POSTPAID

A wholly new concept in remote-control power for owners of hi-fi systems with extension speakers.

The AUDIO ROBOT provides remote ON or OFF control from any room fitted with an extension speaker (up to 5 rooms). Installation requires no additional wiring—takes a few minutes with a screw-driver. For console component systems, monophonic or stereo, up to 500-watt. Both units are compact. Remote power-indicator light. Precision engineered. Money-back guarantee.

Model RCS-1 AUDIO ROBOT Control System $32.95 postpaid.

ROYCE ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS, INC. P. O. Box 321A, Valley Stream, N. Y.
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ADVANCE ORDERS

BOUND VOLUMES

1962 Issues

Audio Magazine

Order Now*

LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE

$10.00 EACH POSTPAID

U. S. DELIVERY ONLY

Send Order and Remittance Today

Book Division

Radio Magazines, Inc.
P. O. Box 629
Minoa, N. Y.

*Delivery January 15, 1963
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MONOPHONIC

Bunk Johnson & His Superior Jazz Band

Good Time Jazz M12048

Landmarks still crop up in jazz recording history, which is the best indication that the music and industry are very much alive in this jet-propelled age, but this reissue set remains in a class by itself. The first in a series of 1942 Bunk Johnson sessions, it introduced unknown New Orleans musicians and helped start a revival of traditional jazz. The three 78 rpm talking sides first documented the spoken testament of a jazz player, and copies of the first signed and numbered sets have sold at auction for as much as $150. The complete text of Johnson's famed account of his part in training young Louis Armstrong is reprinted on the liner, and Dave Stuart relates how he and several other collectors collected the venerable trumpet player and got a band together for the date. It was also the first time any small jazz label ventured outside major recording centers, a move which nearly caused the project to be postponed.

While the task of recording in any corner of the world is much simpler today, amateurs still do a good part of the adventuring. New Orleans studios were closed then as now to Negro performers, but the viewers learned about the restriction only after their arrival. The search for a recording was located on the third floor of a music store, with a borrowed Presto home recorder and the one box of acetates for sale anywhere. Nine were used during the open three hours the whole band could cut through. Of the remaining three took down Johnson's message as music, afterwards. Reposing twenty years in a California vault, has dimmed their luster not at all, and the transfer to LP shows every sign of care.

Jean Redpath: Love, Lilt, Laughter

Elektra EKL 224

Scotland's winsome gift to folk enthusiasts of all ranks and levels presents a bounteous assortment in this second album since her arrival in America. Even a title carefully framed to outline an entire musical range fails to cover every aspect of Jean Redpath's rich heritage of song. Now busily adding to a repertoire of nearly 400 songs drawn from Scotland, she may eventually record Bluegrass and other quaint styles picked up while wandering on these shores. As schooled as Miss Redpath is in her national tradition, she never treats older songs as dead relics of the past, and they become heated into living history with the intense flame of her delivery. Childhood memories, her own fishing, ploughboys, and story told at a kitchen armchair timely enough to deal with each current occasion as authentic and home-spun. Also still popular among country folk are old schoolball oldies and dancing to the sole accompaniment of mouth music.

Kid Ory: This Kid's The Greatest!

Good Time Jazz M12045

This set of reissues lists selections from 1953, 1954 and 1956 sessions, and all are prime examples of New Orleans jazz and Kid Ory's tallitate trombone. The eight numbers bearing a 1953 date also recall a bit of audio history as their appearance marked a new high in fidelity of sound on LP. Many jazz fans were still resisting the changeover from 78s at the time, and the jazz prodject put out by most labels was a good reason for replaying older records. Also the advent of groove jazz available with superior sound was on E. D. Nixon's Audophile label, but these records were mastered at 74 rpm and sold at a premium price. After John Palladino engineered the first of this series last spring in a Hollywood studio, demonstrations of the original 10-inch LP persuaded just a few listeners to invest in new equipment. The presence given the horns was remarkable, and the entire rhythm section could be heard in detail in classics as Creole Love Call, Buckety's Got A Hole In It, and The Girls Go Crazy. Remastering brings the monophonic sound up to today's standards, and a copy should be in every representative collection.
LETTERS
(from page 6)

the change in depth of the groove. Measuring the distance of the widest (deepest) part of the groove from the narrowest (shallowest) part of the groove, it can be calculated how much recording stylus has moved longitudinally. If we divide the longitudinal displacement of the stylus by the change in depth, we would know the tangent of the vertical recording or modulation angle.

Also, the photomicrograph of a groove published in AUDIO of the CBS test record was measured. The following results were obtained:
The Fairchild cutter had an angle of 1.7 deg. at 4000 cps (original mechanical design angle of the cutter is 20 deg.). At the lower frequencies, vertical modulation angle was smaller in the range of 1.2-1.5 deg., depending on frequency. This phenomenon could be explained by the fact that the cutter armature flexes at the higher frequencies, shifting the effective pivot point closer to the stylus, thereby increasing vertical modulation angle. The CBS STR111 record was checked and found to have a 1.45-deg. angle, confirming that our method of measuring was adequate. The photomicrograph of the groove was measured and found to be 1.68 deg., again quite close to the reported figure.

As a summary, it can be said that forces reducing vertical modulation angle do exist. More work remains to be done to determine exactly how much effect these forces have at different frequencies and under varying recording conditions (age of lacquer, recording level, stylus heat, and so on). It is well known that many problems exist at higher tracing frequencies. At these frequencies pickups would also behave differently, tending to exhibit greater vertical angle.

C. ALEXANDROVIC
Fairfield Recording Equipment Corp.
19-10 46th Ave.
L.I.C., N.Y.

It Takes the Right Equipment

Sir:
Regarding Mr. Harold Lawrence's comments in your March, 1963, issue concerning Diahana Carroll's concert debut at Philharmonic Hall, it should be pointed out that the wireless microphone worn by Miss Carroll is not a part of the "house" sound-amplification system. (For a listing of "house" equipment see article on page 35, Eo.) Even a high-quality system will suffer if unsuitable input equipment is used or the system not properly operated.

A selection of high-quality wired microphones, ultra-directional, cardiod, and omnidirectional, and both dynamic and condenser types, is available for use with the Philharmonic Hall sound-amplification system. Greatly depends largely on the use of the proper microphone, selected from those "matched" to the house system, and rehearsal ahead of time for gain setting or use of a special console that can be installed at one of the seats in the hall to permit the operator to hear the sound. Successful results have also been achieved using wireless microphones furnished by CBS Television for use with this system.

David L. KUPPER
Balt. Baranek and Newman Inc.
56 Monument St.
Cambridge 39, Mass.

ask the music lover
who owns one

VELOCITONE CARTRIDGES

While the famed Velocitone series has received acclaim from leading high fidelity critics and editors, we're sure the comments by owners of Sonotone Velocitone cartridges are of greater significance to you. To wit: "... without doubt the best cartridge buy for the money--excellent. Am well pleased."

"Bass response better than (present cartridge). Has crisp, clear sound. I like it."

"Sonotone cartridge produces very noticeable improvement, certainly worth the price."

"Bravo!"

"Sounds smoother than my old cartridge, which had irritating peaks... main advantage seems to be its ability to track at 2 grams and still be an inexpensive cartridge."

"Am very pleased with the reproduction."

"Separation is unbelievable."

"I am very pleased with this cartridge--it has very clear response."

"I am well satisfied with it... your separate equalizers are a very good idea."

"As soon as I plugged in my Velocitone. I noticed an instantaneous and vast superiority to (present cartridge)."

The Mark III is the newest in the Velocitone series. It represents the latest advance in cartridge design. Try it yourself and become a satisfied music lover. Velocitone Mark III, dual diamond styl, $29.75; diamond sapphire, $19.25; dual sapphire, $14.75.

SONOTONE CORPORATION
ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS DIVISION • ELMFORD, N.Y.
In Canada: Atlas Audio Corp., Ltd., Toronto • Cartridges • Speakers • Tape Heads • Microphones • Electronic Tubes • Batteries • Hearing Aids • Headphones
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www.americanradiohistory.com
Music For Workers, Patients, And Non-People

In primitive societies, music performed a functional role in man's daily life. It helped to propagate the tribe, cure disease, protect the harvest, bring on the rain, and fatten the herd. Today, we apply different means to achieve the same ends. Rainmakers take to the air to sprinkle chemicals or drop bombs over cloud formations, agronomists experiment with scientific techniques to accelerate plant growth, and industrial engineers explore new frontiers of automation.

But plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose. Music has returned to the worlds of agriculture, medicine, and labor.

Not that contemporary farmers, doctors, and workers perform rain dances, below at the sick, or sing throughout the night in front of a vacant house in order to increase productivity among field workers. The modern applications of music are on a more technical, more sophisticated plane.

Song For the Earth

Last year, agronomist George E. Smith in Normal, Illinois conducted experiments to prove that corn subjected to music (or tones) yielded more bushels per acre than corn without sound. He installed audio systems to treat various test plots. The electronic nerve center was located in a barn. From loudspeakers mounted on poles, he directed sound at carefully designated areas. The "programs" ran for twenty-four hours a day, from mid-May to mid-October.

Mr. Smith's experiment got off to a noisy start. The neighbours complained. After the levels had been adjusted in the fields, the corn settled down to the strains of Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue, twist tunes, and random radio music; in addition, there were assorted news waves. At harvest time, it was found that the highest yields came from the plot that had been bombarded with nothing but a tone of 450 cps; next in output was the mixed-program plot; and lowest in yield, the silent plot. The musical plots averaged in yield between 6 to 10.8 per cent over silent plots.

Will music transform the character of American farming? Hardly likely, declares the University of Illinois College of Agriculture: "No beneficial effects have ever been observed on plants with sounds of any intensity, high or low. In fact, there is no known genetic, biological or physiological reason to believe that sounds can affect plants." The university conceded, however, that sounds of extremely high intensity can damage plant cells. Despite this, Mr. Smith is not discouraged. He intends to carry on with his work for at least another two years.

To Irving Kolodin, music editor of The Saturday Review, Smith's corn serenade "had a somewhat familiar ring... It was the echo of an experience in New Mexico last summer (1962) at the pueblo of the Santo Domingo Indians near Albuquerque. They were gathered in their annual ceremonial for which visitors come for miles around. Much emphasis in the ceremonial was given over, for hours at a time, to the intense pounding, beating and thumbling of drums, in solo, in pairs and in larger numbers. It could be heard for long distances away, as it went on all through the day of the ceremonial, until the sun went down." It was the annual Corn Dance.

Music To Grow By adds a new wrinkle to agriculture, but farmers already had introduced recordings into the barnyard. From the story of Orpheus and his lute, they calculated that, if music hath power to soothe the savage breast, it ought to do the same for the tame udder. Cows, it appears, function better at milking time when music is played for them, just as hens produce more eggs to the sound of Schumann and Kreisler.

Music To Work By

The use of music in industry is more widespread: more than 20,000 companies pipe background music into their work areas. At first, recordings were utilized by progressive businessmen for purely humane reasons, to relieve the monotony of production line tasks, and to mute the clatter of industrial noise. At a recent meeting of the Human Factors Society in New York, Stephan Konz, of the department of mechanical and industrial engineering of the University of Illinois, reported that music may also increase production. Konz assigned monotonous manual tasks, such as assem-
There's a FAIRCHILD CONAX on top of the Empire State Building!

WNEW-TV Channel 5 in New York uses the FAIRCHILD CONAX to maintain high average audio levels despite pre-emphasis problems. The CONAX is silently at work minimizing problems created by sibilants, finger snapping, the shrill sounds of children, the rattling of dishes, muted sibilants, finger taps, etc. All of these are part of WNEW-TV's program schedule. The CONAX is engineered to reduce distortion produced by pre-emphasis, especially at high frequency peaks. The CONAX "previews" program material in emphasized form for efficient high frequency control. The device is based on the integrating properties of the human ear. The CONAX action is inaudible and instantaneous — 1/40,000ths of a second.

- CONAX produces increased signal levels in recording and FM broadcast.
- CONAX reduces distortion in tape recording and tape duplication.
- CONAX minimizes channel cross-talk in stereo broadcasting.
- CONAX eliminates high frequency "splatter" between stereo channels and SCA channel.

Why not let the FAIRCHILD CONAX help you maintain high average audio levels.

FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIP. CORP.
10-40 45th Avenue, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR COMPLETE DATA

FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIPMENT CORP.
10-40 45th Avenue
Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Dear Sir:
Please send me complete information on the Fairchild Conax

Name
Firm Name
Address
City Zone State

This color organ may be built with different types of reflectors and glass objects, such as prisms, broken lamps of cut-glass bowls, magnifying lenses, and so on. Besides a revolving pattern, another possibility is moving a small point-source of light, such as an auto tail light operated from a stepdown transformer (a universal output transformer will do)

Fig. 19. A front view of the panel containing the clock-motor friction drive shows the rubber-covered wooden disc driving the two left discs directly, and the two at right indirectly through phenomotor assemblies to reverse the direction of these discs.

Fig. 20. One of the directly-driven glass-discs has been removed to show the construction. At the left can be seen the two light-openings in one of the dual lamp houses, through a hole cut in the Masonite panel.

Two more variations are offered for...
The Quality . . . Features . . . Engineering Excellence You Expect from Scott at Unexpected Prices!

New Scott FM Stereo Tuner Kit $109.95
New Scott 30-Watt Stereo Amplifier Kit $99.95

From the famous Scott engineering laboratories comes an amazing low priced FM Stereo tuner kit that performs like higher priced Scott units. All the exclusive Scott features you want and need are included: "Time-Switching" multiplex circuitry, Wide-Band design, Sonic Monitor stereo indicator, precision tuning indicator, and separate level controls for perfect channel balancing. Scott engineers used new Space-Age compactron circuits to assure perfect performance at this remarkably low price.

Like all Scott kits the new Model LT-111 comes with an exclusive full-color instruction book to make construction absolutely foolproof. The high conductivity copper RF front end is pre-wired and aligned at the factory. All wires are pre-cut and stripped. Scott's amazing new Align-A-Scope lets you align each section of the tuner perfectly without special instruments.

Specifications: Usable Sensitivity 4.0 µV; Signal to Noise Ratio 55 db; Harmonic Distortion 0.8%; Drift 0.02%; Capture Ratio 6 db; Selectivity 32 db; I.M. Distortion 0.3% (CCIF); Separation (1 kc) over 30 db; Dimensions in accessory case: 15 1/2 x 5 1/2 x 13 1/4. Available early in April.

Prices slightly higher west of Rockies. Subject to change without notice.


Name
Address
City
Zone
State

Include names of interested friends and we will send them details too.

Specifications: Power Rating (IHFM) 30 watts; Power Band (IHFM) 25-16,000 cps; Distortion under 0.8%. Hum and Noise -70 db, Frequency Response (normal listening levels) 20-20,000 cps ±1 db. Dimensions in accessory case 15 1/2 x 5 1/2 x 13 1/4. Available early in March.

Expect Excellency... Scott Engineering... Scott's the quality leader... at less than $100! This superb 30-Watt stereo amplifier has all of the most needed Scott features: dual tone controls, tape monitor, front panel stereo headphone output, derived center channel output, all-aluminum chassis, scratch filter, stereo balancing, and loudness-volume control. Unique Scott output circuitry delivers full power down to the low frequencies where power is really needed and where most moderately priced amplifiers fail to meet their published specifications. That is why the new Model LK-30 will drive most inefficient speaker systems to full room volume.

Like Scott's new tuner kit, the LK-30 utilizes a full color instruction book, Kit-Pak container, and all the Scott-kit features the experts recommend so highly. Its performance will astound you!
NEW PRODUCTS

- Transistorized Stereo Tape Recorder. Concord Electronics Corporation has introduced its first transistorized 4-track stereo tape recorder. This model, the Concord Model 556, records and plays back 4-track stereo, as well as records sound-on-sound. It features transistorized electronic components. The Model 556 is designed to sell for under $220.00 retail. It weighs 34 lbs. Other features include a pararecord 6-inch speakers, dual 30-watt amplifiers, transistorized preamplifiers, and pushbutton operation. The unit also comes complete with two dynamic microphones, patch cords for recording from radio and hi-fi system, sound-on-sound patch cord, and take-up reel. A special feature is automatic disengagement of the idler wheel when the machine is closed. This prevents damaging the machine by leaving the idler wheel engaged for a long period of time. The Concord Model 556 carries a full year's warranty on all factory parts. Concord Electronics Corp., 500 North Columbus Blvd, Los Angeles 35, Calif. D-1

- Shallow-Profile, 8-Inch, Dual-Cone Loudspeaker. Jensen Manufacturing Co. is introducing a new 8-inch, dual-cone extended-range loudspeaker with a profile depth of only 2 7/16 inches. It is designed specifically for high-quality, trouble-free, commercial-sound installations. The Type C-352 two-element loudspeaker, newest addition to the Jensen Professional Series Line, is intended for applications where a good music quality and speech intelligibility can be combined with more modest loudspeaker cost. Schoolrooms, offices, restaurants, stores, and other similar installations are typical examples. It can also be used for time, warning, and alarm signals. The new loudspeaker, with its supplement-

- Broadcast Tone Arm Switch. A new multi-purpose low level audio control that permits smooth switching between two mono or stereo tone arms, and enables untrained personnel to check a stereo system, is now available from Gray Research and Development Co. Called the RT-360 Tone Arm Switch, this latest in a line of audio products designed for the broadcast industry by Gray Research, offers a wide range of features and advantages not available to station engineers before. The basic function of the RT-360 Tone Arm Switch is to connect two tone arms to either a mono or stereo equalizer and permit the operator to shift from one arm to the other as needed in playing various types of records. The switch is also designed so that it can be used as a malfunction detector. The RT-360 also provides several desirable features, and the outstanding claim is its tape duplicating capability. Although the RT-360 provides several desirable features, it's outstanding claim is its tape duplicating capability. A unique head arrangement and accessory reel adaptors permit duplication of tapes on the one machine. The RT-360 utilizes the well-known mechanism of the Bell & Howell, T-337 and T-347 decks, with three-motor drive and electronics, but it contains no moving parts. The RT-360 contains a 16-watt stereo amplifier. Twin speakers are housed in a single cabinet, foldable, removable baffles, which form the cover of the case. When these are folded back against the main part of the case, parts in the speaker housing may be viewed in the other side, thus aiding to the size of the ball bearing. Eight-foot cords are supplied, so that the speakers may be removed and placed widely apart for good sound separation. Accessory mounted

- Stylus Gauge. A new, easy-to-use stylus gauge which measures the tracking force of any stylus and cartridge assembly from 4 grams down to 0.5 grams, is now available. This accurate gauge, Model SG-2, calibrated in 0.5-gram increments, works on a balance principle with counter-balancing weights permanently secured to the stylus. It can be used to determine if a cartridge and stylus are tracking at the force recommended for the system, non-technical people can check out the system quickly and accurately. In addition to this recording system, the 464 provides grooving information for adjusting and controlling heat on the stylus. By interconnecting two tone arms, the 464 also permits the production of continuous sound effects, and provides vertical output for cartridges used on hi-fi and television systems. The 464 can be connected to the Gray 602-C Equalizer, the 69H-M-8 Equalizer recently introduced, or most equalizers produced by other manufacturers. The 464 Tone Arm Switch is priced at $61.00. Additional information is available by writing to Gray Research and Development Co., Box 12, Elmwood Ctd. D-3

- Tape Recorder. Bell Sound has just introduced the RT-360 "Professional" tape recorder. Although the RT-360 provides several desirable features, its outstanding claim is its tape duplicating capability. A unique head arrangement and accessory reel adaptors permit duplication of tapes on the one machine. The RT-360 utilizes the well-known mechanism of the Bell & Howell, T-337 and T-347 decks, with three-motor drive and electronics, but it contains no moving parts. The RT-360 contains a 16-watt stereo amplifier. Twin speakers are housed in a single cabinet, foldable, removable baffles, which form the cover of the case. When these are folded back against the main part of the case, parts in the speaker housing may be viewed in the other side, thus aiding to the size of the ball bearing. Eight-foot cords are supplied, so that the speakers may be removed and placed widely apart for good sound separation. Accessory mounted
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bling and disassembling washers, or putting nuts on bolts, to groups of students. The tests revealed that output rose 17 per cent when music was played.

Music for Machines

Even nuts and bolts now have their own musical programs of a sort. A firm recently brought out a machine cleaner that operates by sound. Metal parts to be cleaned are placed in a water tank through which high-frequency tones are transmitted. The dirt miraculously drops off. At a recent demonstration in New York's Coliseum, the company's representative invited spectators to dip their fingers into the tank while the machine was in operation. The effect was like a sand-papered electrical shock. If left in the tank for more than a minute or two at higher sound levels, the flesh would disintegrate under the bombarding high frequency waves.

New industrial applications of sound are cropping up each year. For example, sound waves are now employed to jiggle wet cement, a function previously performed by mechanical vibrators.

Dental Ditties

In the field of medicine, doctors have found that music relieves the tension of the waiting room. A physician in Atlanta has even brought music into the operating room to calm patients undergoing surgery with local anesthetics. About one year and a half ago, dentists began using a special musical device for skittish patients. It was a box with earphones attached. The patient wore the "ears," which relayed two programs from a tape machine. The first contained soothing music with no sudden dynamic changes; the other transmitted "white sound," resembling a waterfall or fountain. The patient controlled the programs himself by means of two dials located on the box. The music was designed to mask the sounds of the drill and the sharp-pronged explorers; the "white sound," a sort ofural poutilce, was meant only to counteract intense pain. Production of audio analogies, however, has been discontinued. Some dentists talked darkly of possible damage to brain cells caused by the use of "white sound." But the earphones and the "dry" music have remained.

Walt Whitman wrote:

I hear America singing, the varied carols I hear, those of mechanics, each one singing his as it should be blithe and strong...

Today, the great rhapsodic poet would be hearing America not only sing, but hum, squeal, buzz, and drone. And, before long, perhaps only Death Valley and Pike's Peak will be safe from the sound-carrying agronomists, physicians, engineers, and background-music vendors.

NEW SONOTONE 8' COAX

$13.50 plus enclosure: a speaker system that sounds like a million

Put the new 8-inch Sonotone "WRB-11" into a good stiff infinite baffle or bass reflex cabinet, and hear sound that'll make you think someone misplaced the decimal point in the price. It looks just like any other 8" speaker. The Alnico V magnet is about the same weight as you'd expect to find in a good 8" speaker — the cone and suspension material appears to be the same. The difference? The design. The material used is not half as important as how it is used.

One difference you're bound to see. That's the unique high frequency cone radiator, instead of the usual spherical tweeter. Just that little element extends the range clear out to 20,000 cycles. And with a properly matched enclosure, it'll go down to 50, 40 and even 30 cycles, under ideal conditions.

Sound incredible for $13.50? Wait until you hear how smooth and clean the response is over the entire frequency range. If there is any distortion, you'd have to measure it — you can't hear it. Further, there's no perceptible dip in the vicinity of the 6 KC crossover frequency. The result: A very satisfying sense of "presence" in the mid-range — lacking in so many coaxial speakers.

The WRB-11 handles 20 watts average program material and peaks to 40 watts. Highly efficient, it requires less power input for a given acoustical output, which makes it very desirable for use in low-efficiency bookshelf enclosures. Terminals of the WRB-11 are color coded to simplify correct phasing in multiple speaker and stereo systems. Nominal impedance is 8 ohms. The magnetic structure is completely enclosed, eliminating dust.

The same combination of quality at a sensible price, embodied in the new Sonotone "WRB-11," is evident in the rest of the Sonotone speaker line. The "CA-124" coaxial provides clean, smooth response 35 to 20,000 cycles. List $31.00. The "W-12" woofler produces natural bass for 3-speaker stereo systems or multi-speaker mono systems. List $19.00. And the elliptically shaped "T-64" tweeter reaches from 3000 to 20,000 cycles. List $12.00.

Sonotone speakers can put new life into your high fidelity music system. Hear them today.

SONOTONE® CORPORATION

ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS DIVISION • ELMSFORD, N. Y.

In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto • Speakers • Tape Heads • Microphones • Electron Tubes • Batteries • Hearing Aids • Headphones
those who want to experiment further—a set of low-priced or used 35-mm slide projectors can be fitted with color filters and their lamps connected to the color amplifier, enabling some or all of the patterns to be shown from a longer distance upon a standard glass-beaded screen. In place of slides, thin discs of rippled glass, or clear plastic with patterns photographed or painted on them could be rotated in the focal plane of the projection lenses; operated by small clock motors and positioned so that the segment of each disc projected seems to rotate in a different direction, the resultant patterns would blend colors where the bright sections overlapped on the screen, while an individual color streak would appear in full intensity where it happened to be projected in the darkened section of the other patterns. With the amplifier shown, the lamps would have to be limited to a maximum of 100 watts each.

Another experiment tried was to project on the screen a film consisting of highlights of ocean waves edited roughly to recorded music while the color organ projected varying color patterns in the darker parts of the pictures, with often pleasing effects. Using a crosstat damper or Variac on the projector lamp, fading-in color or black-and-white slides during the performance of a selected and appropriate series of scenes offers some imaginative possibilities for a presentation suited to a larger group, although this detracts from both the realistic scenes and the purely abstract qualities of the color organ, but undoubtedly some of the results would be pleasing to many people.

A word might be inserted as to the best kinds of music to present on the color organ—any kind will give an interesting effect, but some kinds are especially fascinating, notably those with definitely separated frequencies at different times. In the classical field, some of the music of Stravinsky and Bartok, among many others, proved interesting; some of the newer novelty instrumental albums, such as the popular Taboo, are very good visually, and although I am not acquainted with the subject, the instrumental effects of some kinds of jazz music would seem to offer possibilities. Experimentation is the best way to discover what looks best, varying the volume and decay settings.

Undoubtedly the future use of the color organ will still have limited appeal to the population as a whole, which seems to prefer the shoot-em-up and galloping type of realism, but for those with a different esthetic interest, or for those merely seeking a visual novelty, some form of abstract color rendition seems to offer possibilities in artistic exploration and electronic experimentation.
MODIFIED AV-1
(from page 44)

read just like the copy. The photo-engraving process consists of printing a negative onto a sensitized copper (or zinc) plate, treating the printed copper so that when light hits the sensitized surface it becomes resistant to the etch, and then etching away the remaining metal. Actually there is rather more to it than that, but the making of printed-circuit panels is much simpler, and as soon as the copper is etched off the panel, the job is complete. After thorough washing, the holes are drilled, using a #55 drill for the separate soldering points, and larger drills where indicated. The components are placed on the opposite side of the panel from the printed circuit, the leads bent over, and soldered. It is recommended that the leads to the transistors and diodes be "heat-sunk" during soldering, using a special tool for the purpose such as an X-acto Lock-Grip plier or, more simply, the tips of a long-nosed plier. Hold the lead firmly on the opposite side of the panel from the soldering, and continue to hold the lead until the soldered joint is cool. Then proceed to the next lead, making certain that the tool has not heated up appreciably. Transistors and diodes can be ruined if improper soldering practice is followed, and at $17.60 for the five transistors, it is better to be slow than sorry.

Calibration

Once the instrument is completed, the calibration procedure is similar to that outlined in the Schotz article. The first step is to adjust R_f to obtain 4 volts d.c. the emitter of Q_S. It will be necessary to connect some 3000-ohm resistor from Sw, to ground in order to make any preliminary adjustment. The exact value is not important, since it will be determined in the calibration process. Assuming that a second a.f. voltmeter is not available, it will be necessary to obtain some known voltage source for calibration. The usual 117-volt a.c. line comes close enough, if no other source is available.

Using three more of the resistors from the original AV-1 switch connected as shown in Fig. 5 will give 0.88 volts at the junction of the three resistors. Apply this voltage to the input terminals with the selector switch set at 1.0 volts and adjust R_s to obtain an indication of 0.88 on the 1-volt scale. Then with the selector switch set on 300 volts, apply the 117-volt line signal to the input terminals and select a 10-per-cent 3000-ohm resistor which will give a 117-volt indication on the 300-volt scale. Remember to switch the 117-volt line off.
Fig. 5. Set-up of three resistors from original selector switch to provide a low voltage for calibration which is related to the 117-volt a.c. line.

each time you change the 3000-ohm resistor. While this method is admittedly a "quick and dirty" one, it will give accuracy within about 5 per cent in most instances.

One other method of achieving the same result is to use a 3300-ohm 5-per-cent resistor and connect it permanently in place. Then try a number of different 100-k resistors across the 3300 ohms to make the correct calibration.

If another a.f. voltmeter is available, simply apply a signal of, say, 20 volts to the top of $V_{in}$, and note the indication on both instruments. Then reduce the applied signal by 50 db, as measured by the second instrument, and adjust the value of $R_l$ by substitution so that the output of the transistorized meter indicates the same value. Any of these methods will give approximately correct results—the latter being the best, obviously.

**Using the A.F. Voltmeter**

Because of the high input impedance of this type of a.f. voltmeter, it is possible to use it to measure signals practically anywhere in an electronic circuit, just as it is possible to measure d.c. voltages with a v.l.v.m. of the usual type at tube elements where an ordinary voltmeter—even one having a resistance of 20,000 ohms per volt—would load up the circuit and give indications which were not truly representative of actual operating conditions. With a little experience, it is possible to make a large number of measurements with an a.f. voltmeter of high input impedance. A few such measurements are described in the following paragraphs.

Gain. Figure 6 shows a typical set-up for measuring voltage gain in an amplifier. A signal is fed to the input and the amplifier is terminated in its nominal load, either with a resistance or with a loudspeaker, for example. In (A) is shown the method using two a.f. voltmeters, while (B) shows the same type of measurement using only one instrument. The output signal is measured first to make sure that the amplifier is not being operated at an output level greater than its rating. Output power can be calculated when load and signal are both known, and is given by the formula:

$$ P = \frac{E^2}{R} $$

where $P$ = power in watts

$E$ = measured signal voltage

$R$ = load resistance.

---

**Tandberg LISTENS TO AFRICA**

Tandberg Tape Recorders...Dependable Everywhere!

**THE PLACE:** Ruandi Urundi, Congo, Africa.

**THE SITUATION:** Natives listen with rapt attention as a Tandberg Model #2 (Model #8) plays back their singing voices. The identical unit was used extensively on safaris into the deepest jungle where on-the-spot tapes of wild animal life sounds were recorded. The rugged construction and quality design of the Tandberg were instrumental in obtaining faithful recordings under difficult conditions. Power was derived from a converter and car battery.

**THE CONCLUSION:** TANDBERG OFFERS BETTER, CLEARER, MORE NATURAL SOUND UNDER ANY CONDITION!

Tandberg tape recorders are guaranteed for 12 months.

*Details about Tandberg Tape Recorders*

---

**MODEL 74**

Complete Stereo Music System, Features: 3 speeds, 4 track, stereo record, stereo playback, with 2 power amplifiers and 2 built-in speakers.  
List $499.00

**MODEL 64**

Stereo Record/Playback Deck, Features: 3 separate heads, monitoring on tape, multiple input, 3 speeds, automatic tape strip, sound on sound. Remote control, start-stop, available.  
List $499.00

**MODEL 8**

Monaural Record/Playback, Features: 2 speeds, 2 heads, power amplifier, built-in speaker. In 2 track or 4 track, Model 8F — Remote control, start-stop, foot control. From $299.00

---

*Tandberg, of America, Inc., P. O. Box 171, 8 Third Ave., Pelham, N. Y.*
Maintaining Hi-Fi Equipment

Joseph Marshall
A valuable reference for anyone whose living or hobby is servicing hi-fi equipment. Outlines the professional approach for servicing all types of hi-fi components. Covers troubleshooting of electronic, mechanical and acoustic problems. 224 pages. No. 58 Paperback $2.90*

McProud High Fidelity Omnibook
Prepared and edited by C. G. McProud, publisher of Audio and noted authority and pioneer in the field of high fidelity. Contains a wealth of ideas, how to's, what to's and when to's, written so plainly that both engineer and layman can appreciate its valuable context. Covers planning, problems with decortion, cabinets and building hi-fi furniture. A perfect guide. No. 110 $2.50*

Handbook of Sound Reproduction
Edgar M. Villitch
Right up to date, a complete course on sound reproduction. Covers everything from the basic elements to individual chapters of each of the important components of a high fidelity system. No. 110 $2.75*

Tape Recorders and Tape Recording
Harold D. Weiler
A complete book on home recording by the author of High Fidelity Simplified. Easy to read and learn the techniques required for professional results with home recorders. Covers room acoustics, microphone techniques, sound effects, editing and splicing, etc. Unavailable to recording enthusiasts. No. 112 Paper Cover $2.95*

“the best of AUDIO” — edited by C. G. McProud
A new compendium of Audio knowledge. Here in one collection of the best of AUDIO — The AUDIO Clinic by Joseph Giovanelli, noted audio engineer and the original high fidelity answer man — EQUIPMENT PROFILES edited by C. G. McProud, . . . Editor of AUDIO. Here is a wealth of hi-fi and audio information. Answers to the most important issues in high fidelity and a valuable reference. No. 124 Volume I $2.00*

MONTHLY SPECIAL! SAVE 5.25
Save over 45% with this collection of AUDIO Books.
Handbook of Sound Reproduction ($3.75) “best of AUDIO” ($2.00)
McProud High Fidelity Omnibook ($2.50)
Tape Recorders & Tape Recording ($2.95)
TOTAL VALUE OF ALL FOUR BOOKS $11.20
Your cost ONLY $5.95 POSTPAID
This offer expires June 30, 1963. Good only on direct order to Publisher CIRCLE OS300

Getting The Most Out Of Your Tape Recorder
Herman Burstein
Written in “plain talk” for the man who has, or wishes to buy, a tape recorder. It answers the myriad questions raised by tape recording enthusiasts. Its chapters cover every phase of operation and maintenance—from adding a speaker to the hi-fi system, to a thorough discussion on microphones. Lots of practical information on how to buy. 176 pages. No. 251 $4.25

A convenient service to AUDIO readers
Order your books leisurely by mail—same time we pay the postage.

STereo...How It Works
Herman Burstein
A well known authority writes on the exciting technology of stereo. His theory and operating techniques including recording, playback, broadcasting, multiplexing. Covers stereo discs and tapes with a unique and practical approach. 224 pages. No. 80 Paperback $2.90*
The voltage gain of the amplifier is simply the ratio of the output to the input voltages. The gain in dB is calculated from the formula:

\[ \text{Gain (dB)} = 20 \log \left( \frac{E_o}{E_i} \right) \]

where \( E_o \) and \( E_i \) are output and input signal voltages respectively. This formula is strictly true only when the input and output impedances are equal, but the gain in dB is often expressed without correction for differing impedances.

Figure 7 shows how the gains for each of several successive stages may be measured. This type of information is often useful in design work, and more practically, in servicing. Gains over three stages are likely to range from 10 to 40, and over pentode stages from possibly 25 to 150. The average gain figure encountered from grid to plate of a pentode or tetrode output stage is of the order of 17.5, and any measured value differing from that figure appreciably should be sufficient cause to inspect the stage.

Feedback. The amount of feedback may be determined by measuring the input signal required for a given output with the feedback network connected, and then measuring the input signal required with the network disconnected. The amount of feedback, in db, is given from the formula:

\[ \text{Feedback (db)} = 20 \log \left( \frac{E_i}{E_f} \right) \]

where \( E_i \) is the input signal with feedback and \( E_f \) is the input signal without feedback.

Harmonic Distortion. Figure 8 shows a simple method of determining harmonic distortion. The output of the amplifier under test is fed into its nominal load, followed by a bridged-T null circuit which is terminated with a resistive load. With a simple circuit of this type, the exact null frequency may not be known accurately, so the procedure is to adjust the oscillator to obtain a minimum indication in the meter at position B. As the frequency is approached, the shunt resistor \( R \) is varied. When further changes in oscillator frequency and the value of \( R \) result in no further reduction in the indication of the meter in position B, the meter is shifted to position A and the level adjusted to that at which the distortion
PERMOFLUX HEADPHONES

Standard of the World
Unexcelled for—

- Quality
- Frequency Response Range
- Durability & Ruggedness
- Comfort
- Noise Exclusion

PERMOFLUX HEADPHONES carry a life-time warranty!

Write for catalog
PERMOFLUX CORPORATION
P.O. Box 1449, Glendale, Calif.

CIRCLE 70A

SEE YOUR COSTS SHRINK WITH KEY DISCOUNTS

Prave it for yourself! Rush us your list of stereo hi-fi components for an immediate price-busting quotation.

Enjoy these advantages: - LOWEST PRICES
- SPEEDY DELIVERY
- FACTORY WARRANTY
- EASY PAYMENT PLAN

For a real eye-opener, send us your valuable money-saving audio discount catalog A-17, featuring the latest in stereo equipment.

KEY ELECTRONICS CO.
120 Liberty St., N. Y. 6, N. Y.
CIRCLE 708
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PERMOFLUX
Dynamic
HEADPHONES

SUGGESTED VALUES

C1 0.003 μF L1 70 HZ
C2 0.003 μF R1 10,000
C3 0.25 μF R2 10,000

Fig. 8. Simple circuit usable for making measurements of harmonic distortion. Measurement is to be made. Then shift the meter to position B again, make any further adjustments of the oscillator frequency and the value of R to obtain a minimum again. The distortion is then given by the formula:

\[ D = \left( \frac{E_D}{E_A} \right) \times 100 \]

where the signal voltages \( E_D \) and \( E_A \) are those read on the meter at the corresponding positions.

The values of the inductance, the two capacitors, and the resistor will depend on the frequency at which the distortion measurement is to be made. A suggested value for \( L \) is 8.0 Henry; \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) should then be approximately 0.003 μF.

Intermodulation Distortion. A simple 1M distortion measurement circuit can be arranged as shown in Fig. 9. This circuit will not yield quantitative measurements but is useful in experimental development work to give qualitative figures.

![Intermodulation Distortion Diagram](image)

Fig. 9. Suggested arrangement of circuit for intermodulation distortion measurements. While not near laboratory accuracy, this method will give comparative figures.

An input signal consisting of 60 cps and 6000 c/s mixed together, with the level of the 60-cps signal being four times that of the 6000-cps signal, is used for the measurement. The amplifier to be measured is terminated with a resistor equal in value to the nominal output impedance of the amplifier. This is followed by a network consisting of a high-pass filter, a rectifier diode, and...
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Rates: 20¢ per word per insertion for commercial advertising; 25¢ per word for commercial announcements. Rates are net, and no discounts will be allowed. Copy must be accompanied by remittance in full, and must reach the New York office by the first of the month preceding the date of issue.

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REQUIRED
AMPLITE INHELSE SERVICE
106 W. 23rd St., New York 11, N. Y.
CH 4-9432

ENJOY PLEASANT SURPRISES? Then write us before you purchase any hi-fi. You'll be glad you did. Electronic Savings, Dept. IAC, 120 Liberty St., New York 6, N. Y. Clovevale 8-2828.

SALE: T12MB—tapes—package quotes. Bayly, Box 131, Wantagh, N. Y.


PIPE ORGAN REBUILDING ad
not affiliated monthly magazine. $2 year. Alton Miller, 3121 34th Avenue South, Minneapolis 6, Minn.

INTERRATED IN NEW ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS? Send for free copy of "MelodicMusic" by A. I. Hoog Co., Dept. C-1, Box 263, Itasca, New York.


CONVERT OLD RECORDERS to 4-track monaural or stereo professional repairs on all recorders. Write or call Audio Masters, 300 West 100 St., New York, N. Y. AC 2-5584.


WANTED: REL. 649C. 1 precedent tuner. Manny Villafana, 919 E. 139th St., Chicago 74, Ill.

HARPSICORD. Same as owned by Philadelphia Orchestra and RCA Victor. In perfect condition. Write or call, Fred, Harpsichord Shop, 900 First St., N. Y.


FOR SALE: 2 Cinema Graphic professional equalizers type 7606-B with power supply, perfect condition. $250 each. Vanguard Records, 154 W. 14 St., New York, N. Y. AL 5-7732, Mr. Bryant.

FOR SALE: Alter 802A model, 511V hour with S021 driver. 500D network. $150. Want Ferrograph 85-inch tape recorder. R. Parker, 463 Chase Road, Laramie, Wyo.

LOWEST PRICES, factory fresh hi-fi components, all manufacturers. Write for quotations. Audio Associates, P. O. Box 64, Franklin Park, N. J.


EMPLOYMENT

EXECUTIVE OPPORTUNITIES. Positions in advertising, sales, marketing, accounting, credit, purchasing, mechanical design and production control are available. Must be executive in the electronics field who are willing to relocate in the Southwest. They will join the staff of an expanding manufacturing facility for electronic and electrical products now being erected by the largest manufacturer in its field. For immediate opportunity write Box CD-1, AUDIO, P. O. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y.
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- Full 2 Year warranty including parts and labor.
- 15% for money back guarantee.
- Fully franchised most Hi-Fi lines. We ship from stock.
- Return your purchase within 6 months for 75% allowance against other equipment of your choice or cash back.
- We guarantee “We Will Not Be Undersold,” even within 30 days of purchase date.
- Our 18th year of dependable and reliable service throughout the world.

BEST BUY HI-FI LIST FREE

Send 10¢ for complete stereo tape catalog-nil labels.

1797-1 First Ave.
N. Y. 28, N. Y.
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High Fidelity Equipment
Complete Lines — Complete Service
Hi-Fi Records — Components
and Accessories

ELECTRO-VOICE
SOUND SYSTEMS

126 DUNDAS ST. WEST, TORONTO, CANADA
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WANTED: Scott 214AXs variable crossover network. William G. Deutsch, 61 Yonge Street, Toronto, Canada.

SOLD: Collins 127, four channel microphone mixer. Inputs 250 ohms output 600 ohms to feed recorder or broadcast line. A1 condition. $270. William W. Wilson, 1213 Marenghi Road, Belmar, N. J., New Jersey.


SOLD: Electro-Acoustic stereo studio system. Includes 2 EVA microphones, stereo power supply, 2 amplifiers. Used only 4 hours. Perfect condition. Wilbur Horsley, 200 N. Quaker Lane, West Hartford, Conn. Phone 212-3787.

FOR SALE: Marantz Model 8 with degaussing platform, $1900. Factory-wired Citation 1111, $1450. Earmark gate. $825. Both absolutely perfect. W. Torgeson, 6120 12th Avenue South, Minneapolis 25, Minn.


a low-pass filter. The high-pass filter is simple, since it has only to separate 6000 cps from 60 cps, and this consists of a small capacitor followed by a resistor. A second capacitor couples the resulting high frequency to the diode, which rectifies the signal and leaves only the modulation of the 6000-cps frequency. This is passed through a low-pass filter consisting of L, and C, and terminated with R.

The measuring procedure is as follows: Adjust the input signal to obtain a desired output level across the load Rl, as determined by measurement of the voltage across the load. Shift the r.m.s. voltmeter to position B and note the level of the signal. Call this Value Eo. Then shift the meter to position C and again measure the signal level, calling this value E3. The 1M distortion is then given by the formula

\[ IM(\%) = \left( \frac{E_3}{E_o} \right) \times 100 \]

Typical readings taken on an amplifier might be 20% (the power across a load of 16 ohms would be 20/16, or 25 watts); \( E_o \) = 5 volts; and \( E_3 \) = 68 volts. 1M is then (.08/5) \times 100, or 1.6 per cent. The indicated distortion is likely to be somewhat larger than that measured on standard 1M equipment, but for comparative measurements — using the same equipment throughout — the results can be of some value in maintenance work.

Conclusion

The r.m.s. voltmeter is one of the most valuable instruments in the hands of the audio technician, and with a full knowledge of its capabilities it is able to provide a large amount of information about performance of audio equipment. It is possible to measure the output of phonograph pickups directly, using a frequency reference; it is possible to check the equalization curves of amplifiers or networks; it is useful in making distortion measurements; in short, it is the second most valuable tool of the audio technician or experimenter — the first place belongs to the volt-ohm-milliammeter, either of conventional or of vacuum-tube circuitry. And it is quite likely that transistorized versions of the electronic voltmeter will soon be readily available.

COMPONENTS, TAPE RECORDERS

Write for our low quotes on your choice of components. Save now on “Planet” all factory sealed. Send for “Monthly Specials” bulletin.

Hi-FI RECORDING TAPE

- 1200' 7" Mylar or acetate: $3.99, $4.35
- 600' 7" Mylar: $1.99, $2.15
- 300' 7" acetate: $1.99, $2.15
- 2400' 7" magnetized Mylar: $8.99, $9.99
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Special 25% saving for Audio readers
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"King Mike I" Tells All! Or...
HOW TO SUCCEED IN THE "KING" BUSINESS WHEN ALL THE CARDS ARE STACKED IN YOUR FAVOR

Altec Regional Sales Manager, Mitt Thomas, after coronation as "King Mike the First" receives congrats of Altec President A. A. Ward (I.) and H. S. Morris, V.P. for Marketing. Thomas won crown and scepter when customers in the Southeast decided to up their purchases of Altec microphones by 235%.

"A funny thing happened to me on the way to the office the first day of the "King Mike" Contest. I kept repeating the first principle of Salesmanship—Know Your Product—then tell the people the facts about it in terms of benefits. Well, I know my Altec mikes, and I knew the facts that made them preferred by many of those canny broadcast and recording engineers.

"On all my sales calls during the Contest, I laid it on the line to prospects about Altec's exclusive Sintered Bronze Filter and how it positively bars entry of iron dust, metal particles, or any foreign matter to make it the most perfect acoustical filter ever made... I waxed enthusiastic about Altec's Microphone Exchange Plan whereby customers return to Altec a microphone in need of repair and receive a brand new, factory-sealed mike in exchange for a nominal charge.

"I showed my prospects individual certified calibration curves that are supplied with each Altec 684, 685, 688 and 689 Dynamic, free of charge, as proof of their superior performance. I almost bought a couple myself as I showed them documented comparisons of Altec microphone curves vs. other famous-name competitive equipment (there was no comparison!).

"Next, I followed-up with comparative A-B tests that naturally proved Altec best in sensitivity, smoothest in response, best in overall performance.

"Finally, just to clinch the sale, I'd pull out all stops on Altec's 15 different models of professional mikes—from $42.00 dynamics to $275.00 condenser systems—for over fifty different applications in every area of broadcasting and recording. And, I bore down hard on the fact that Altec competes on the basis of price and quality with any line of microphones offered by any manufacturer!

"In conclusion, I'd like to offer a few words of advice to "King Mike II", whoever he may be: You gotta tell the customer about the many superiorities of Altec microphones that no other make of microphone can touch. So to get better results, give 'em the facts about Altec. The facts are enough..."

Here are two impressive examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALTEC 664A</th>
<th>ALTEC 685A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OMNIDIRECTIONAL</td>
<td>CARDIOID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$78.00 NET</td>
<td>$96.00 NET</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Proof of Superior Performance! In the entire broadcast and recording industry, only Altec provides concrete visual proof of superior performance by supplying individual, certified calibration curves with each of four models of professional dynamics.

For complete specifications, please call your nearest Altec Distributor (Yellow Pages) or write Dept. AL44
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And the night shall be filled with music.

And the cares that infest the day,
Shall fold their tents like the Arabs,
And as silently steal away.

We do not infer that we improve on Bach, Beethoven or Stravinsky —we only bring them to you exactly as they are—with complete fidelity.
Write for pertinent specifications.

Viking OF MINNEAPOLIS, INC.
3600 Aldrich Ave. S., Minneapolis 20, Minn.
Cable: Viking
Here's how to turn sound "snap-shooting" into professional quality "sound pictures" with top-notch fidelity. Start with this microphone, the Electro-Voice Model 664 dynamic cardioid.

Whether recording, providing sound reinforcement or doing critical PA work, the 664 Variable-D* cardioid pattern rejects sound more uniformly at the back of the microphone than any other similarly-priced unit.

The 664 has four independent sound cancelling systems (two for the highs, one for the mid-range and one for the lows). Compare this with the one or two cancelling systems in other brands. Low, low room rumble and very high frequency noises are reduced just as well as voice frequencies. A whopping 20 db, on the average.

And more of the sound you want, you get. Wider range is possible with the more sophisticated 664 design. No compromises needed at either the top end or the bottom. And no peaks (on-axis or off) from 40 to 15,000 cps. A good part of the credit must go to the Acoustalloy® diaphragm we use, made of a modern plastic that can be controlled to within .001", yet shrugs off extremes of humidity, heat and shock. We're proud of it. We invented it.

Another advantage of the Variable-D 664: almost no proximity effect. This means you get the same tonal balance with ultraclose miking as you do when working at normal or long distances. A big bonus with untrained talent or wide-ranging stage pickups.

The highly efficient dynamic element of the 664 puts out a healthy -55 db signal to match any modern amplifier or tape recorder. And either high or low impedance can be selected at the cable. Just move one wire. All this for only $85.00 list (less normal trade discounts). Or $99.00 in gleaming gold finish. Your money back if the 664 disappoints you in any way. It won't. Why not put yourself in the foreground of the sound picture with the E-V 664, today. Electro-Voice, Inc., Dept. 432A, Buchanan, Michigan.

*Patent Pending